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AGENDA 

The MPO CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITIEE (CAC) will meet at 2:00PM on TUESDAY, MARCH 3, 
2014, in CONFERENCE ROOM 81-501 in County Administration Building B, 1800 27th Street, 
Vero Beach, FL. 

1. Call to Order 

z. Election of Officers 

3. Approval of Minutes 
December 2, 2014 
Action Required 

4. Consideration of Draft Indian River County Bike/Ped Plan Update 
Action Required 

s. Presentation of 2040 Treasure Coast Regional Planning Model Update 
No Action Required 

6. Status Report of MPO Advisory Committees 
No Action Required 

7. Other Business 

8. Comments from the Public 

9. Adjournment 
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Next Meeting: <March 27, 2015; 2:00 PM; Conference Room B 1-501. 

If you have any questions concerning the items on this agenda, please contact MPO staff at {772) 226-1455. Anyone who may 
wish to appeal any decision which may be made at this meeting will need to ensure that a verbatim record of the proceeding is 
made, which includes the testimony and evidence on which the appeal is based. Anyone who needs a special accommodation for 
this meeting must contact the County's Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Coordinator at 772 226-1223 at least 48 hours in 
advance of the meeting. 

For complaints, questions or concerns about civil rights or nondiscrimination; or for specia I requests under the American with 
Disabilities Act, please contact: Phil Matson, Title VI Coordinator at (772) 226-1455 or pmatson@ircgov.com. 

Except tor those matters specifically exempted under State Statute and Local Ordinance, the Committee shall provide an 
opportunity for public comment prior to the undertaking by the Committee of any action on the agenda. Public comment shall 
also be heard on any proposition which the Committee is to take action which was either not on the agenda or distributed to the 
public prior to the commencement of the meeting. Public participation is solicited without regard to race, color, national origin, 
age, sex, religion, disability or family status. Persons who require special accommodations under the Americans with Disabilities 
Act or persons who require translation services {free of charge) should contact Phil Matson at (772) 226-1455 or 
pmatson@ircgov.com at least seven days prior to the meeting. 

To view the CAC Agenda packet on-line please go to the following link: 

http :1/www. i rcgov .com/boards/ cac/2015/agendas/CAC030314A. pdf 
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MEETING OF 
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 

THE MPO CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE {MPOCAC) 

A meeting of the MPOCAC was held at 2:00PM on Tuesday, December 2, 2014, in the 
County Administration Building "B", Room Bl-501, 1800 27th Street, Vero Beach, Florida. 

Note: Audio and video recordings of the meeting can be found at 
httti:/lwww.ircqov.com/Boards/C,1-C/?-014.htm 

MPOCAC members present were: Chairman Juliana Young BCC Appointee; Vice 
Chairman Chuck Mechling, BCC Appointee; Robert Johnson, BCC Appointee; Herb Whittall, City 
of Vero Beach Appointee; William Lundy Parden, Transportation Disadvantaged Appointee; 
Clarence Korker, City of Fellsmere Appointee; Joan Edwards, City of Vero Beach Appointee; 
Deryl Seemayer, City of Sebastian Appointee; Bruce Hoffman, City of Sebastian Appointee. 

Absent was: Ryan Wilson, School Board Appointee; Kathleen "Cookie" Geyer, BCC 
Appointee; Walter Wright; BCC Appointee; Freddie Woolfork, Minority Appointee. 

Also present were IRC Staff: Phil Matson, MPO Staff Director; Brian Freeman, MPO Senior 
Planner; Andy Sobczak, MPO Senior Planner; and Sharon Schalm, MPO Staff Assistant Ill & 
Recording Secretary. 

Also present were: Karen Deigl, Senior Resource Association; Cole Bradbury, Indian 
River Charter High School. 

Call to Order 

MPOCAC Chairman Julie Young called the meeting to order at 2:03 PM. She indicated 
that there was a quorum present. 

Approval of Minutes of the MPOCAC Meeting of September 2, 2014 

MPOCAC Chairman Young asked if there were any additions or corrections to the 
MPOCAC minutes of September 2, 2014. 

ON MOTION by Mr. Mechling, SECONDED BY Mr. Whittall, the 
members voted unanimously {9-0) to approve the September 2, 
2014 Metropolitan Planning Organization Citizens Advisory 
Committee meeting minutes as presented. 
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Review of FOOT Draft Tentative Five Year Work Program for Fiscal Years 2015/16 through 
2019/20 
Action Required 

Mr. Matson, MPO Staff Director, introduced Mr. Freeman, MPO Senior Planner, who 
gave a brief overview of the FOOT Draft Five Year Work Program cycle. Mr. Freeman reviewed 
the priority projects for Indian River County and gave updates on each project. Discussion 
ensued concerning ROW, speed limits, designs of medians, U-turns, crashes, and millings. Mr. 
Matson provided an update concerning SR 60/43rd Avenue. 

ON MOTION BY Mr. Whittal, SECONDED BY Mr. Mechling, the 
members voted unanimously (9-0) to approve the MPO's FOOT 
Draft Tentative Five Year Work Program for Fiscal Years 2015/16 
through 2019/20 with the caveat that the speed limit remain the 
same on US Hwy 1 from 53rd St. to CR 510. 

Consideration of Draft Indian River County Bike/Ped Plan Update 

Action Required 

A Power Point of the Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan update, a copy of which is on file in the 
MPO office, was presented by Mr. Sobczak, Indian River County Bike/Ped Coordinator. Mr. 
Sobczak gave an update on the plan, noting the tasks that had been completed; Comprehensive 
roadway network inventory of bicycle and pedestrian facilities; Level-of-Service and Latent 
Demand Analysis; Public Workshops; and Draft Prioritization of Projects. 

Mr. Johnson requested a glossary to help explain terms. Chairman Young requested a 
change be made to the charts. Discussion ensued concerning restriping, striping, lOS, speed 
limits, demand, grade and safety. Chairman Young noted that there needs to be more notation 
to make the plan clearer. 

A discussion ensued regarding why a project with a high level of service would be on the 
priority list. Staff responded that priorities were based on cost/benefit ratios, and those 
projects represented relatively inexpensive re-striping. 

ON MOTION BY Mr. Whittall, SECONDED BY Mr. Mechling the members voted 
unanimously (9-0) to recommend the Metropolitan Planning Organization 
approve the draft prioritization of projects, with clarification on re-striping vs 
striping, and clarification of the columns in the plan. 

Consideration of the 2040 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) Socio-economic Data 
Development 
No Action Required 

Mr. Matson explained that, consistent with federal requirements, the Indian River 
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County MPO must approve and adopt a new Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) every five 
years. Mr. Matson noted that the LRTLP is a federally required document that includes formal 
processes for public input, future transportation demand estimation, and roadway analysis, and 
the LRTP must identify all federal and state-funded transportation projects in Indian River 
County. 

Mr. Matson gave a Power Point presentation, a copy of which is on file in the MPO 
office. He stated that, in the coming months, the consultants will be analyzing and projecting 
future financial resources. Mr. Matson explained that, based on existing land use plans and 
using information on growth and vacant land maintained by the County, the MPO had 
developed future population and employment forecasts by traffic analysis zone for year 2040. 

Chairman Young had concerns regarding the Population Growth by Traffic Analysis Zone 
(2040) map and the Employment Growth by Traffic Analysis Zone (2040) in the Power Point 
presentation. She questioned the colors on the maps and asked that the maps be adjusted. Mr. 
Matson noted that he would send out the maps to members for additional feedback. 

Consideration of Transportation Improvement Program (TIP} Amendment 
Action Required 

Mr. Matson noted that recently FDOT had requested that the MPO approve two 
amendments to the adopted Transportation Improvement Program (TIP}. He explained that those 
amendments will enable FDOT staff to undertake environmental mitigation for a segment of the 
Trans Florida Central Railroad Greenway that goes through the St. Sebastian River Preserve State 
Park and both projects are for the historic Trans Florida Central Railroad Greenway. 

ON MOTION BY Mr. Whittall, SECONDED BY Mr. Corcoran, the 
members voted unanimously (9-0) to approve the Proposed 
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) Amendment as 
presented. 

Presentation of Trans-Central Florida Raii-Traill-95 Pedestrian Crossing Concepts 
No Action Required 

Mr. Matson stated that County and City of Fellsmere Staff have undertaken a number of 
trail development activities. He noted that these have included constructing a portion of the 
unbuilt trail between the Sebastian River and North County Park and constructing a trailhead 
and visitor center at the ROTC facility on the west side of 1-95 in Fellsmere. 

Mr. Matson sa id that recently, FOOT has begun construction of a missing 1 ~ mile 
segment ofthe trail from the existing end of the trail in North County Park up to and over 1-95 
in Fellsmere. He explained that this segment of the trail will require a pedestrian crossing over 
1-95, which is being designed in conjunction with the 1-95 widening currently taking place. 
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Mr. Sobczak gave a Power Point Presentation, a copy of which is on file in the MPO 
office. He presented conceptual renderings to the CAC for comments and noted that FDOT will 
select a final design. Mr. Matson noted that the crossing represents a high-visibility opportunity 
to celebrate the heritage of Indian River County and the historic nature ofthe trail itself. 

Status Report of Other MPO Advisory Committees 

Mr. Matson reviewed his memorandum, dated November 20, 2014, included in the 
agenda packet and on file in the MPO Office. 

Other Business 

Mr. Johnson spoke to the importance of commenting on the All Aboard Florida Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement and urged the CAC members to get their comments in. 

Comments from the Public 

There were none. 

Adjournment 

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 4:00 pm. 
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INDIAN RIVER COUNTY, FLORIDA 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Members of the Indian River County MPO- Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) 
AfS 

THROUGH: Stan Boling, AICP 
Community Development Director 

FROM: Andy Sobczak 
MPO Staff Planner 

DATE: February 23, 2015 

SUBJECT: Consideration of Draft Indian River County Bike/Ped Plan Update 

It is requested that the information presented herein be given formal consideration by the 
Indian River County MPO Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) at the meeting of March 3, 
2015. 

SUMMARY 

Recently, Stanley Consultants and Sprinkle Consulting completed a draft 
update to the MPO's Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. The project began with a 
highly detailed inventory and analysis of roadway conditions in Indian River 
County. Next, the consultants identified needed bicycle and pedestrian 
improvements on the county's major road network and updated the goals, 
objectives, and policies for improving bicycle and pedestrian travel conditions 
within the county. Staff recommends that the CAC members review the draft 
plan, make any changes, and approve the plan. 

DESCRIPTION AND CONDITIONS 

Stanley Consultants, Inc., in coordination with Sprinkle Consulting recently completed a draft 
update to the MPO's Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan (Attachment 1). In addition to completing a 
detailed inventory and technical analysis of roadway conditions in the county to identify 
needed bicycle and pedestrian improvements on the county's major road network, the 
consultants included public input from several workshops as well as input and suggestions 
from interested citizens related to bicycle and pedestrian issues in the county. 

The draft plan also includes updated goals, objectives and policies for improving bicycle and 
pedestrian travel conditions within the county, and includes new design guidelines for 
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure to improve safety. 
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ANALYSIS 

The MPO's Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan update began with an extensive collection of data on 
all collector level and above roadways in the county. For each roadway, information 
including the availability of a sidewalk or bike lane, the width, location and condition of the 
sidewalk or bike lane, the adjacent roadway traffic volumes and speed, buffer width 
between sidewalk/bike lane and roadway, and many other variables were collected. That 
information was used to calculate the existing Bicycle and Pedestrian Level-of-Service (BLOS 
and PLOS) for each roadway segment in the county. BLOS and PLOS are measures of the 
quality of bicycle and pedestrian facilities on a given roadway. In addition to the BLOS and 
PLOS, a Demand Score was also developed for each roadway segment. Demand Scores are 
based on a GIS analysis of the relationship between nearby schools, shopping centers, parks 
and places of employment, known as trip destinations, to trip generators, such as residential 
subdivisions, apartments and condominiums. 

This approach yielded a set of all needed pedestrian (Figure 5-l) and bicycle (Figure 5-2) 
facilities in the County. Demand Score, BLOS/PLOS, public input (received electronically and 
through public workshops) and project costs were then entered into an equation to rank all 
roadway segments relative to their need for pedestrian and bicycle facilities (Figure 5-3 and 
5-4). Since it is generally more efficient for implementing agencies (such as FOOT and local 
Public Works departments) to let grant-funded contracts for larger (1/2 mile or more) 
projects, small gaps in otherwise complete bicycle/pedestrian facilities were included in a 
separate list (Table 5-7). 

In addition to the identification of 'gap' projects, the current Bike/Ped Plan Update contains 
a number of new features. One such feature is the inclusion of user-based (operational) 
input, specifically from local bicycling enthusiasts. A group of several hundred local cyclists 
compiled observations regarding small-scale improvements, such as signage, restriping, and 
minor connections for inclusion in the plan. The plan also identifies "walkable activity 
centers" that demonstrate higher potential for non-motorized trip making (depicted in 
general terms as areas corresponding to downtown Fellsmere, Sebastian, and Vero Beach). 
Finally, the plan contains and number of new policies, including policies on "complete 
streets" such as the proposal for improving 45th Street in Gifford. 

On March 3, 2015, staff will provide a presentation on t he draft MPO Bicycle and Pedestrian 
Plan update. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Staff recommends that the CAC members review the draft bicycle and pedestrian plan 
update, make any changes, and approve the plan. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Draft MPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan Update 
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INDIAN RIVER COUNTY BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN .MASTER PLAN 

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCnON 

The Indian River County Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan establishes the blueprint for bicycle 

and pedestrian facility construction and programming for Indian River County. The 

County's first Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan was adopted in 1997, which was subsequently 

updated in 2003. The 2014 update to the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan builds upon 

the successes of the two previous plans and lays out the framework for the future of 

bicycling and walking within Indian River County. The County's Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 

provides an evaluation of existing conditions on the Indian River County's major roadway 

network, identifies gaps in the bicycle and pedestrian transportation network, and sets a 

prioritized action plan for improving the efficiency and safety of the bicycle and pedestrian 

transportation network. 

Indian River County is located along the southeast Atlantic coast of Florida. It is bordered 

by Brevard County to the north, Osceola and Okeechobee Counties to the west and St. 

Lucie County to the south. The County's geography is characterized by its extensive 

coastlines and waterways, being named after the Indian River Lagoon which stretches the 

entire length of the County's eastern border. Of the County's 617 total square miles, over 

18 percent is water, and there are nearly 23 miles of Atlantic coastline. Proximity to the 

water and recreational activities make Indian River County desirable to visitors and 

residents alike, resulting in more densely populated areas in the eastern portions of the 

County. This is in sharp contrast to the western portions of the County which are more 

rural in nature, with agriculture being the predominant industry. 

There are five municipalities within Indian River County- Cities of Fellsmere, Sebastian and 

Vero Beach and Towns of Indian River Shores and Orchid. While Vero Beach had the 

largest population as of the 2000 census, Sebastian surpassed Vero Beach in 2010, with a 

growth of approximately 36 percent between 2000 and 2010. 

Indian River County has a significant bicycling community that uses bicycles for 

commuting, shopping, and recreational purposes. Field observations conducted for this 

study revealed a significant amount of bicycling activity associated with residential 

neighborhoods in Gifford and Fellsmere, downtown Vero Beach, and in the coastal areas. 

Similarly significant pedestrian activity was observed around transit stops, parks and 

recreation facilities, community facilities and residential neighborhoods in Gifford, 

Fellsmere, downtown Vero Beach, and in coastal areas. 
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INDIAN RIVER COUNTY BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN MASTER PLAN 

As part of the County's continuing efforts in promoting bicycling and walking, Stanley 

Consultants Inc. and Sprinkle Consulting Inc., were commissioned by the Indian River 

County Metropolitan Planning Organization to update the County's Bicycle and Pedestrian 

Plan. The current plan update is intended to serve as an implementation guide for facilities 

and amenities related to bicycling activities within the County. 

Socio Economic Characteristics 
The following section highlights key mobility socio~economic characteristics in Indian River 
County. 

Automobile Ownership and Availabilitv 
Lack of vehicle availability is a key indicator of the propensity to use transit, bicycling and 

walking. Table 1-1 shows the distribution of vehicle availability among households in 

Indian River County compared to the State of Florida and other surrounding counties in 

the region. Based on the 2009-2013 five-year American Community Survey (ACS) 

estimates, Indian River County generally has more vehicle availability compared to the 

State of Florida and surrounding counties. Table 1-1 displays the number of households 

per square mile with zero vehicle availability. 

Table 1~1. Household Vehicle Availability (2013) 

Number of Vehicles Available per Occupied 

Location 
Housing Unit 

Zero One Two 
Three or 

More 
Indian River County 5.3% 45.0% 38.2% 11.6% 

Florida 7.0% 41.5% 37.9% 13.6% 

Brevard County 5.1% 41.3% 39.3% 14.3% 

Osceola County 6.1% 37.6% 39.7% 16.5% 

St. Lucie County 6.0% 41.7% 38.8% 13.5% 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2009-2013 5-Year American Community Survey Estimates 

Based on the County's recently updated Transit Development Plan (TOP), the most densely 

populated areas with zero vehicle availability are generally located in the eastern areas of 

the County, including Gifford and Fellsmere where there is the greatest level of geographic 

service area coverage. There are a considerable number of households in the central and 

western areas of the County with zero vehicle availability. 
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Mode of Travel to Work 

Indian River County's citizenry contains a higher share of the population that uses single 

occupant vehicles for commuting purposes than many surrounding counties. Based on 

the 2009-2013 five-year American Community Survey (ACS) estimates, approximately nine 

percent of the County residents carpool to work, less than one percent walk to work, and 

less than one percent use other modes of transportation, which would include bicycling. A 

comparison of the County's commuting pattern with nearby areas and the State of Florida 

is illustrated in Table 1-2. 

Table 1-2. Journey to Work Data - Surrounding Jurisdictions 

Modal Split 
Indian River State of Brevard Osceola St. Lucie 

County Florida County County County 
Drove Alone 83.40% 79.90% 83.15% 79.69% 81.26% 
Carpool 9.32% 9.90% 8.54% 11.45% 10.24% 
Public Transportation 0.36% 1.98% 0.50% 1.63% 0.49% 
Walk 0.86% 1.42% 0.94% 0.68% 0.82% 
Other Means 1.63% 2.19% 2.41% 2.43% 1.82% 
Worked from home 4.43% 4.61% 4.45% 4.13% 5.38% 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2009-2013 5-Year Amencan Community Survey Estimates 

Significance of Bicycle and Pedestrian Infrastructure 

The availability of bicycle facilities and associated infrastructure plays an important role in 

the County's transportation system. Benefits associated with bicycling include the ability 

to ease traffic congestion, increased personal health/recreation opportunities, 

environmental benefits, and a reduced need for automobile parking facilities. In order to 

be considered a realistic transportation option, conditions need to be favorable for 

bicycling including bicycle parking, bicycle storage and shower facilities. 

According to Section 335.065(l)(a) of the Florida Statutes, bicyclists and pedestrians are 

legitimate users of roadways. Certain non-local streets require accommodations for 

bicyclists due to the nature of traffic volume and speed along these roadways. The section 

from the referenced statute is provided below: 

"Bicycle and pedestrian ways shall be given full consideration in the planning and 

development of transportation facilities, including the incorporation of such ways 

into state, regional, and local transportation plans and programs. Bicycle and 

pedestrian ways shall be established in conjunction with construction, 
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reconstruction, or other change of any state transportation facility, and special 

emphasis shall be given to projects within 1 mile of an urban area." 

The growing recognition that bicyclists and pedestrians are legitimate users of all 

roadways underscores the need to provide appropriately designed and located bicycle and 

pedestrian facilities. Bicycle facility needs can include bicycle lanes, bicycle boulevards, 

shared lanes, shared use paths, bike route systems, and parking facilities. Pedestrian facility 

needs can include sidewalks, shared use paths, properly designed and connected 

crosswalks, pedestrian signals, and ADA accommodations. 

The County's goal through the Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan Update is to 

accommodate current bicycle and walking use and to encourage increased use of bicycling 

and walking in the future. Hence bicycle and pedestrian planning should be oriented 

toward meeting the needs of current and potential bicyclists and pedestrians using the 

roadway system. 

Currently, the County implements its Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan through regulation and 

construction of bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure. The County's land development 

regulations require developers to install sidewalks and bicycle facilities in conjunction with 

new development projects. The County has also installed sidewalks and bicycle facilities as 

part of its road construction projects and has set aside a portion of its local option sales 

tax revenue to fund bicycle and pedestrian improvements. The County has also applied for 

and received several SAFETEA-LU enhancement, Safe Routes to School, and Recreational 

Trails Program grants to construct bike paths and sidewalks. According to the County's 

comprehensive plan, the County spends about $100,000 per year of local option sales tax 

funds and will be spending approximately $1,500,000 over the next five years in 

enhancement funds for sidewalks and bike paths. 
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CHAPTER 2: EXISTING POUCY FRAMEWORK 

Several County and local level plans were evaluated to obtain an understanding of the 

policy and legal framework within which the planning and programming of infrastructure 

occurs within Indian River County. These plans were evaluated to assess the extent to 

which bicycle and pedestrian related planning and programming are incorporated into the 

County's overall transportation planning paradigm. The plans reviewed for this effort and 

the findings are described below. 

Indian River County 2030 Comprehensive Plan 
Compared to the previous versions of the comprehensive plans, the 2030 comprehensive 

plan includes several new and revised policies that are supportive of bicycle and pedestrian 

infrastructure. The County routinely monitors its success in meeting its policy objectives as 

noted in the Action/Accomplishment notations during the 2008 Evaluation and Appraisal 

Report. The last major update of the County's Comprehensive Plan contained a 

restructuring of several objectives and policies, including a bicycle/pedestrian objective 

based on the Bicycle/Pedestrian Level of Service measure, and a transit objective based on 

the transit quality/level of service measures. 

The Future Land Use and Transportation Elements of the Indian River County 

Comprehensive Plan contains a wide range of bicycle and pedestrian supportive objectives 

and policies as shown below. 

Future Land Use Element 

OBJECTIVE 4: Efficient mix of uses to reduce traffic demand and greenhouse gas 

emissions. 

POUCY 4.5: Where proposed development projects abut undeveloped or 

developed property, the County shall require that such development be designed 

and constructed or guaranteed to accommodate both vehicular and bicycle/ 

pedestrian interconnections. Interconnections may include shared roadways or 

driveways that provide local traffic circulation. Exemptions shall be granted where 

interconnections would create a .,funneling effect" through an existing 

neighborhood or have no potential for providing interconnectivity or through

street benefits (e.g. segments that dead-end into water bodies, built facilities, or 

environmentally sensitive areas). 
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POllCY 4.7: The County shall require that developers construct sidewalks on both 

sides of internal project streets in higher density residential developments and 

mixed-use projects. 

Transportation Element 

OBJECTIVE 4: Pedestrian/Bicycle System 

Through 2030, 80% percent of roadways in Indian River County will operate at 

Bike/Ped LOS "D" or above. 

POllCY 4.1: The County hereby adopts the MPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan. 

Implementation of the plan in the unincorporated county will occur through the 

incorporation of improvements identified in that plan in its TCIP. The plan will be 

used as a basis for applying for and programming federal enhancement project 

funds. Funds will be used to program improvements such as the construction of 

new bicycle and pedestrian lanes and paths, and the retrofit of existing lanes and 

paths. The implementation schedule will be determined by the priority ranking of 

each roadway segment as contained in the MPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan. The 

following programs shall also be implemented by the County according to the 

plan: an off-road facilities program, a safety improvement program, and a mode 

shift program. These programs will be implemented as the funding, right-of-way, 

or other necessary resources become available. 

POUCY 4.2: By 2020, the County shall evaluate utility easements, railroad rights-of

way and drainage canal rights-of-way as locations for off road trails. This evaluation 

will be based upon safety and cost considerations as well as negotiations with 

appropriate agencies which control these easements and rights-of-way. 

POllCY 4.3: By 2012, the County will assess all thoroughfare plan roadways to 

identify hazards to bicyclists. Where hazards are identified, improvements to 

correct them will be programmed. 

POLICY 4.4: The County will use at least $200,000 per year of 1 cent local option 

sales tax revenue for bike/pedestrian system improvements. 

POUCY 4.5: The County will continue to apply for SAFETEA-LU enhancement funds 

to construct bike/ped improvements. 
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POLICY 4.6: The County will, through its land development regulations, require that 

all developments fronting on thoroughfare plan roadways provide for construction 

of bicycle and pedestrian improvements as identified in the MPO 

Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan and MPO Greenways Plan. 

POLICY 4.7: The County will, through its land development regulations, require that 

internal sidewalks are provided in all residential subdivisions with densities higher 

than 1 unit per four acres. 

POLICY 4.8: The County will install bike-ped signals at all new signalized 

intersections and will install bike racks on its buses. 

POLICY 4.9: By 2015, the County will establish a sidewalk matching funds program 

for construction of residential sidewalks by homeowners. 

OBJECTIVE 8: Land Use/Transportation 

By 2030, all three geographic sub-areas of Indian River County will have a jobs

housing balance between 0.8 and 1.2. 

POllCY 8.1: The County will implement Future Land Use Element policies which 

restrict urban sprawl. limit strip commercial development, promote infill, encourage 

TND projects, promote public transportation, and encourage higher intensity uses 

in major corridors. 

POllCY 8.4: The County shall establish land use guidelines for development in 

exclusive public transit corridors to ensure accessibility to public transit, in the 

event such corridors are established. 

City of Vero Beach Comprehensive Plan 
A review of the City of Vero Beach Comprehensive Plan and the 2010 Evaluation and 

Appraisal Report was conducted. The goals, objectives, and policies contained in the City's 

Comprehensive Plan that are supportive of bicycle and pedestrian transportation are listed 

below. 

Transportation Element 

OBJECTIVE 2: The transportation system shall continue to emphasize safety with 

special attention to decreasing pedestrian, bicycle and vehicular accidents. 
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Policy 2.4: The City shall promote safe movement of bicycle and pedestrian traffic 

as part of the development approval process outlined in the Land Development 

Regulations. 

OBJECTIVE 3: Provisions shall be made for a safe, convenient and efficient multi

modal transportation system. 

Policy 3.1: The City shall support implementation of the Indian River Metropolitan 

Planning Organization (MPO) Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan and Greenways Plan. Priority 

will be given to those bikeways/sidewalks/greenways for which heavy recreational 

and/or commercial usage is projected and which can be implemented concurrently 

with other roadway improvements. 

Policy 3.2: The City shall, through its Land Development Regulations, require that all 

developments fronting on thoroughfare plan roadways provide for construction of 

bicycle and pedestrian improvements as identified in the MPO Bicycle/Pedestrian 

Plan. 

Policy 3.3: The City shall, through its Land Development Regulations, require 

sidewalks along all non-residential development that front roadways and that 

internal sidewalks are provided in residential subdivisions with densities of three 

units per acre or higher where pedestrian activity can be expected. 

EAR Amendment to Policy 3.3.: The 2010 EAR recommends amending Policy 3.3., 

requiring an amendment to the land development regulations with a completion 

date for requiring sidewalks in new residential subdivisions. The EAR also 

recommends creating a new policy under Objective 3 establishing a specific policy 

for completing gaps in residential sidewalks and along arterials and collectors. 

Policy 3.4: The City shall consider bicycle and pedestrian ways in the planning of 

transportation facilities. 

City of Sebastian Comprehensive Plan 
A review of the City of Sebastian Comprehensive Plan and the 2010 Evaluation and 

Appraisal Report was conducted. The goals, objectives, and policies contained in the City's 
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Comprehensive Plan that are supportive of bicycle and pedestrian transportation are listed 

below. 

Transportation Element 

Policy 1.3.4: The City shall require that new development be compatible with Goals, 

Objectives and Policies of the Transportation Element and that new development 

shall further the achievement of aforementioned Goals, Objectives and Policies, of 

the Transportation Element. Requirements for the compatibility of new 

development may include but are not limited to: 

• Locating parking to the side or behind the development to provide 

pedestrian accessibility of building entrances and walkways to the street, 

rather than separating the building from the street by parking. 

• Providing clearly delineated pedestrian routes through parking lots to safely 

accommodate pedestrian and bicycle circulation and to minimize potential 

bicycle/pedestrian and automobile interaction. 

OBJECTIVE 1.6: Multi-modal System. The City shall promote alternative modes of 

transportation to provide a safe and efficient multi-modal system and to provide 

for a possible reduction of individual motor vehide travel. 

Policy 1.6.1: All major roadways shall be designed as complete transportation 

corridors incorporating bicycle and pedestrian features, and planning for transit 

features to start creating a true multi-modal system. 

Policy 1.6.2: By 2011, the City shall prepare a Greenways Plan for Bicycle and 

Pedestrian access. 

Policy 1.6.3: The City should provide adequate ROW and construct bicycle ways 

along corridors to be specified in the Bicycle Plan. 

Policy 1.6.4: Bike paths shall be established linking arterial and collector streets. 

Policy 1.6.5: Sidewalks shall be mandatory on all new roadway construction. 

1. Sidewalks shall be constructed, concurrently with new non-residential 

development, by the developer. 

2. New residential developments with densities of one or more dwelling units 

per acre shall provide sidewalks on both sides of every street. 
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Policy 1.6.6: A Pedestrian Improvement Plan shall be prepared, adopted and 

implemented by 2011. 

Policy 1.6.7: Capital funding priority will be given to Greenways, heavy recreational 

use areas, and along roadways between residential areas and schools. 

Policy 1.6.8: By 2011, the City shall develop standards in the land development 

regulations for access to bicycle and pedestrian systems (such standards shall apply 

to new developments, substantial improvements of existing developments, and to 

road improvements). 

Policy 1.6.9: By 2011, the City shall review the land development regulations and 

address the provision of bicycle parking and circulation, pedestrian walkways, and 

handicap accessible facilities within new developments and existing developments 

undergoing substantial improvements. 

Policy 1.6.10: Intersections shall be made pedestrian-friendly by limiting the 

pedestrian crossing width; use of adequate lighting; adequate timing for traffic 

signals; and the provision of facilities for the handicapped. 

Policy 1.6.11: The City shall develop standards, for new non-residential 

development, to establish a maximum number of parking spaces allowed in excess 

of the parking space requirements of the City's land development regulations, in 

order to encourage walking, bicycling, ridesharing, and shared parking, and to 

minimize the creation of excess impervious surface area. 

Policy 1.6.12: Adequate pedestrian circulation and safety shall be considered as a 

required component of roadway system management, with implementation and 

required construction. 

City of Fellsmere Comprehensive Plan 
A review of the City of Fellsmere Comprehensive Plan was conducted. The goals, 

objectives, and policies contained in the City's Comprehensive Plan that are supportive of 

bicycle and pedestrian transportation are listed below. 

Policy Tran A-9.1. Planning for Bicycle and Pedestrian Ways. 
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The City shall continue to work with the County MPO to prepare a plan for 

developing bicycle and pedestrian ways that connect residential areas to 

recreational areas and major activity centers. The plan shall include programs for 

implementation and anticipated funding sources. The City Bicycle and Pedestrian 

Plan shall be coordinated with the Indian River County MPO Bicycle and Pedestrian 

Plan. 

Policy Tran A-9.2. Facilitate Use of Bicycles and Pedestrian Movement. 

The City's Land Development Code shall maintain land use and other strategies to 

promote the use of bicycles and pedestrian movement. The regulations shall 

require that developments impacting bicycle and pedestrian movement provide 

improvements that accommodate the safe movement of bicycles and pedestrian . . 
Policy Tran A-9.3. Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Required for New Development. 

The City shall continue to enforce land development regulations that require: 

1. New subdivisions, re-plats, planned unit developments, and site plans 

accommodate bicycle and pedestrian traffic needs including installation of 

sidewalks; and 

2. New multi-family residences, shopping facilities, recreational areas, schools, 

and other public uses provide storage areas for bicycles. 

Policy Tran A-9.4. Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities between Residential Areas and 

Community Facilities. 

The City shall adopt land development regulations which ensure priority for bicycle 

and 

pedestrian facilities, when there is sufficient right of way, which link residential 

areas with schools, shopping, recreation areas, and other community facilities. 

A review of the various local government plans revealed several goals, objectives and 

policies that prioritize bicycle and pedestrian related infrastructure investments. The 2010 

Update of the County Comprehensive Plan, as well the comprehensive plans of the cities of 

Vera Beach and Sebastian, included both new and revised policies in the areas of safety, 

bicycle and pedestrian improvements, land use, transit, and intermodal facilities. Those 
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policy changes will support the provision of new and improved bicycle and pedestrian 

facilities and amenities throughout the County. 

Indian River County 2009 Congestion Management Plan 
The County's Congestion Management Plan (CMP) was last updated in 2009. Since the 

primary goal of the Congestion Management Plan is to alleviate traffic congestion along 

primary transportation corridors within the County, the Plan is heavily focused on traffic 

related conditions and potential improvements. There is very little reference to bicycle and 

pedestrian related improvements or infrastructure. 

Indian River County 2035 Long Range Transportation Plan 
Indian River County's 2035 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) was adopted in 2010. 

Objective 2.05 of the LRTP carries over the adopted bicycle and pedestrian LOS from the 

Indian River County's comprehensive plan, which is to maintain a bicycle and pedestrian 

LOS of "D" on at least 80% of the roadways within the County. The objectives and policies 

that are supportive of bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure are listed below. 

Objective 2.05- Maintain Bike/Ped LOS "D" on 80% percent of roadways in Indian 

River County through 2035. 

Policy 2.05.1 -Implement sidewalk improvements consistent with the adopted 
Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan. 

Policy 205.2 - Implement bicycle facility improvements consistent with the 
adopted Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan. 

Objective 2.06 -Add an average of two miles of sidewalk facilities on roadways 

within l/4 mile of fixed-route bus corridors each year during the period from 2015 

to 2035. 

Policy 206.1 -Implement sidewalk improvements consistent with the adopted 

Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan. 

Objective 2.07 - Add an average of two miles of bicycle facilities on functionally 

classified 

roadways or trails each year during the period from 2015 to 2035. 

Policy 207.1 - Implement bicycle facility improvements consistent with the 
adopted Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan. 
Policy 207.2 - Adapt abandoned railroad coffidors, roadway alignments and 
m!'litary trails for bicycle facilities, wherever possible. 
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Indian River County Land Development Regulations 
The County primarily implements its Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan through regulation and 

construction of bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure required in its land development 

code. Section 913.09 (Design Standards and Requirements for Subdivisions and Plats) 

require developers to install sidewalks and bicycle facilities in accordance with the 

identified facilities contained in the County's Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. 

The land development regulations require the location, width and design of bicycle 

facilities to be in accordance with the County Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. Bicycle facilities 

are required to be constructed according to the facility guidance contained in the FDOT 

Bicycle Facilities Planning and Design Manual and the Federal Highway Administration 

(FHWA) Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD). 

Sidewalks are required to be a minimum of five feet wide, or wider (if so specified in the 

County Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan) along all arterial and collector roads, and a minimum 

of four feet wide along local and internal roads. Sidewalks are required to be constructed 

along the project site's frontage on arterial, collector, and subdivision collector roadways in 

compliance with the County's Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, and the required improvements 

regulations of the site's applicable zoning district. Sidewalks are also required within 

residential projects (except developments with lot sizes of four acres or more) on all 

internal streets. For residential projects with a density of three units per acre or more, 

sidewalks are required on both sides of all internal streets. For projects with a density less 

than three units per acre, sidewalks shall be provided on at least one side of all internal 

streets. 

Indian River County Transportation Improvement Program 
The County's FY 2013 - 2017 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) identifies several 

sidewalk and greenway improvements. The TIP is funded from the current year through FY 

2015. As a rule, all new roadway projects constructed within the County include bicycle and 

pedestrian facilities. The bicycle facilities generally include designated bicycle lanes or 

paved shoulders. The pedestrian facilities include sidewalks on both sides, unless there is a 

limiting factor such as the location of a canal on one side of the roadway. In this case, a 

wider sidewalk or multi-use path is provided on one side of the roadway. 

The bicycle and pedestrian related projects included in the FY 2013 - 2017 TIP are listed 

below: 

• Sidewalks along 87th Street between CR 510 and 101st Avenue (FM# 4317281) 
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• Sidewalks along 91st Avenue between 79th Street and 87th Street (FM# 4317281) 

• Sidewalks along the north side of 8th Street between 58th Avenue and 21st Court 

(2.5-mile) 

• Sidewalks along Old Dixie Highway from 8th Street to 20th Street (project recently 

completed) 

• Sidewalks along 43rd Avenue from 26th Street I Aviation Boulevard to 41st Street 

Indian River County Transit Development Plan 
The County's 2013 update to the Transit Development Plan (TOP) was adopted in October 

2013. The TOP emphasizes the connectivity between transit stops and the supporting 

bicycle and pedestrian facilities. The County's buses are currently equipped with bicycle 

racks, which were implemented based on recommendations from the 2004 TOP update. 
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CHAPTER 3: EXISTING CONDITIONS 

Indian River County recognizes the unique characteristics of the pedestrian and bicycle 

transportation system as part of an overall coordinated transportation system within the 

County. Generally, bicycle and pedestrian improvements have not kept pace with 

development or traffic volume increases in Indian River County. 

In Indian River County, the bicycle and pedestrian network primarily consists of the existing 

major collector and arterial roadway network. According to the 2010 Update to the 

County's Comprehensive Plan, 72% of the county's road mileage (not including local 

streets) has bicycle lanes or paved shoulders and 37% of the road centerline mileage has 

sidewalks. Road segments with existing pedestrian facilities are defined as those roadways 

having a sidewalk along at least one side for the total length of the segment. As of 2010, 

there are 200 centerline miles of bike lanes or paved shoulders and 102 miles of sidewalks 

in Indian River County. 

New bicycle and pedestrian facilities are added to the major thoroughfare system through 

several initiatives. As part of the County's development approval process, developers are 

required to install sidewalks and bicycle facilities in conjunction with new projects. In 

addition, all roadway construction projects initiated by the County must install sidewalks 

and bicycle facilities to the maximum extent feasible. For standalone projects, Indian River 

County allocates $200,000 per year of gas tax revenues to construct bicycle and pedestrian 

facilities. In addition, State Enhancement Funds (estimated to be approximately $400,000 

per year) may also be utilized to implement bicycle and pedestrian facility improvement 

projects. 

Through policy, the County has adopted all portions of the existing MPO Bicycle and 

Pedestrian Plan with regard to facility and level of service recommendations. As such, the 

County recognizes the plan's ideal minimum standard width of five feet for both bicycle 

and pedestrian facilities and the preference to install facilities on both sides of the street 

for all thoroughfare plan roadways, while recognizing that the presence of canals or 

limited right-of-way may make the installation of some sidewalks impractical. In addition, 

the Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Plan goes beyond the MPO's 

Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan by identifying the lack of sidewalks on narrower local roads as 

a potential safety issue, even though such roads have lower design speeds. 
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Existing Roadway Bicycling Conditions 
The presence of on-road bicycle facilities and amenities and their operating conditions 

have a tremendous effect on riders' ability to get to and from their destinations. Multi-lane 

intersections and poor bicycling conditions on the primary roadway network contribute to 

the perception among some residents and visitors that bicycling is unsafe along several 

key routes in the County. On roadways where paved shoulders have been installed, 

bicycling conditions have been greatly improved. There are, however, many roadways 

where bicycling continues to be difficult due to lack of facilities, high traffic speeds, and/or 

poor roadway geometry. 

Bicycle Level of Service 
During the planning process, a Bicycle Level of Service analysis was performed on the 

County's major roadway network, which included all of the arterial and collector streets. 

The Bicycle Level of Service Model, as adopted in the Highway Capacity Manual and 

FDOT's Quality/Level of Setvice Handbook was used as the basis for evaluating existing 

bicycling conditions within the Indian River County MPO area. A detailed description of the 

Model is included in Appendix A. 

The Bicycle Level of Service Model is an objective measure of bicycling conditions along a 

roadway which provides an evaluation of bicyclists' perceived safety and comfort with 

respect to motor vehicle traffic and roadway conditions. This methodology quantifies the 

quality or level of service for bicyclists that currently exists within the roadway 

environment. One of the greatest benefits of incorporating Bicycle Level of Service is the 

indication it provides regarding which network segments have the greatest needs. The 

Bicycle Level of Service Model reflects the effect on bicycling suitability or "compatibility". 

due to variations in the following primary factors: 

• bike lane or paved shoulder width; 

• outside lane width; 

• traffic volume, speed, and type; 

• pavement surface condition; and 

• presence of on-street parking. 

The Bicycle Level of Service produces a score and grade which measures bicycle 

accommodation on a particular section of roadway. The scores and the corresponding 

grades used in the evaluation of Indian River County roadways are described in Table 3-1. 
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Table 3-1. Bicycle Level of Service Scores and Grades 

Level of Service Numerical Range 
A 5 1.5 
B > 1.5 and 5 2.5 
c >2.5 and 5 3.5 
D >3.5 and 5 4.5 
E >4.5 and 5 5.5 
F > 5.5 

Evaluation Results 
Overall, the studied road network in the Indian River MPO area provides bicycling 

conditions with an average level of service of "C" (LOS score of 3.48) on a statistically 

calibrated academic grading scale of "A" through "F." The level of service average is a 

distance-weighted average (of the road segments). 

The 2004 edition of the Indian River County MPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan 

included an existing conditions evaluation that was also based upon the Bicycle Level of 

Service Model. The plan contained a comparison of the distribution of levels of service 

within the study network for 1997 and 2004. Chart 3"1 illustrates the distribution of the 

levels of service within the study network between 1997, 2004 and 2014. 

Chart 3~1. Bicycle Level of Service Distribution (1997 vs. 2004 vs. 2014) 
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Note: The variation in levels of service between the 1997 and subsequent years is largely a 

result of network additions and deletions rather than infrastructure changes. 

While the distance-weighted average in all the three comparison years was "C," Chart 2-1 

indicates that bicycle levels of service have changed over the past two decades. Generally, 

there has been an improvement in bicycle levels of service between 2004 and 2014 due to 

decreased average traffic volumes and construction of bicycling facilities in the county. The 

percentage of total bicycle network that have levels of service grades A, B, and C have 

increased while the percentage of network with level of service grades D, E, and F have 

considerably decreased. However, bicycle facility improvements have not been keeping 

pace with the County's growth, a condition which demonstrates the importance of 

incorporating the prioritized improvements discussed later in this Plan. 

The results of the current LOS analysis are shown graphically in Figure 3-1, with the 

grading scale color coded· in a spectrum from red (Bicycle LOS "E") to green (Bicycle LOS 

"A"). The results of the bicycle LOS evaluation were used in the update of the Indian River 

County MPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan's bicycle facilities priorities table. 
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Figure 3-1. Existing {2014) Bicycle Level of Service 
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EXISTING ROADWAY PEDESTRIAN CONDmONS 

The evaluation of roadway walking conditions is an assessment of pedestrians' perceived level of 

safety and comfort with respect to nearby motor vehicle traffic. This section of the report 

documents the methodology employed to evaluate the walking conditions, or level of service, 

that currently exist on the roadway segments within the Indian River County MPO area. The 

details of this procedure are included in the Technical Supplement to this document. 

Evaluation Results 
Based upon the established data collection guidelines, input data were collected and compiled. 

Subsequent to the data collection, an evaluation of the existing pedestrian LOS was performed. 

The pedestrian LOS analysis was performed on all non-limited access arterial and collector 

roadways in the Indian River County MPO area. 

Overall, the studied road network in the Indian River MPO area provides pedestrian conditions 

with an average level of service of "D" (LOS score of 3.70) on a statistically calibrated academic 

grading scale of "A" through "F." The level of service average is a distance-weighted average (of 

the road segments). A comparison of the 2004 and 2014 pedestrian level of service grades for 

each corridor segment is displayed in Chart 3-2. 

Chart 3-2. Pedestrian Level of Service Distribution (2004 vs. 2014) 
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When the pedestrian network was evaluated in 

1997, a different methodology was used to 

evaluate conditions, rendering a comparison 

unhelpful. Hence a comparison of 2004 and 2014 

has been provided. Overall, the pedestrian levels 

of service have not significantly changed between 

2004 and 2014. 

Figure 3-2 provides a graphical representation of 

the pedestrian level of service for roadways in the 

study network. There are some locations where 

opposite sides of the roadway have differing 

pedestrian treatments with different LOS scores. 

On these segments, the higher (worse) pedestrian 

level of service score was used for Figure 3-2. 

The results of the Pedestrian LOS evaluation were 

used in the update of the Indian River County 

MPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan's pedestrian facilities priorities table. 

CHAPTER 3: EXISTING CONDITIONS 
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ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE TRIP 
ACTIVITY 

The Level of Service Models described above address the "supply" issue of pedestrian and 

bicycle transportation. To address the "demand" side of the equation, the Latent Demand 

Method for estimating the potential for pedestrian and bicycle trip activity was employed. This 

method quantifies both ends of the bicycling and walking trip and considers all key generators 

and attractors (i.e., parks, schools, offices, residences, and commercial developments) in a study 

area for both existing and potential trips. 

The Latent Demand Method is essentially a gravity model, based upon a theory similar to that 

used in the prevailing four-step Urban Transportation Planning System-based travel demand 

models used throughout the United States. The model provides a relative score between 1 and 

100 for each segment. This score represents the segment's propensity to generate bicycling and 

walking trips relative to the other segments in the study area. Higher scores do not translate to 

desirable walking and biking conditions but indicate a higher propensity for walking or bicycling 

trips based on surrounding land uses. For example, segments of road in and around parks and 

schools achieve a higher score than segments of roads in rural areas because parks and schools 

are more likely to draw bicyclists and pedestrians. A complete discussion of the methodology is 

contained in Appendix A. 

Analysis and Results 
All corridor segments were analyzed by applying the year 2035 Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) 

demographic and employment data and the mapped key trip attractors and/or generators to 

the study network. These relative ranking results are depicted graphically in Figures 3-3 {bicycle) 

and 3-4 (pedestrian) below. The Latent Demand Score {LOS) values are available in tabular form 

in the Technical Memorandum titled "Study Evaluation Methodology" included as Appendix A. 
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Figure 3-3. Bicycle Latent Demand Scores 
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Figure 3-4. Pedestrian Latent Demand Scores 
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Crash Data 
A detailed review of individual bicycle and pedestrian crashes was not conducted as part of this 

planning process. Similar plans throughout Florida and the United States have found that many 

such crashes are the result of failure to yield right-of-way or are alcohol related. Relatively rarely 

are crashes caused by the lack of bicycle or pedestrian facilities. Crash data, however, can be 

used as a minor indicator of bicycle/pedestrian activity within a particular segment. The bicycle 

and pedestrian crash data during the five-year period from 2008 to 2012 is illustrated in Table 3-

2. 

Table 3-2. Bicycle and Pedestrian Crash Data Summary (2008- 2012) 

Year 
Number of Number of 

Fatalities 
Bicycle Pedestrian 

Crashes Injuries Crashes Crashes 
2008 31 20 3 21 10 
2009 55 45 1 17 17 
2010 43 32 1 28 15 
2011 41 29 1 24 17 
2012 51 35 2 37 14 

· Total 221 161 8 .. 127 73 
Average 442 322 1,6 . 25A · · 146 

Source: Indian River County Public Works Department 

Between 2008 and 2012, a total of 127 bicycle crashes and 73 pedestrian crashes were reported 

throughout the study network. The crash data was obtained from the Indian River County Public 

Works Department and are reported by the intersection. The top 25 intersections with the 

highest number of bicycle and pedestrian crashes are illustrated in Figure 3-5. 
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Figure 3-5. Top 25 Bicycle and Pedestrian Crash Locations {2008-12) 
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CHAPTER 4: PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

While the evaluation criteria described in Chapter 3 provide an analytical basis for bicycle and 

pedestrian safety and demand, they do not necessarily capture all the desired locations for 

bicycle and pedestrian facilities. The ideas and input gathered from the public involvement 

component of this study played a vital role in the outcome of the bicycle and pedestrian 

network plan. The public input phase of this project was critical to determining where facilities 

are needed within the Indian River County MPO area. The technical memorandum summarizing 

the "Public Involvement Methodology" developed for the County's Bicycle and Pedestrian 

Update is included as Appendix B. 

The study team met with the County staff at the 

outset of the study for a kick-off meeting to 

discuss the study objectives and to understand 

the successes and challenges of the 2003 

update of the Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. The 

kick-off meeting also provided the consultant 

team the opportunity to understand the bicycle 

and pedestrian facility implementation issues 

and engineering challenges with existing canal 

locations. 

During the development of the Indian River County Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan Update process, 

three community open house workshops were held in various locations within the County to 

receive input from residents. The community workshops were held in February 2014 at Gifford, 

Fellsmere and Vero Beach. The workshops provided a forum for the study team to understand 

CHAPTER 4: PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

the bicycling needs of the community, 

identify popular bicycling destinations, 

understand existing issues related to 

bicycling activities and understand the 

citizens' vision for the future of bicycling 

within the County. The advertisement flyer 

for the workshops prepared by County staff 

is included in Appendix C. 

The study team made a brief presentation 

on existing conditions based on the field 

observations and data inventory tasks. In 
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addition, a draft existing bicycle and pedestrian network and levels of service was presented for 

attendees to provide comments and ideas for improvement. This was followed by two exercises 

during which community members could obtain more information about the project and offer 

their suggestions regarding the development and implementation of the County's Bicycle and 

Pedestrian Plan. The two exercises conducted during the Community Open House Workshop 

were: 

• Comments on Existing Bicycling & Walking Conditions and Facilities 

• Neighborhood Needs Identification and Route Planning 

The existing bicycle and pedestrian level of service conditions were presented in a map format 

to obtain community reactions on the facilities and amenities. The workshop attendees were 

provided the opportunity to fill out a questionnaire concerning their opinions about optimal 

level of service standards and other comments regarding provision of bicycle and pedestrian 

facilities. While filling out the questionnaire, workshop attendees were able to consult maps 

showing existing bicycle and pedestrian level of service conditions for roadways throughout the 

County. 

The workshop attendees were also provided 

with County basemaps and asked to identify 

gaps in the existing bicycle and pedestrian 
1 

network as well as identify areas where new 

facilities are needed. The workshop 

attendees were provided with dots to 

identify roadway corridors and areas for 

new facilities and improvements. This 

exercise resulted in identification of 

roadway corridors, segments, and 

intersections for improvements. 

A summary of facility requests from the three community workshop locations are listed below. 

Gifford Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan Communitv Workshoo: 

1. Construction of sidewalks and bike lanes on 58th Avenue between 41st Street and 49th 

Street. 

2. Construction of sidewalks on 45th Street near 33rd Avenue & near 38th Court. 

3. Construction of sidewalks on 49th Street from Old Dixie Highway to 58th Avenue (three 

identical comments). 

CHAPTER 4: PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 
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4. Construction of sidewalks and bike lanes on 26th Street from 43rd Avenue to US 1. 

5. Construction of sidewalks on 43rd Avenue from 26th Street to 49th Street. 

6. Construction of sidewalks on 43rd Street near the railroad tracks & near 25th Avenue. 

7. Construction of sidewalks on 30th Avenue south of 43rd Street. 

8. Construction of sidewalks on 33rd Street. 

9. Construction of sidewalks on 28th Avenue. 

10. Construction of sidewalks on 41st Street. 

11. Construction of sidewalks linking Gifford Health. Center to surrounding community. 

12. Construction of crosswalks and bus stops I shelters on 49th Street at all intersections (2 

identical comments). 

Fellsmere Bk;yc/e and Pedestrian Plan Community Workshop: 

1. Construction of sidewalks on 130th Avenue I North Willow Street 1 South Willow Street. 

2. Construction of sidewalks on New York Avenue. 

3. Construction of sidewalks on CR 512 from I-95 to Willow Street. 

4. Construction of sidewalks on North and South Cypress Street. 

Vero Beach Bicvc/e and Pedestrian Plan Community Workshop: 

1. Construction of bike lanes on SR 60 West of I-95. 

2. Construction of bike lanes and sidewalks on 58th Avenue from SR 60 to 41st Street. 

3. Construction of sidewalks on 41st Street from 38th Avenue to Old Dixie Highway 

4. Construction of sidewalks on 49th Street from 58th Avenue to Old Dixie Highway. 

5. Construction of sidewalks on Old Dixie Highway from 53rd Street tot CR 510. 

6. Construction of sidewalks and bike lanes on 43rd Avenue from SR 60 to 41st Street. 

In addition to the formal public workshops, county staff received input from several interested 

citizens regarding bicycle and pedestrian safety or infrastructure issues. The following comments 

were received from the public: 

1. Construct sidewalks on 2nd Street between 20th Avenue and Old Dixie Highway. 

2. Construct bike lanes and sidewalks, or widen existing bike lanes and buffer existing 

sidewalks, on 43rd Avenue and 58th Avenue between Oslo Road and SR 60. 

3. Construct sidewalks on North Willow Street, between New York Avenue and lOlst 

Avenue. 

4. Construct sidewalks on CR 512 between North Willow Street and the Treasure Coast 

Community Health Center. 

5. Repair existing I construct new sidewalks on New York Avenue. 

6. Construct bike lanes on CR 512 between Broadway and 1-95. 
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7. Repaint crosswalks on CR 512 in Fellsmere. 

Local Bicycling Community Input 
In addition to the public workshops, additional input was received from the Bicycle Pedestrian 

Advisory Committee and the local bicycling community representative regarding problem areas 

and issues related to bicycling in Indian River County. Members of Vera Cycling (approximately 

250 members) and Indian River County Bicycle Friendly Community Working Group 

(approximately 12 members) provided their written comments to County staff. While the 

comments outline number of areas for improvement, the local cycling community's biggest 

concern was along sections of Indian River Boulevard. 

The bicycling community concerns regarding problem areas are outlined below: 

• SR AlA - Create additional space for cyclists at the southwest corner of the intersection 

of SR AlA and 17th Street 

• Indian River Boulevard - Create additional space for cyclists at the southwest corner of 

the intersection of Indian River Boulevard and 17th Street 

• Indian River Boulevard - Re-stripe portions of Indian River Boulevard to create a bike 

lane and add appropriate signage. Currently there is no bike Jane south of 17th Street 

and sections of the Merrill P Barber Bridge. 

• Old Dixie Highway- Remove road reflectors from bike lanes and shoulders. 

• US 1 - Install bike lanes on US 1 north of lOth Street. 

• Ocean Drive Create a 

bicycle/pedestrian path to connect 

the north and south sections of 

Ocean Drive at South Beach Park. 

• Aviation Blvd/26th Street - Create a 

bicycle lane or path on Aviation 

Blvd/26th Street. 

• 58th Avenue - Create a bicycle lane 

or bicycle path on 58th Avenue. 

• 66th Avenue - Construct bike Janes on the northern portion of 66th Avenue currently 

under construction. 

• 66th Avenue - Add lane markings and signage to the bike lanes on the completed 

portions of 66th Avenue. 

• Old Dixie Highway- Add bicycle lanes and signage on Old Dixie Highway from SR 60 to 

Highland Drive. 
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Public input was included as an evaluation criterion in the bicycle and pedestrian project 

prioritization process. The comments and input received at the community open house 

workshops have been incorporated into the proposed Indian River County Bicycle and 

Pedestrian Network Plan to the maximum extent feasible. The input has also been a major 

contributor to the selection of the Top 25 Priority List of Projects described later in the report. 

CHAPTER 4: PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 
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CHAPTER 5: NEEDS PLAN AND PRIORITIZATION 

Bicycle and Pedestrian Facility Needs Plan 
Based on the study network characteristics such as existing conditions and geometries, a needs 

plan was developed. The Needs Plan demonstrates the needs of Indian River County based on 

the certain evaluation criteria irrespective of facility cost. Two decision trees were developed to 

identify the most appropriate bicycle and pedestrian facility for each study network roadway 

segment, given existing conditions and geometries. The Pedestrian Facility Decision Tree and 

the Bicycle Facility Decision Tree are provided in Exhibits 5-l and 5-2 respectively. 

Exhibit 5-l. Pedestrian Facility Decision Tree 

' 0' " '- ~··· , lk B "" o;',., I Yes~· ·· I ] • • "' ro ..:>1\>f!WS .,.o\:!' Qt\11.~ - Existing Pedestnan Facility 

N~ 

Nil 

N~ 

Wide (;a:8 feet) Sidewalk -
One S1de of Roadway 

Sidewalk (5 feet) Both Sides of Roadway 
Mimmal Grad1ng 

Sidewalk (5 feet) Both Sides of Roadway 
Significant Grading 
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Exhibit S-2. Bicycle Facility Decision Tree 

[8~ Lanes ai: Paveq-Shou~ :t 3-fl . . I ~ ( No Recommended Improvement] 

Nil 
f Exc:ess Pavement WJ<1th' I~ Reallocate Pavement- Roadway Restripe Candidate 

Nil 
I LOST~t~ ) ~ I No Recommended l~provement I 

Nil 
I e~.~ ] ~ I Reallocate Pavement- Road Diet Candidate 

Nil 
~~ ~ -~ ~ 1oP;r. ··l ~ Is foot Sidewalk One Side 

Nil 

No 
I W1den on Sidewalk to a teet 

j Ctfrb tmd Suttttr ~Jor• ) ~ f Detailed Corridor Study Needed 

Nil 
I Add Paved Shoulders 

1Excass Pavement Width 

Space to create 4' bike 
lanes/paved shoulders and retain 
minimum 1 0' general use lanes 

2Excess Lanes 

Retains planning-level motor 
vehicle LOS D or better in a 2-
lane configuration 
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Each roadway segment was identified with the following facility improvement recommendations 

for pedestrian and bicycle improvements as shows below in Tables 5-l and 5-2. 

Table 5-l. Pedestrian Facility Recommendations 

ID Recommendation 

1 Existing/Programmed Facility 

2 Wide sidewalk on one side (Roadway along a canal) 

3 Sidewalks on both sides- with minimal grading 

4 Sidewalks on both sides- with significant grading 

Table 5-2. Bicycle Facility Recommendations 

ID Recommendation 

1 Existing/Programmed Facility 

2 Roadway Restripe Candidate 

3 lOS Target Met 

4 Road Diet Candidate 

5 Add Paved Shoulders 

5.5 Wide sidewalk on one side (Roadway along a canal) 

6 Detailed Corridor Study (Including additional right-of-way) 

The pedestrian and bicycle facility need~ identified for each study roadway segment is illustrated 

in Figures 5-l and 5-2. 
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Figure 5-l. Pedestrian Facilities Needs 
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Figure S-2. Bicycle Facilities Needs 
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Prioritized Needs Plan 
The Prioritized Needs Plan is an integral component of the Indian River County MPO Bicycle 

and Pedestrian Master Plan. The facility prioritization presented in this chapter is derived 

from the analysis of existing conditions outlined in a previous section and from the needed 

facilities identification illustrated in Figures 5-1 and S-2. The purpose of this chapter is to 

describe the methodology used to prioritize needed improvements and to present the results 

of the prioritization process. 

The study network for which the ranking was performed includes all of the non-limited 

access arterial and collector roads in the Indian River County MPO Area. In response to 

comments received from the public, Indian River Drive East was also included within this 

analysis, as it is a popular bicycle and pedestrian travel route connecting an elementary 

school, the Vera Beach City Marina, and Riverside Park. 

Criteria 

The primary ranking criteria used to prioritize the study network segments include 1) LOS 

scores for walking and bicycling conditions, 2) latent demand scores for the potential 

pedestrian and bicycle travel demand, 3} public input, and 4) facility construction cost. 

Detailed methodologies are presented in the Technical Supplement to this document. 

Prioritization Process 

Currently, the Indian River County MPO receives approximately $400,000 in Transportation 

Alternatives Program (TAP) funding each year. Additionally, for each of the next five years, 

there is $500,000 set aside in the County's Capital Improvements Plan (funded by optional 

sales tax} for bicycle and pedestrian improvements. To complete the sidewalk and bike lane 

projects identified in the needs plan, the cost is approximately $94 million. The limited 

amounts of funding available for bicycle and pedestrian facility improvements can be 

allocated to those candidates that best serve the county by using the results of this 

prioritization process. 

The methodology selected for prioritizing the candidate retrofit study network segments was 

a Benefit-Cost index. The Benefit-Cost index is based upon traditional Benefit-Cost ratios 

used in infrastructure investment planning and programming. It provides an indication of the 

relative value of improving a transportation facility with respect to other (candidate) 

transportation facilities. The Benefit-Cost Index for the bicycle and pedestrian facilities and 

their constituent terms follow: 

Benefit/Cost Index = 0.4 x A LOS + 0.5 x Latent Demand + 0.1 x Public Input 

Cost 
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Where: 

• "1:1 LOS" is the difference between the Plan's target level of service grade for bicyclists 

or pedestrians ("B," or 2.5 numerically) and each road segment's existing level of 

service grade. 

• "Latent Demand" is the potential bicycle or pedestrian activity along a particular road 

segment or trail, as assessed by the Latent Demand Method. 

• "Public Input" is based on whether a particular road segment was identified as in need 

of improvement during the Community Workshops. This criterion was assigned a 

binary score of 0 or 1, based on whether or not a particular segment was identified. 

• "Cost" is the particular roadway segment's bicycle or pedestrian facility construction 

cost (per mile), illustrated in Tables 5-3 and 5-4. The facilities for each network 

segment were selected using the appropriate Facility Selection and Cost Decision 

Tree, illustrated in Exhibits 5-l and S-2. 

• "0.4," "0.5," and "0.1" are the respective weightings assigned to the terms in the 

numerator. The "l1LOS" score, Latent Demand Score, and public input score were each 

weighted as 40%, 50% and 10% respectively of the total benefit value. The cost 

portion of the benefit-cost index was the only factor in the denominator, and thus 

represents 100% of the denominator. These weights were selected based on 

professional judgment and the amount of public input received. 

Since costs are always a determining factor in infrastructure investment decisions, per mile 

construction costs have been integrated into the prioritization process. The cost per mile of 

various facility types was developed based upon prior local construction experience. These 

general costs are associated with typical roadway cross-sectional conditions and the resultant 

necessary general improvements. These costs were used to estimate the overall cost and the 

Benefit-Cost Index of each proposed facility improvement. Using the results of the Benefit

Cost analysis, a prioritization list (needs ranking) was developed. 
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Table S-3. Pedestrian Facility Construction Costs 

Facility Type Cost 

Existing/Programmed Facility N/A 

Wide sidewalk on one side $175,000 per mile 

Sidewalks on both sides {minimal grading} $140,000 per mile one side/ 

$240,000 for both sides 

Sidewalks on both sides {significant grading} $250,000 per mile one side/ 

$440,000 for both sides 

Table 5-4. Bicycle Facility Construction Costs 

Facility Type Cost 

Existing/Programmed Facility N/A 

Roadway Restripe Candidate $8,500 per mile 

LOS Target Met N/A 

Road Diet Candidate $40,000 per mile 

Add Paved Shoulders $100,000 per mile 

Wide sidewalk on one side $175,000 per mile 

Detailed Corridor Study Needed (Including $1,000,000 per mile 

additional right-of-way} 

This Benefit-Cost Index was employed in two parallel three-step prioritization processes, one for 

pedestrian facilities and the other for bicycle facilities. This process is graphically illustrated in 

Exhibit 5-3. 

The first step was to "filter out" roadways that currently have bicycle and pedestrian facilities; 

those that are programmed for improvements; and those that currently have a bicycle Level of 

Service of A or 8.1 By filtering out these roads, the County, the MPO, and the local jurisdictions 

will be able to extend t he bicycle and pedestrian network in the most cost effective way. 

The second step in the prioritization process involved calculating the Benefit-Cost Index for each 

candidate roadway segment. 

The third step in the prioritization process, subsequent to calculating the Benefit-Cost Index for 

each roadway segment, was to rank the roadway segments based on the Benefit-Cost ratio. 

1 An exception is roadway rest ripe candidates because of their very low construction costs. A similar filter was not 
applied to the pedestrian mode because of the County's desire to have sidewalk facilities on all arterial and 
collector roadways regardless of existing pedestrian conditions. 
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Exhibit S-3. Project Prioritization Process 

STEP 1: Filter out segments with existin_g bicycle and 

pede-strian facUlties, programmed improvements, or 

bicycle LOS A/8 

STEP 3: Prioritize remaining candidate road segments 

for bicycle or pedestrian facility construction by sorting in 

descending B/C Ratio 

The roadway segments were then divided into three equal groups (by number of segments): 

highest priority, middle priority, and lower priority. Appendices D (pedestrian facilities) and E 

(bicycle facilities) list the top ranking corridors sorted by descending Benefit-Cost Ratio, with the 

most cost effective facilities at the top of the lists. Graphical representations of the complete 

priorities lists, including segments ranked middle and lower priority, are presented in Figures 5-

3, 5-4, 5-5 and S-6. Within the pedestrian project prioritization, the roadway segments that have 

100% sidewalk coverage on one side or more than 75% average sidewalk coverage on both 

sides have been separated as labeled as "secondary" projects (Tier S). These projects are further 

elaborated as the Pedestrian Gaps Plan late in this section . 

... 
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This prioritization list represents the final needs ranking, but not necessarily the final order in 

which bicycle and pedestrian facilities for roadways will be programmed for construction. This 

final needs ranking provides an objective basis for County, MPO, and local jurisdiction staff to 

select roadway segment candidates for bicycle and pedestrian improvements. 
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Figure S-3. Pedestrian Fadlities Prioritization 
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Figure S-4. Pedestrian Facilities Prioritization by Improvement Type 
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The prioritization of road segments was simplified by grouping adjacent highest priority ranking 

segments into contiguous corridors based on public input. This resulted in a list of top 25 

priority pedestrian and bicycle corridors. These are listed in Tables S-5 and 5-6 and illustrated in 

Figures 5-7 and 5-8. 

Table 5-5. Top 25 Pedestrian Priority Corridors 

Priority Pedestrian 
Pedestrian 

Benefit! 
Road Name From To Latent 

Rank LOS Grade 
Demand 

Cost Index 

1 us 1 8TH ST JR BLVD. D 87 2.56 

2 41STST 38TH AVE IR BLVD. D 47 2.21 

3 45TH ST 66TH AVE U.S.1 D 43 2.01 

4 lOTH AVE S.R. 60 ROYAL PALM BL c 76 1.82 

5 49TH ST 58TH AVE U.S.l c 43 1.63 

6 8TH ST 20TH AVE U.S. 1 E 55 1.42 

7 VICTORY BLVD ATLANTIC BLVD 20TH AVE c 100 1.04 

8 26th ST/AVIATION BLVD 58TH AVE us 1 D 100 0.91 

9 HIGHLAND DR OLD DIXIE HWY US.1 D 15 0.90 

10 CR507 BROADWAYST MYRTLE ST D 43 0.61 

11 53RD ST/IR BLVD us 1 MB Bridge c 24 0.59 

12 OCEAN DR RIO MAR GAYFEATHER c 52 0.58 

13 lSTST OLD DIXIE HWY us 1 c 35 0.55 

14 66TH AVE 65TH ST CR510 E 4 0.53 

15 OLD DIXIE HWY OSLO RD 8TH ST D 64 0.50 

16 INDIAN RIV BL 4TH ST/US 1 12TH ST E 72 0.47 

17 1ST ST SW 58TH AVE 20TH AVE D 34 0.47 

18 69TH ST 58TH AVE U.S. 1 c 15 0.46 

19 us 1 65TH ST OLD DIXIE HWY E 20 0.46 

20 77TH ST 66TH AVE U$1 D 29 0.45 

21 FLEMING ST EASY ST CR. 512 c 39 0.43 

22 SCHUMANN DR CR. 510/66TH AV BARBER ST D 29 0.41 

23 ATLANTIC BLVD SR 60 20TH AVE B 100 0.40 

24 BARBER ST us 1 SCHUMANN DR D 34 0.36 

25 82ND AVE OSLO RD 26TH ST D 18 0.35 
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Table 5-6. Top 25 Bicyde Priority Corridors 

Priority Facility 
Bicycle Bicycle Benefit 

Rank 
Road Name From To 

Recommendation 
LOS Latent /Cost 

Grade Demand .Index 

1 OSLO RD 27TH AVE U.S. l Roadway Restripe E 35 

2 us 1 S.R. 60 lOTH ST Roadway Restripe D 81 

3 12TH ST OLD DIXIE HWY IN DIAN RIV BL Roadway Restripe D 78 

4 VICTORY BLVD ATLANTIC BLVD 20TH AVE Roadway Restripe c 93 

5 4TH ST OlD DIXIE HWY U.S. l Roadway Restripe c 53 

6 58TH AVE OSLO RD 16TH ST Roadway Restripe D 53 

7 20TH AVE S.R. 60 ATLANTIC BLVD Roadway Restripe c 93 

8 ATLANTIC BLVD 27TH AVE 20TH AVE Roadway Restripe A 93 

9 20TH AVE S. VB CITY L 12TH ST Road Diet c 93 

10 45TH 5T 43RDAVE OLD DIXIE HWY Roadway Restripe c 91 

11 8TH ST OLD DIXIE HWY INDIAN RIV BL Add Paved Shoulders E 63 

12 HIGHLAND DR OLD DIXIE HWY US. l Add Paved Shoulders D 18 

13 21ST ST U.S.l INDIAN RIV BL Road Diet D 99 

14 SCHUMANN DR BARBER ST U.S. l Roadway Restripe c 36 

15 OLD DIXIE HWY S. COUNTY UN E S.R. 60 EB Add Paved Shoulders c 86 

16 77TH ST OLD DIXIE HWY us 1 Add Paved Shoulders D 30 

17 1ST ST OlD DIXIE HWY us 1 Add Paved Shoulders c 44 

18 82ND AVE OSLO RD 26TH ST Add Paved Shoulders c 40 

19 90TH AVE 8TH ST S.R. 60 Add Paved Shoulders c 41 

20 us 1 26TH ST 53RD ST Detailed Corridor Study c 90 

21 43RD AVE OSLO RD S.R. 60 Add Paved Shoulders E 63 

22 BARBER ST SCHUMANN DR C.R. 512 Add Paved Shoulders D 48 

23 CR 512 WILLOW STREET 1-95 Add Paved Shoulders D 36 

24 S.R. 60 58TH AVE 5.R.AlA Detailed Corridor Study D so 
25 20TH AVE 17TH ST. SW OSLO RD. Add Paved Shoulders c 47 

Definitions 

Roadway Restripe- Narrowing of existing lanes to create space for designated bike lanes 

Road Diet- Reduction in the number of through lanes to create space for bike lanes or buffered bike 
lanes, frequently including a two-way left turn lane 

Add Paved Shoulders- For open shoulder cross sections, adding pavement to the edge of the existing 
roadway to crate paved shoulders that could be designated as bike lanes 

42.28 

42.12 

21.97 

17.65 

17.60 

14.12 

10.85 

10.52 

5.94 

5.53 

3.10 

2.47 

2.27 

2.20 

2.14 

1.07 

0.87 

0.45 

0.25 

0.18 

0.13 

0.13 

0.13 

0.13 

0.05 

Bicycle Level of Service - As adopted by the Florida Department of Transportation, an indicator of 
perceived safety and comfort for bicyclists riding within the roadway, with •A• representing the best grade 
and · FH representing the worst 

Bicycle Latent Demand - An indicator of potential bicycle activity assuming that favorable bicycling 
conditions are provided, based on the proximity of trip origins and destinations 

Benefit/Cost Index - A relative ranking of candidate projects based on the benefits they would provide 
(improved bicycling conditions, potential bicycling activity, and public support) versus construction costs. 
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Figure 5-7. Top 25 Pedestrian Priority Corridors 
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Figure 5·8. Top 25 Bicycle Priority Corridors 
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Bicycle Gaps Plan 
While some of the deficiencies identified by local cyclists are addressed in the prioritized list of 

bicycle improvements, most are not. The reason these deficiencies are not identified in the plan 

is because they are located on sub-collector level streets (outside of the scope of the plan), are 

small missing pieces of infrastructure on segments with otherwise intact infrastructure, or are 

spot specific problems, such as the location of a raised pavement marker (RPM) in a bike lane. 

Since these deficiencies were reported by actual users of the bicycle network, they are important 

to consider in the plan. These segments are identified as gaps in the bicycle network and hence 

addressed as the Bicycle Gaps Plan. The implementation of these projects will enhance the 

bicycle network identified in the prioritization plan. The projects included in the bicycle gaps 

plan are listed below: 
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Table 5-7. Bicycle Gaps Plan 

Pnol1ty in .,. llespoiWible : 
~Location ~Description Plan DisCUSSIOn 

Entity Solubon 

1. SW comer of SWcomerof Yes Since AlA north and south of 17th Street has City of Vero B.ach Widen portion of 
inter.;ection of AlA intersection is too (Gap Plan) existing bike lanes and sidewalks, this segment (COVB) existing bike lane 
and 17th Street narrow to allow bicydists is not prioritized in the plan 

and cars to safelY pass 
2. SW comer of SWcomerof Yes Since IRS north and south of 17th Street has Florida Department Widen portion of 
intersection of IRB intersection is too (Gap Plan) existing bike lanes/ paved shoulders and of Transportation existing bike lane 
and 17th Street narrow to allow bicyclists sidewalks, this segment is not prioritized in the (FOOT) 

and cars to safely pass plan 
3. IRB south of 17th There are no marked No Since this segment of !RB has paved shoulders IRCTraffic Referred to !RC 
Street to US 1 bike lanes and the on both sides of the road, it is not prioritized in Engineering Traffic Engineering 

existing paved shoulders the plan 
follow the inside of tum 
lanes 

3. IRB north of Barber Bike lanes I paved Yes Since this segment of IRB has paved shoulders IRC Traffic Widen portion of 
Bridge, 41st Street shoulders follow inside (Gap Plan) on both sides of the road, it is not prioritized in Engineering existing bike lane I 
and 45th Street of turn lanes and are too the plan paved shoulder 
intersections narrow at intersections 
4. Old Dixie Highway Raised Pavement N/A Since the Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan focuses on IRC Utilities County Utilities 
(countywide) Markers (RPMs~ocated missing or deficient infrastructure, RPMs Department Department Staff 

in the bike lanes and located in or near paved shoulders or bike lanes win relocate RPMs 
paved shoulders are generally outside of the plan's scope outside of paved 

shoulders 
5. US 1 between lOth There are no bike Janes I Yes This segment of US 1 is included in the Bicycle FOOT Restripe to 
Street and 37th little paved shoulder on and Pedestrian Plan's top 25 prioritized accommodate a 
Street US 1 north of lOth Street segments wider paved 

shoulder I bike lane 
6. Ocean Drive north The north and south Yes The Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan's analysis COVB While generally 
of South Beach Park sections of Ocean Drive (Gap Plan) Includes collector level streets and higher, it outside of the scope 

are separated by an off- excludes local streets such a Ocean Drive in this of this plan, the 
road path located just location project will be added 
north of South Beach as a 'gap' priority in 
Park the plan 
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Ptoblem IA!cation Problem Description 
Pnority In 

Dllcwslo" 
;.: Responsible 

Solution 
•' Plan Enbty 

7. 26th Street There are no bike lanes NIA This roadway is programmed for improvement IRC Traffic Add bike lanes and 
between US 1 and or paved shoulders on in 201712018 Engineering I shared-use paths 
58th Avenue 26th Street between US COVB 

1 and 58th Avenue 
8. 58th Avenue There are no bike lanes Yes Since the subject segment is located in an area IRCTraffic Staff will revisit 
between 65th and on 58th Avenue between with very low residential density, the demand Engineering demand scores 
69th Street 65th and 69th Street score is very low. As such, the project is not in 

I 
the top 25 prioritized project list (it is project 

~ 
9. 66th Avenue north 66th Avenu. (currently NIA County policy IRCTraffic Referred to IRC 
ofS.R.60 under construction) Engineering Traffic Engineering 

looks too narrow to 
accommodate bike lanes 

10. 66th Avenue 66th Avenue (currently NIA County policy IRC Traffic Referred to IRC 
north of S.R.60 under construction) Engineering Traffic Engineering 

lacks bike lane markings 
I slgnage 

11. Old Dixie The paved shoulders are Yes The addition of paved shoulders from S.R. 60 IRC Traffic Add I widen paved 
Highway between too narrow or obstructed south to the south county line is top 25 Engineering I shoulders 
S.R. 60 and Highlands on Old Dixie Highway prioritized project COVB 
Drive from S.R 60 to the South 

County line 
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Pedestrian Gap Plan 

During the prioritization of bicycle and pedestrian projects, certain segments were filtered out. 

For example, segments with existing infrastructure, those with programmed infrastructure 

improvements, or those that currently meet or exceed level-of-service targets are not included 

in the final priority list. In the case of pedestrian projects, an additional filter was performed to 

remove segments that currently have either 100% sidewalk coverage on one side or an average 

of 75% or greater sidewalk coverage on both sides. 

These segments tend to rank very high according to the benefit/cost index relative to segments 

with lower or no sidewalk coverage. To improve the quality of the county-wide pedestrian 

network, sidewalks are generally constructed on roadway segments that have no sidewalks first 

before segments with existing sidewalks are improved. 

As the pedestrian network continues to improve through the construction of new sidewalks, the 

emphasis may shift in the future to improving existing sidewalks and/or filling in sidewalk gaps. 

The segments with either 100% coverage on one side or average of 75% or greater coverage on 

both sides that were filtered out represent these types of projects. For that reason, the filtered 

segments were included in the overall pedestrian study network prioritization as a separate 

group of projects, which are listed in Appendix F as the Pedestrian Gaps Plan projects. 
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CHAPTER 6: IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

A broad range of people rely on bicycle and pedestrian travel to meet their everyday needs. In 

meeting these needs, various subsections of the community utilize the bicycle and pedestrian 

transportation network for different reasons. Social trips, work trips, school trips, and 

recreational trips are all different types of trips that different demographic subsections of the 

community engage in. This section outlines a series of implementation measures that will lead 

to attainment of the objectives identified in Chapter 8 of this plan. The execution of each of 

these implementation measures will lead to a bicycle and pedestrian transportation network that 

meets the needs of all system users. 

Implementation Measures 
Implementation of this Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan will occur primarily through two 

means: the MPO's Transportation Improvement Program and the site plan and subdivision 

approval process. 

Road projects in the MPO's Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) consist of new roads, 

roadway capacity improvements to existing roads, and repaving and reconstruction of existing 

roads. Network segments programmed in the TIP to include bicycle and pedestrian facilities as 

part of scheduled roadway improvements are by definition "funded projects"; hence they do not 

require supplemental funding (e.g. enhancement). The facility prioritization lists for pedestrian 

and bicycle facilities found in Appendices D and E respectively do not prioritize funded projects. 

As segments of road are programmed for improvements through the TIP, bicycle and facility 

needs outlined in the Facility Needs Plan will be incorporated into new road construction or 

added to any retrofit improvement to an existing roadway. 

As private development occurs within the Indian River County MPO area, the county will require 

developers impacting the transportation system to build the facilities specified within the Facility 

Needs Plan provided in Appendices D and E. These two appendices of this plan can be utilized 

by the county during the site plan and subdivision approval process to match the needed facility 

on the corresponding link in the network to every project that comes through the county 

planning division. 

Funding Sources 
Indian River County has historically funded, and will continue to fund, bicycle and pedestrian 

infrastructure projects through requirements related to new development projects. However, 

most large facility construction projects are funded by state and federal grants. The costs 
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associated with constructing the bicycle and pedestrian facilities recommended in this Plan 

exceed available County resources. 

To help alleviate this deficiency, this section identifies and discusses the numerous sources 

which can be used to provide monetary assistance for bicycle and pedestrian facilities and 

programs. Many of these funding sources are available on the federal level, as dictated in the 

new transportation legislation, Moving Ahead for Progress for the 21st Century (MAP-21). Many 

of these federal programs are administered by the Florida Department of Transportation (FOOT). 

Additionally, there are other state and regional funding sources which can be used to help 

achieve the goals and objectives of this Plan. Finally, a number of private funding sources exist 

which can be used by local governments to implement bicycle- and pedestrian-related 

programs. The following quick-reference table (Table 6-1) includes all of the funding sources 

that are described subsequently in greater detail. 

Table 6-1. Bicycle and Pedestrian Project Funding Sources 

Funding Source Category Relevant Project Type(s) 

National Highway Performance 
Federal 

Bicycle transportation and pedestrian walkways (Section 

Program 207) 

Bicycle transportation and pedestrian walkways; 

Surface Transportation Program Federal modification of sidewalks to comply with ADA; recreational 

trail projects; Scenic Byway projects; SRTS projects 

Intersection safety improvement, pavement and shoulder 

widening; bicycle/ped estria n/disa b I ed person safety 

improvements; traffic calming; installation of yellow-green 

Highway Safety Improvement 
signs at pedestrian and bicycle crossings and in school 

Federal zones; transportation safety planning; road safety audits; 
Program 

improvements consistent with FHWA publication "Highway 

Safety Design Handbook for Older Drivers and Pedestrians"; 

safety improvements for publicly owned bicycle and 

pedestrian pathway or trail 

Congestion Mitigation and Air 
Federal Bicycle and pedestrian facilities (T A projects) 

Quality {CMAQ) 

Bicycle and pedestrian facilities; Safe routes for non-drivers 

Transportation Alternatives 
projects and systems, Preservation of abandoned railway 

(incorporates TE, SRTS, Federal 
corridors including for pedestrian and bicycle trails; Safe 

routes to school infrastructure and non-infrastructure 
Recreational Trails) 

projects: school-based facility, education, and enforcement 

projects/ campaigns (formerly T.E., SRTS, Recreational Trails) 

State and Community Highway 
Federal Safety-related programs and projects 

Safety Grants (Section 402) 
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HUD Community Development 
Federal 

Bicycle access to public transportation facilities, shelters and 

Block Grants parking facilities, bus bicycle racks 

PeopleForBikes Private Trail projects 

Bike Florida Mini Grants Private Share the Road safety projects and programs 

National Trails Fund Private Hiking trails 

Global ReLeaf Program Private Trail tree plantings 

Robert Wood Johnson 
Private Various 

Foundation 

1. Federal Funding Sources: MAP-21 Funded Programs 

With the adoption of Moving Ahead for Progress for the 21st Century (MAP-21), the 

funding landscape for bicycle and pedestrian projects changed radically. Whereas under 

SAFTEA-LU (MAP-21's legislative predecessor), non-motorized transportation facility 

projects had been eligible under dedicated funding categories that included the 

Transportation Enhancements Program (TEP), Safe Routes to School {SRTS) and 

recreational trails. These dedicated programs have been folded into is a new category, 

Transportation Alternatives which recasts, at reduced funding levels, the former TE 

program.2 Transportation Alternatives includes TA projects (see list below), previously 

eligible Safe Routes to School Projects,3 Recreational Trails projects, and boulevard 

2 Section 101 (29) Transportation Alternatives.-The term ' transportation alternatives' means any of the following 
activities when carried out as part of any program or project authorized or funded under this title, or as an 
independent program or project related to surface transportation: (A) Construction, planning, and design of on
road and off-road trail facilities for pedestrians, bicyclists, and other non-motorized forms of transportation, 
including sidewalks, bicycle infrastructure, pedestrian and bicycle signals, traffic calming techniques, lighting and 
other safety- related infrastructure, and transportation projects to achieve compliance with the Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq.)(B) Construction, planning, and design of infrastructure-related 
projects and systems that will provide safe routes for non-drivers, including children, older adults, and individuals 
with disabilities to access daily needs. (C) Conversion and use of abandoned railroad corridors for trails for 
pedestrians, bicyclists, or other non-motorized transportation users. (D) Construction of turnouts, overlooks, and 
viewing areas. (E) Community improvement activities, including--(i) inventory, control, or removal of outdoor 
advertising; (II) historic preservation and rehabilitation of historic transportation facilities; (iii) vegetation 
management practices in transportation rights-of-way to Improve roadway safety, prevent against invasive 
species, and provide erosion control; and (iv) archaeological activities relating to impacts from implementation of a 
transportation project eligible under this title. (F) Any environmental mitigation activity, including pollution 
prevention and pollution abatement activities an mitigation to- (i) address stormwater management, control, and 
water pollution prevention or abatement related to highway construction or due to highway runoff, including 
activities described in sections 133(b)(ll), 328(a), and 329; or (ii) reduce vehicle-cau~ed wildlife mortality or to 
restore and maintain connectivity among terrestrial or aquatic habitats. 

3 Authorized in the 2005 SAFETEA-LU bill, Safe Routes to School projects include: (f) Eligible Projects and 
Activities.- (1) Infrastructure-related proJects.-- (A) In generaL--Amounts apportioned to a State under this 
section may be used for the planning, design, and construction of infrastructure-related projects that will 
substantially improve the ability of students to walk and bicycle to school, including sidewalk improvements, traffic 
calming and speed reduction improvements, pedestrian and bicycle crossing improvements, on-street bicycle 
facilities, off-street bicycle and pedestrian facilities, secure bicycle parking facilities, and traffic diversion 
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projects in former Interstate Highway rights of way. Eliminated programs include Safe 

Routes to School, National Scenic Byways, and the Paul S. Sarbanes Transit in Parks 

program. The Land and Water Conservation Fund has been funded at a reduced amount 

through 2013. As before, non-motorized projects must be "principally for transportation, 

rather than recreation, purposes" and must be designed and located pursuant to the 

transportation plans required of States and Metropolitan Planning Organizations. The 

exception to this rule is the Recreational Trails Program {RTP}, under which projects may 

be used for recreational purposes. 

Whereas, before there were different funding methods for each program, new MAP-21 

TA funds will be distributed through grant programs. Fifty percent of the funding will be 

distributed according to P.Opulation share. For areas of population over 200,000, the 

MPOs will manage the distribution of funds by grant competition. For areas under 

200,000, the state will manage the distribution through a competitive grant program. 

These funds are limited to this use and are not transferable. The remaining fifty percent 

will be distributed by DOTs, and is transferable to other highway uses. 

The combination of reduced available funding and increased competition for funds due 

to the combining of programs may lead to a reduction in bicycle and pedestrian projects 

being funded. 

• National Highway Performance Program. Funds may be used to construct 

bicycle transportation facilities and pedestrian walkways on land adjacent to any 

highway in the National Highway System, including Interstate highways. 

• Surface Transportation Program (STP). Funds may be used for the construction 

of bicycle transportation facilities and pedestrian walkways, as well as many other 

related facilities {bicycle parking, bike-transit interface, etc.}. Transportation 

Alternative projects are eligible for STP funds. Modifications of public sidewalks 

to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act {ADA} are also covered. 

improvements in the vicinity of schools. (B) location of projects.-lnfrastructure-related projects under 
subparagraph (A) may be carried out on any public road or any bicycle or pedestrian pathway or trail in the vicinity 
of schools. (2) Non-infrastructure-related activities.--(A) In generaL-In addition to projects described in paragraph 
(1), amounts apportioned to a State under this section may be used for non-infrastructure-related activities to 
encourage walking and bicycling to school, including public awareness campaigns and outreach to press and 
community leaders, traffic education and enforcement in the vicinity of schools, student sessions on bicycle and 
pedestrian safety, health, and environment, and funding for training, volunteers, and managers of safe routes to 
school programs. 
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• Highway Safety Improvement Program. Funds may be used for bicycle- and 

pedestrian-related highway safety improvement projects, strategies and activities 

on a public road that are consistent with a State strategic highway safety plan. 

• Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) Improvement Program. 

Established in 1991 and continued in MAP-21, CMAQ will continue to provide 

funding for projects that help State and local governments meet the 

requ irements of the Clean Air Act. Whether they include attainment or non

attainment areas, States may use CMAQ funds for CMAQ or STP eligible projects. 

Projects must be included in the MPO's current transportation plan and 

transportation improvement program {TIP) or state transportation program (STIP) 

in areas without an MPO. 

• Transportation Alternatives. As mentioned earlier, this new program now 

provides funding for what used to be funded by three separate programs 

(Transportation Enhancements, Safe Routes to School, Recreational Trails). In 

addition to projects in these categories, TA money can be used to fund some 

road projects. Fifty percent of each state's funds will be distributed by the DOT, 

the remainder by the MPOs. There is an opt-out clause that allows up to fifty 

percent of the funds to be transferred to use in any program without restriction. 

Eligible activities include: 

a. Bicycle and pedestrian facilities; 

b. Safe routes for non-drivers projects and systems; 

c. Construction of turnouts, overlooks and viewing areas; 

d. Vegetation management practices in rights-of-way and other activities 

under Section 319 (similar to landscaping and beautification); 

e. Historic preservation, rehabilitation and operation of historic 

transportation buildings, structures and facilities; 

f. Preservation of abandoned railway corridors including for pedestrian and 

bicycle trails 

g. Inventory, control and removal of outdoor advertising; 

h. Archeological activities related to transportation projects; and 

i. Any environmental mitigation, including existing uses. 

Safety and education activities are no longer specifically funded, but may be 

allowed under #2. 
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The Recreational Trails Program is now funded under theTA umbrella. Funds may 

be used for all kinds of trail projects. Of the funds apportioned to a state, 30 

percent must be used for motorized trail uses, 30 percent for non-motorized trail 

uses, and 40 percent for diverse trail uses (any combination). Examples of trail 

uses include hiking, bicycling, in-line skating, equestrian use, cross-country skiing, 

snowmobiling, off-road motorcycling, all-terrain vehicle riding, four-wheel 

driving, or using other off-road motorized vehicles. The funding amount will 

remain the same as in 2009 ($2,204,556). An important provision of the new bill 

allows the Governor of a state to opt out the recreational trails program if the 

Governor notifies the U.S. Secretary of Transportation no later than 30 days prior 

to apportionments being made for any fiscal year. 

• Highway Safety Section 402 Grants. Generally unchanged from SAFETEA-LU, a 

state is eligible for these Section 402 grants by submitting a Performance Plan 

(establishing goals and performance measures for improving highway safety} and 

a Highway Safety Plan (describing activities to achieve those goals). Research, 

development, demonstrations, and training to improve highway safety (including 

bicycle and pedestrian safety} are carried out under the Highway Safety Research 

and Development (Section 403} Program. 

• Community Development Block Grants (CDBG). Through the U.S. Department 

of Housing and Urban Development (HUD}, the CDBG program provides eligible 

metropolitan cities and urban counties (called "entitlement communities") with 

annual direct grants that they can use to revitalize neighborhoods, expand 

affordable housing and economic opportunities, and/or improve community 

facilities and services, principally to benefit low- and moderate-income persons. 

Eligible activities include building public facilities and improvements, such as 

streets, sidewalks, sewers, water systems, community and senior citizen centers, 

and recreational facilities. Several communities have used HUD funds to develop 

greenways. http://www.hud.gov/offices/cpd/communitydevelopment/programs/ 

Title 49 USC allows the Urbanized Area Formula Grants (Section 5307}, Capital 

Investment Grants and Loans (Section 5309}, and Formula Program for Other 

than Urbanized Area (Section 5311) transit funds to be used for improving bicycle 

and pedestrian access to transit facilities and vehicles. Eligible activities include 

investments in "pedestrian and bicycle access to a mass transportation facility" 

that establishes or enhances coordination between mass transportation and 

other transportation. 
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2. Private Funding Sources 

There are a number of for and non-profit businesses that offer programs that can be 

used to fund bicycle and pedestrian related programs and projects. 

• PeopleForBikes. The PeqpleForBikes Community Grant Program strives to put 

more people on bicycles more often by funding important and influential 

projects that leverage federal funding and build momentum for bicycling in 

communities across the U.S." Most of the PeopleForBikes grants awarded to 

government agencies are for trail projects. The program encourages government 

agencies to team with a local bicycle advocacy group for the application. 

PeopleForBikes seeks to assist local organizations, agencies, and citizens in 

developing bicycle facilities projects that will be funded by MAP-21. Bikes Belong 

Coalition will accept applications for grants of up to $10,000 each (with potential 

local matches), and will consider successor grants for continuing projects. Grant 

applications are accepted quarterly. 

http://www.peopleforbikes.org/pages/com mu nity-gra nts 

• Bike Florida. The Bike Florida organization maintains a mini-grant program that 

funds projects that promote safe cycling and focus on cycling or motorist 

education and awareness of proper, legal roadway sharing. Past awardees include 

bike clubs, police departments, schools, and municipalities. Mini grant 

applications are reviewed and awarded quarterly. 

• American Hiking Society National Trails Fund. The American Hiking Society's 

National Trails Fund is the only privately funded national grants program 

dedicated solely to hiking trails. National Trails Fund grants have been used for 

land acquisition, constituency building campaigns, and traditional trail work 

projects. Since the late 1990s, the American Hiking Society has funded 192 trail 

projects by awarding over $588,000 in National Trails Fund grants. Applications 

are accepted annually with a December deadline. 

http:/Jwww.a me rica nhi ki ng.org/NTF .aspx 

• The Global Releaf Program. The Global Releaf Forest Program is American 

Forests' education and action program that helps individuals, organizations, 

agencies, and corporations improve the local and global environment by planting 

arid caring for trees. The program provides funding for planting tree seedlings on 

public lands, including trailsides. Emphasis is placed on diversifying species, 

regenerating the optimal ecosystem for the site and implementing the best forest 
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management practices. This grant is for planting tree seedlings on public lands, 

including along trail rights-of-way. http://www.americanforests.org/our

programs/global-releaf-projects/global-releaf-grant-application/ 

• The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 

seeks to improve the health and health care of all Americans. One of the primary 

goals of the Foundation is to "promote healthy communities and lifestyles." 

Specifically, the Foundation has an ongoing "Active Living by Design" grant 

program that promotes the principles of active living, including non-motorized 

transportation. Other related calls for grant proposals are issued as developed, 

and multiple communities nationwide have received grants related to promotion 

of trails and other non-motorized facilities. http:/ /www.rwjf.org/grants/ 
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Facility Design Recommendations 
The following section provides general design guidelines for the construction of bicycle and 

pedestrian facilities. The guidelines are taken from the following sources which can serve as a 

reference as Indian River County during construction of bicycle and pedestrian facilities: 

1. FOOT's Manual of Uniform Minimum Standards for Design, Construction and 

Maintenance for Streets and Highways. 

2. Federal Highway Administration Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)

The MUTCD is the national standard for signing, markings, signals, and other traffic 

control devices. 

3. American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Guide for 

the Development of Bicycle Facilities- This document is intended to present information 

on how to accommodate bicycle travel and operations in most riding environments. It is 

the design guidance upon which most state and local design guidelines are based. In 

many jurisdictions this document is considered to set the minimum values for bicycle 

design. 

4. AASHTO Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operations of Pedestrian Facilities - This 

document is intended to present information on how to accommodate pedestrian travel 

and operations in (primarily) roadway environments. It is the design guidance upon 

which most state and local design guidelines are based. In many jurisdictions this 

document is considered to set the minimum values for pedestrian design. 

5. Institute of Transportation Engineers Designing Walkable Urban Thoroughfares: A 

Context Sensitive Approach - This document's development was supported by FHWA. 

Designing Walkable Thoroughfares helps designers understand the flexibility for 

roadway design that is inherent in the AASHTO guide A Policy on the Geometric Design 

of Highways and Streets with a focus on balancing the needs of all users. 

6. National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) Urban Bikeway Design 

Guide - FHWA has issued a memo supporting the use of this document to further 

develop non-motorized transportation networks, particularly in urban areas. Many of the 

designs in this document have been used successfully in urban areas. However, care 

should be exercised when applying the treatments described in this document to 

suburban or rural areas. 

Pedestrian Facilities 

All sidewalks constructed within the County must be compliant with the Americans with 

Disabilities Act Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for Facilities on Public Rights-of-Way or most 

recent ADA standards for public rights-of-way. 
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Sidewalks should be provided on both sides of all public roadways. When new sidewalks are 

constructed, they shall be constructed along both sides of the street. Construction of sidewalks 

on both sides of the street, however, may not be required in such cases where a drainage canal 

parallels the roadway on one side. If sidewalks are constructed on the approaches to bridges, 

they need to be continued across the structure. 

The minimum preferred width of a sidewalk shall be 5 feet. Under constrained conditions, 4-foot 

wide sidewalks are acceptable provided a 5-foot by 5-foot area with less than 2% cross slope is 

provided every 200 feet (maximum) to allow for the passing of one pedestrian using a 

wheelchair by another. Also, 4-foot sidewalks are only acceptable when separated from the curb 

by a buffer strip at least 2 feet wide. The buffer strip must be 6 feet where possible to eliminate 

the need to narrow or reroute sidewalks around driveways to comply with the provisions of the 

Americans with Disabilities Act and the Florida Accessibility Code for Building Construction. If a 

sidewalk is located adjacent to the curb, the minimum width of the sidewalk shall be 6 feet. A 

typical pedestrian cross section is illustrated in Exhibit 6-1. 

Exhibit 6-1. Typical Pedestrian Cross Section 

Buildable Shoulder 

2ft min. 2 ftmin. 

5 ft min. 

Next to Canal 2 ft min. 

8ft min. 
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Location of Sidewalks 

On roadways with curb and gutter sidewalks should be located six feet from the back of curb to 

minimize the encroachment of curb ramps and driveway cuts. On roadways without curb and 

gutter, sidewalks should be placed at least as far from the roadway, as stipulated by the 

following criteria: 

• At or near the right of way line (ideally, 3 feet width should be provided behind the 

sidewalk for above ground utilities). 

• outside of the minimum required roadway clear zone, or 

• as far from the edge of the driving lane as practical. 

Bicvcle Facilities 

Bicycle facilities can be broadly categorized as on-street bicycle facilities and off-street bicycle 

trails. On-street bicycle facilities include facilities that accommodate the bicyclists within the 

public right-of-way through designated or undesignated space. Some of the commonly used 

on-street bicycle facilities are described below. 

• Bike lanes form a portion of the roadway and are designated for preferential use by 

bicycles. Bike lanes are not physically separated from traffic, but are marked through 

pavement markings, striping, and signage. 

• Curb (undesignated or unmarked) lanes are similar to bike lanes but are not marked or 

signed as standard bike lanes. Although separated from motorized travel lanes by 

striping, unmarked lanes typically do not meet minimum width requirements for 

classification as bike lanes. 

• Wide curb lanes provide a portion of the roadway that can be used by bicyclists, typically 

in the outside portion of the outer travel lane (curb lane), but are not designated by 

striping or pavement markings. Bicyclists and motor vehicles must share the roadway. 

• Paved shoulders are separated from travel lanes by the striping representing the outside 

edge of the outermost travel lane. Paved shoulders are meant to provide space for 

vehicle breakdowns and correction for driver error. Bicyclists may use the paved 

shoulder for travel, although the pavement surface is often not as smooth and is 

sometimes littered with debris if not maintained. Paved shoulders do not exist along 

roadways with curb-and-gutter drainage systems. 

Off-street facilities are generally physically separated from motorized traffic by an open space or 

a barrier. Off-street facilities can be exclusive bicycle facilities or shared use paths that may be 
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used by bicyclists and pedestrians, and typically are used for both transportation and 

recreational purposes. These facilities are desirable since they provide buffer from motorized 

traffic. Generally these facilities are planned along utility easements, canal rights-of-way, public 

parks, and open spaces and open space within future developments. 

Bkyclist Skill levels 
Facilities intended to accommodate bicycle use must address the needs of both experienced 

and less experienced riders. According to the U.S. Department of Transportation's Policy Guide 

titled "Selecting Roadway Design Treatments to Accommodate Bicycles", there are three levels 

of bicyclists: 

• Advanced Bicyclists 

• Basic Bicyclists 

• Children 

Advanced Bicyclists include the experienced users who can operate under most traffic 

conditions. They are best served by providing direct access to destinations via the existing 

roadway system. They prefer the opportunity to operate at maximum speed with minimum 

delays. Facilities should provide sufficient operating space on the roadway or shoulder to reduce 

the need for either the bicyclist or the motor vehicle operator to change position when passing. 

Basic Bicyclists include the casual or new adult and teenage riders who are less confident of their 

ability to operate in traffic without special provisions for bicycles. Some will develop greater 

skills and progress to the advanced level, but there will always be many millions of basic 

bicyclists. This group is best served by providing comfortable access to destinations, preferably 

by a direct route, using either low-speed, low traffic-volume streets or designated bicycle 

facilities. They prefer well-defined separation of bicycles and motor vehicles on arterial and 

collector streets (bike lanes or shoulders) or separate bike paths. 

Children include pre-teen riders whose roadway use is initially monitored by parents. They and 

their parents prefer access to destinations surrounding residential areas, including schools, and 

recreation facilities and are more comfortable riding on residential streets with low motor 

vehicle speed limits and volumes. 

Bicycle Lanes 

Bicycle lanes designate exclusive preferential space for bicyclists and shall be provided on all 

collector and arterial roadways within the MPO area. The bicycle lane is located adjacent to 

motor vehicle travel lanes and flows in the same direction as motor vehicle traffic. Bicycle lanes 
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within developed areas need to include markings and signage designating them as preferential 

bicycle lanes. The widths of bicycle lanes shall be as shown in Exhibit 6-2 ("Figure 9-1 Minimum 

Widths for Bike Lanes' from the FOOT's Manual of Uniform Minimum Standards for Design, 

Construction and Maintenance for Streets and Highways). 

The AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities provides guidance on the width of 

bike lanes: 

• under most circumstances, the recommended width for bicycle lanes is 5 feet. 

• for roadways with no curb and gutter and no on-street parking, the minimum width of a 

bike lane is 4 feet; 

• along sections of roadway with curb and gutter, a usable width of 4 feet measured from 

the longitudinal joint to the center of the bike lane line is recommended (this means that 

4 feet of pavement is sufficient when coupled with the gutter pan; it is also conceivable 

to interpret the guidance as meaning that even narrower pavement can be used as long 

as a total of 5 feet of rideable surface is maintained); 

• additional width may be desirable on higher speed roadways. 
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Exhibit 6-2. Width of Bicycle Lanes 

a) Curbed Street without Parking 

Travel Lanes 

4ft 
min. 

Bike 
Lane 

5 ft min. to ------' 
Face of Curb 

b) Curbed Street with Parking 

L_J~= ~ ~~=~~ ~--:-:-__ -~-:---~~~~~-~~~=--- ·--=·~~--~=--=-.:.:.T ;~ i J 
Travel Lanes I Sft ! J 

+m!n~ Parking 
B1ke 
Lane 

c) Roadway without Curb and Gutter 

::.:::::-_-:.:..1L---- -_-=._--=_-__ ---=:=-~-- --·-- --.....F=-=.:.::. 

Grass 14 ft I 14 ft I Grass 
Shoulder min. Travel Lanes min. Shoulder 

~-4~·~·~4--------------------·~--~·~· 
Bke B~ 
Lane lane 
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Since intersections represent significant conflict points for bicyclists, appropriate striping, 

marking, and signing is critical to help ensure the proper behavior of cyclists and motorists. Bike 

lanes must be designed to encourage legal movements at the intersection; this includes proper 

positioning of bicyclists and motorists. Bike lane stripes should be dashed on the approaches to 

intersections without right turn lanes. Where there are right-turn lanes, through bike lanes must 

be placed to the left of the right turn lane. 

Section 4.8 of the AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities (2012) and Chapter 9 

of the FDOT Manual of Uniform Minimum Standards for Design, Construction and Maintenance 

for Streets and Highways provides numerous graphics illustrating bike lane markings at 

intersections. At intersections, bike lanes should be continuous through intersections. That is, if a 

bike lane is provided to the intersection, a receiving bike lane should be provided on departure 

side of the intersection. 

Buffered Bike Lanes 

A buffered bike lane is a bicycle lane paired with a designated buffer space separating the 

bicycle lane from the adjacent motor vehicle travel lane and/or parking lane. A buffered bike 

lane is allowed as per MUTCD guidelines for buffered preferential lanes (section 30-01). A 

buffered bike lane provides greater shy distance between motor vehicles and bicyclists. It also 

encourages bicyclists to ride outside of the door zone when buffer is between parked cars and 

bike lane. 

In some locations it may be desirable to use less than the full space available for a bike lane. 

Such locations include sections of roadway where a wide bike lane might be perceived as on

street parking or another travel lane. In these locations a buffered bike lane may be considered. 

A buffered bike lane may also be considered where a bike lane of six or more feet is being 

provided to meet a minimum level of accommodation. At midblock locations the buffered bike 

lane is separated from the travel lanes by a chevroned buffer. The width of the buffer will vary 

depending upon such conditions as motor vehicle speed, percent heavy vehicles, roadway cross 

slopes, and desired level of accommodation of bicycles. 

At intersections, buffered bike lanes must be striped to allow for right turning motorists. 

Typically this is done by eliminating the buffer on the approach to intersections and striping the 

area as one would a regular bike lane. A typical cross section of a buffered bicycle lane is shown 

in Exhibit 6-3. 
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Exhibit 6-3. Typical Buffered Bicycle Lane Cross Section 
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Shared Lane Marking 

In instances where traffic lanes are too narrow to be 

shared side by side by bicyclists and motorists and 

where the speed limit is less than 35 mph, a shared 

lane marking (SLM) may be a way to accommodate 

bicyclists. An SLM is a pavement symbol that indicates 

it is legal and appropriate for bicyclists to ride away 

from the right hand edge of the roadway, and cues 

motorists to pass with sufficient clearance. SLMs alert 112 inches 
I 

72 1nches·: 
motorists to the likely presence of bicyclists on the 

roadways. 

SLMs are not to be used on shoulders or in 

designated bike lanes. On roadways with on-street 

parking, the MUTCD requires that SLMs be placed 

with the centers of the markings at least 11 feet from 

the face of curb. On other roadways, the centers of the 

markings are required to be placed at least four feet 

from the edge of pavement. 
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Safety Improvements 
An important goal of this Plan is to improve the safety of bicyclists and pedestrians within Indian 

River County. Traditionally, safety has been addressed through a combination of methods, 

including engineering treatments, law enforcement campaigns, and public 

information/educational drives. Each of these approaches is discussed below. 

Engineering Treatments 
Engineering treatments are the most visible method used to improve safety. Examples of 

engineering treatments that improve conditions for bicycling and walking include: 

Bicycling Treatments 

The routine accommodation of bicycle facilities (bike lanes) within the roadway network is the 

most important treatment that can be implemented to improve bicyclists' safety. Since the 

completion of a network of bike lanes will take time, however, there are some additional 

treatments that can improve bicycling conditions within Indian River County. 

SHARE THE ROAD signs can be used to alert drivers ll~' iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiii.-..;;;;;;;;;; .... ~- -~ 

to the presence of bicyclists. They are typically -~ 
considered when one or more of the following ~~ 

I 
criteria are met: 

1. safety problems exist and the roadway 

cannot be improved with bicycle lanes; 

MAY USE~-
FULL LANE 1 

2. bicycling volumes are high; or, \, ~ 

r1l-H 
3. there is a conflict or obvious courtesy 

problem between motor vehicle and bicycle traffic sharing the road. 

SHARE 
THE 

ROAD 

W16-1P* 

c#0 
BIKE ROUTE 

t d:;t, Librery 3 

, I 
~-Kmq~on 10 + 

"' BIKE ROUTE signing is another treatment 

that can be implemented to improve 

conditions for bicyclists. BIKE ROUTE signs 

help guide bicyclists to preferred routes-

OtH D1·3c 

fewer trucks, or lower volumes. Typically, they 

destination and distance signing. 

roads with lower motor 

vehicle traffic speeds, 

are supplemented with 

Bicyclists frequently have trouble being detected at traffic signals. They often 

believe the signals are non~responsive and consequently run red lights. One 

effective way to address this problem is to mark the location on the pavement 

where a cyclist would have to stop one's bike to be detected by a traffic 
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signal. The Bicycle Signal Actuation (Rl0-22) sign (Figure 9B-2 of FHWA's Manual on Uniform 

Traffic Control Devices [MUTCD]) may be installed at signalized intersections where markings are 

used to indicate the location where a bicyclist is to be positioned to actuate the signal. 

Pedestrian Treatments 
There are numerous treatments that can improve 

pedestrian safety. While sidewalks are the most 

obvious treatment, and are critical from a mobility 

perspective, they only address walking trips along the 

roadway. Most pedestrian crashes occur when 

pedestrians are crossing the roadway. Pedestrian 

signals at signalized intersections and raised medians 

along roadways greatly enhance pedestrian crossing 

safety. 

crossing the roadway. 

While signalized pedestrian crossings are the 

most common form of crossing facility requested 

for safety, they are difficult to warrant using the 

pedestrian volume requirements specified in the 

MUTCD. Alternatives to signalized pedestrian 

crossings are enhanced pedestrian crossings. 

These crossings employ on demand lighting or 

signage to alert motorists to pedestrians 

Beacons or flashers can be used to supplement 

warning signs and can be mounted on the sign 

post with the warning sign or over the 

crossing. They can flash continuously or be 

actuated by a pedestrian waiting to cross. 

Actuation can occur when a pedestrian uses a 

push button or through passive detection. 

Flashers may be circular or rectangular and 

may flash a slow or fast pattern. Rectangular 

Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFBs) are a type of 

beacon used in conjunction with pedestrian 

crossing signs at midblock crossings. This device is effective in increasing driver yielding rates 

when pedestrians are present at the crossing. Pedestrian hybrid beacons use pedestrian-
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activated overhead flashers to indicate to traffic when to stop for pedestrians. This device has 

been proven to reduce pedestrian crashes. 

In-pavement lighting on the approach to crosswalks 

is another enhancement which can be used to make 

pedestrian crossings more noticeable to motorists. 

These treatments typically use passive pedestrian 

detection (the pedestrians are not required to push a 

button) to activate flashing lights mounted on the 

pavement in advance of the crosswalk. When 

pedestrians enter the crosswalk the lights flash to 

alert motorists to the pedestrians' presence. 

YIELD 
TO 

I PEDS 
~ !I 

R9-6 

A treatment which is quite effective at 

reducing right turning conflicts at signalized 

intersections is the YIELD TO PEDS I NO TURN 

ON RED variable message sign. When the 

pedestrian signal call button is pushed, one of 

two messages is displayed to approaching 

motorists. If the parallel pedestrian movement 

has a WALK {or flashing DON'T WALK) signal, 

the sign reads YIELD TO PEDS. If the cross 

street pedestrian movement has a WALK signal, the sign reads NO TURN ON RED. If pedestrian 

signals are on demand only, no messages are displayed unless the pedestrian button is pushed 

(frequently this type of sign is called a blank-out sign). A sign displaying these two messages is 

shown at the right. The YIELD TO PEDS can also be used to alert left turning motorists to 

pedestrians crossing the street 

law Enforcement Activities 

Targeted law enforcement campaigns could help reduce the number of pedestrian and bicycle 

crashes within Indian River County. Discussed below are the critical issues of bicycle and 

pedestrian enforcement with respect to safety. 

Before embarking on a comprehensive campaign to enforce bicycle and pedestrian laws, officers 

should be sufficiently trained in the safety and operational consequences of the laws as they 

relate to bicyclists and pedestrians. The Florida Department of Transportation has developed 

training seminars for law enforcement addressing both bicycle and pedestrian law enforcement. 
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Enforcement of bicycling laws 

In Florida, bicycles are vehicles; therefore, people riding bikes have the same rights and 

responsibilities as the operators of motor vehicles. Just as with motor vehicle operators, the 

strict enforcement of all traffic laws all of the time would be overwhelming to law enforcement 

agencies. Consequently, the efforts of law enforcement should be concentrated where they will 

provide the most improvement in traffic safety. 

Bicyclists riding against (or facing) traffic is a primary cause of many bicycle crashes. While riding 

a bicycle against traffic is legal on the sidewalk, it is not legal on the roadway and every 

opportunity should be taken to prevent wrong way riding on the roadway. 

Riding a bicycle at night without lights is another significant cause of bicycle crashes. Bicyclists 

riding at night in Florida are required to have both a headlamp and a tail lamp and, of the two, 

the headlamp is the more important. The reflectors which come as standard equipment on all 

bicycl~s are usually adequate (when properly adjusted) to alert motorists coming from behind to 

bicyclists; however, side mounted reflectors and front reflectors do little to alert motorists 

coming from side streets or driveways to the presence of bicyclists. Consequently, the 

enforcement of headlamp laws for bicycles should be vigorously pursued. 

If a bicycle crash should occur, a bicycle helmet is the cyclist's best protection against permanent 

injury or, in the worst case, death. Anyone under sixteen years of age is required to wear a 

bicycle helmet when riding on a street or highway (this includes a sidewalk). While enforcing 

traffic laws against children may be unpopular, this is a situation where there is great potential 

for saving lives. 

Enforcement of pedestrian laws 

Contrary to popular belief, it is not in most cases against the law for pedestrians to cross a street 

midblock. Crossing midblock is only illegal between two consecutively signalized intersections. 

This law was developed assuming a pedestrian should never have to walk more than half a city 

block to cross the street. In addition, midblock crossings are not inherently more dangerous 

than intersection crossings. What is important is the yielding behavior that occurs when 

pedestrians cross the street. 

When pedestrians cross the street within a crosswalk, either marked or unmarked, motorists are 

required to yield the right of way to pedestrians. Many motorists (and pedestrians), however, are 

not aware that crosswalks exist at nearly every intersection. This information can be a major 

component of a pedestrian safety enforcement campaign. 
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Between intersections, pedestrians are required to yield the right of way to motorists. Any 

enforcement campaign should address this behavior as well. 

Educational Efforts 

Brochures and Posters 

Any campaign to improve bicyclist and pedestrian safety should include an educational 

component. The Florida Department of Transportation {FOOT) has numerous safety brochures 

for distribution available in hard copy or for downloading on its web site. The National Highway 

Traffic Safety Administration {NHTSA) also has numerous materials available for public 

distribution. These materials are free and not copyrighted. 

Bicyclist and pedestrian safety is one of eight emphasis areas in Florida's 2012 Strategic Highway 

Safety Plan {SHSP). The FDOT's Pedestrian and Bicycle Program promotes conditions for safe 

and effective travel by foot and bicycle in Florida. They provide policy, planning, technical, and 

funding expertise in consultation with other FOOT offices and federal and local agencies. They 

coordinate development and dissemination of walking and cycling safety information. The 

Pedestrian and Bicycle Program also oversees the Florida School Crossing Guard Training 

Program, the Florida Traffic Safety Education Program, and the Safe Routes to School Program. 

The distribution of safety materials should be appropriate to reach the target audience. When 

considering bicycle brochures, for instance, FDOT's What my child should know about bicycle 

safety might be distributed at elementary schools, $WALK LEFT 1 RIDE RIGHT¢ 

libraries, or bike rodeos. How to ride at night and 

stay alive could be distributed at Indian River 

Community College. Brochures concerning how to 

fit and wear helmets could be distributed at retail 

outlets. 

Traffic Safety Education 

B~ 
l!iisa~Ui~CI Bicycling sa~ty 1 R CEITEI 

FUNDED 8Y FOOT 

FDOT funds the Florida Traffic Safety Education Program to administer a traffic and bicycle 

safety education program through workshops and certificate programs for Florida elementary 

and middle school teachers, community volunteers, law enforcement officers, and recreation 

leaders. The training for elementary and middle school teachers has a curriculum that includes 

in-class instruction and field training. When applied in schools, the curriculum teaches students 

how to behave in and around traffic. 
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CHAPTER 7: PLAN MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

An important aspect of any plan process is the monitoring of its recommendations and 

objectives after it has been adopted. The true measure of a plan is not how it looks as a finished 

document or even the ambition of its recommendations, but rather the degree to which its 

recommendations are implemented, so that in three years, five years, or ten years, the results of 

the plan are starting to be seen around the Indian River County community as infrastructure in 

the ground or as successful programs and policies that have tangible impacts on bicycle and 

pedestrian safety and encourage more people to ride and walk. This section sets a framework so 

that the Indian River County MPO and its member jurisdictions can track to the progress of the 

plan, and report back on its efficacy to residents and decision makers. The evaluation process 

has three basic steps which can be applied to the objectives described in Chapter 8: establish a 

benchmark of the existing status of the objective, record any efforts made toward that objective, 

and periodically review and report the progress towards those objectives. 

The first aspect of process is to establish a benchmark of the plan's objectives. Recording new 

efforts would take places as new facilities are implemented and performance is improved on 

more roadways; in the case of bicycle and pedestrian level of service and/or facility provision, 

the mileage of those improvements should be recorded and added to the benchmark value. This 

should be done on an annual basis, so that each year a new total mileage of sufficiently 

accommodating roadways can be calculated. Updated totals could then be reported on a 

periodic basis to the MPO's committees and the MPO board. The pace of progress can be 

discussed and assessed, in light of budgetary conditions and other MPO priorities, to determine 

if efforts should be maintained or increased during the next review period. 

A benchmark value for each of the objectives identified should be established, so that progress 

can be recorded and evaluated. Some objectives will be easier to track than others, but any 

measurable activity that serves a specific goal will be useful in telling the story of Indian River 

County's progress toward the vision of creating a better, safer community in which to walk and 

ride. 
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CHAPTER 8: PROPOSED POLICY FRAMEWORK 

Goals, Objectives and Policies for the Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 
Goals, objectives, and policies are an integral part of any transportation plan because they 

provide the policy direction to achieve the community's vision. The goals, objectives and policies 

presented were prepared based on the review and assessment of existing conditions and on 

feedback received from the public. They were developed consistent with the goals and 

objectives found in the MPO Long Range Transportation Plan and the Transportation Element of 

the Indian River County Comprehensive Plan. 

Policies have been developed for each objective to set a course of action for attaining the 

specified objective. To determine a policy's effectiveness in meeting its corresponding objective, 

a measure of effectiveness is outlined for each objective. 

Definitions 

• Goal- A "Goal" is a long-term end toward which programs or activities are ultimately 

directed. 

• Objective- An "Objective" is a specific, measurable, intermediate end that is achievable 

and allows measurement of progress toward a goal. 

• Polk;y- A "Policy" is the course of action or way in which programs and activities are 

conducted to achieve an identified objective. 

Goal 1 - Indian River County shall provide safe and convenient bicycling and walking 

infrastructure that provides mobility for its residents. 

Objective 1.1 - During the period of 2015 to 2025, the bicycle and pedestrian injury/fatality 

rates will be reduced at the same rates as automobile crashes. 

Measure of Effectiveness: Number of bicycle and pedestrian injury/fatality crashes. 

Policy 1.1.1- Implement bicycle and pedestrian signage and roadway design strategies 

outlined in this plan during implementation of roadway widening or other improvement 

projects. 

Policy 1.1.2- Distribute and update, as needed, this Plan's Bicycle and Pedestrian Map 

and informational brochures. 

Policy 1.1.3 - Plan and fund regular educational campaigns on bicycle and pedestrian 

safety, especially in response to crash factors found to be common in Indian River 

County. 
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Policy 1.1.4 - Identify specific bicyclist, pedestrian, and motorist behaviors that should 

be targeted in enforcement campaigns. 

Policy 1.1.5 - Train and encourage law enforcement to enforce laws related to bicycle 

and pedestrian safety, especially those found to be related to common crash factors in 

Indian River County. 

Policy 1.1.6- To enable crash rate tracking, establish a baseline measure of bicycle and 

pedestrian traffic volume on Indian River County's major roadways and shared use paths 

by 2020. 

Goal 2 - Indian River County shall provide an interconnected bicycle and pedestrian 

transportation network throughout the County. 

Objective 2.1 - All new roadway widening and construction projects will include bicycle 

lanes or paved shoulders. 

Measure of Effectiveness: Miles of new bicycle facilities. 

Policy 2.1.1 - Review, identify, and budget funds through FOOT's annual Transportation 

Alternatives Program funding process, as established in the Federal MAP-2llegislation. 

Policy 2.1.2 - Continue to implement Chapter 913.09 and Chapter 914.15 of the County 

Land Development Regulations. 

Policy 2.1.3- Reference this Plan's typical facility cross sections and other design 

guidance for new facility construction. 

Policy 2.1.4 - Develop a maintenance protocol for Indian River County's bicycle and 

pedestrian networks. 

Policy 2.1.5 - Implement projects listed in the Bicycle Gaps Plan in order to complete 

the countywide bicycle network. 

Objective 2.2 - During the period from 2015 to 2025, 10 miles of new pedestrian facilities 

will be added to the pedestrian transportation network every five years, at least 20 percent 

of which will be in a transportation disadvantaged community. 

Measure of Effectiveness: Miles of new sidewalk facilities. 

Policy 2.2.1 - Continue to coordinate with FOOT on state road sidewalk funding 

program. 

Policy 2.2.2 - Continue to implement Chapter 954.06 of the County Land Development 

Regulations. 
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Policy 2.2.3 - Review, identify, and apply for available grant funding targeted for 

intermodal connections to transit services. 

Policy 2.2.4- Provide bicycle wayfinding signage to points of interest on collector and 

arterial roadways, where applicable. 

Policy 2.2.5- Implement projects listed in the Pedestrian Gaps Plan in order to complete 

the countywide sidewalk network. 

Objective 2.3 - By 2025, 100 new bicycle parking spaces will be added or constructed at 

major bicycle destinations throughout the county. 

Measure of Effectiveness: Number of new bicycle parking facilities. 

Policy 2.3.1 - Amend Chapter 954.06 to include bicycle parking requirements for parks 

and recreational areas. 

Policy 2.3.2 - Continue to require provision of adequate bicycle parking facilities at new 

public schools. 

Recommended Comprehensive Plan Amendments 
The bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure and design recommendations included in this Plan are 

intended to improve bicycling and walking conditions within the County for commuters and 

recreational users. While the proposed plan provides the vision for a comprehensive bicycle and 

pedestrian network, the County's comprehensive plan and the land development regulations 

provide the framework and guidance for implementation of the plan components. This section 

presents potential recommendations to the comprehensive plan goals, objectives, and policies 

to enhance active transportation within the County. It should be noted that deletions are 

presented in a striketl=lre1::1gh format and additions are presented in an underline format. 

Future Land Use Element 

Policy 1.38: The new town land use designation shall be established through the Planned 

Development (PD) process. For any land to receive the new town land use designation, a 

PD project must be approved which clusters residential and non-residential uses in a 

manner which protects agricultural and open space areas, protects natural resources, 

creates a self-sufficient community, minimizes off-site traffic, and does not increase 

urban sprawl. 

4. Form: The project shall meet the Traditional Neighborhood Design standards of 

the Future land Use Element Policy 18.1. In so doing, the new town shall have a 

perimeter edge and a center. Along the perimeter edge, a significant greenbelt shall 

be provided, and that greenbelt shall consist of natural areas, agricultural areas, 
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and/or "no-build" areas designated on large acreage parcels. A project center shall 

be established for the concentration of residential and commercial uses. Major 

roadways shall run through or near the project center. The project design shall reflect 

the following: 

{a) A network of ungated and open to the public interconnected streets in a grid or 

modified grid pattern. 

(b) An interconnected pedestrian sidewalk/shared use path system that serves and 

integrates residential and non-residential uses. 

(c) Appropriately sized blocks and pedestrian improvements that provide a layout 

that maximizes residential development in clusters around town centers. Town 

centers shall include but not be limited to public squares or parks, as well as 

commercial and residential uses. 

(d) Wide sidewalks, street trees, bicycle parking and on-street parking in the town 

center. 

{e) Accommodation of bicycle friendly design features on all major and internal 

roadways and amenities such as bicycle parking. 

{f} Approaches to the site should be safe for pedestrians. bicycles. cars and buses. 

OBJECTIVE 4: Efficient mix of uses to reduce traffic demand and greenhouse gas 

emissions. 

POUCY 4.9: The County shall regujre that developers construct bicycle facilities or 

contribute to the construction of bicycle facilities on all roadway corridors identified 

within the County's Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan. 

poucv 4.10: The County shall strive to provide bicycle parking facilities within all mixed 

use developments. parks and recreational facilities. community facilities and public 

schools. 

OBJECTIVE 18: TRADffiONAL NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN ITNDl COMMUNffiES 

Policy 18.1: By January 2011, the county shall adopt land development regulations that 

establish the TND, Traditional Neighborhood Design zoning district. The TND district 

shall be limited to planned developments. To qualify as a TND development, projects 

must meet the following criteria: 

Street Network 
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6. Streets shall be designed to balance pedestrian. bicycle. and automobile needs, to 

discourage high automobile speeds, to effectively and efficiently accommodate transit 

systems vehicles and bicyclists, and to distribute and diffuse traffic rather than 

concentrate it 

Transportation Element 

OBJECTIVE 2: SAFETY 

For the period from 2009 to 2030, crash and fatality rates per vehicle mile traveled will be 

reduced at least by 1% each year. 

POUCY 2.1: The county will maintain an accurate crash database. including information 

such as on-street location. type of crash. modes involved in crash. temporal and 

demogr.aphic characteristics. and fatalities. 

POUCY 2.7: The County shall coordinate with developers and state agencies while 

implementing roadway design projects to ensure that bicycle and pedestrian safety 

features and guidance as outlined in the County Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan are 

incorporated in the design of facilities. 

OBJECTIVE 4: Pedestrian/Bicycle System 

Through 2030, 80% percent of roadways in Indian River County will operate at Bicyclekef 

and Pedestrian LOS "D" or above. 

poucv 4.1: The County hereby adopts the MPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan. Implementation 

of the plan in the unincorporated county will occur through the incorporation of 

improvements identified in that plan in its TCIP. The plan will be used as a basis for 

applying for and programming federal enhancement project funds. Funds will be used to 

program improvements such as the construction of new bicycle and pedestrian lanes 

and paths, and the retrofit of existing lanes and paths. The implementation schedule will 

be determined by the priority ranking of each roadway segment as contained in the 

MPO Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan. The following programs shall also be implemented by the 

County according to the plan: an off-road facilities program, a safety improvement 

program, education and outreach program and a mode shift program. These programs 

will be implemented as the funding, right-of-way, or other necessary resources become 

available. 
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POLICY 4.3: By 201~.2, the County will assess all thoroughfare plan roadways to identify 

hazards to bicyclists. Where hazards are identified, improvements to correct them will be 

programmed. 

POLICY 4.4: The County will use at least $200,000 per year of 1 cent local option sales tax 

revenue for bicycleke,l and pedestrian system improvements. 

POLICY 4.5: The County will continue to apply for Transportation Alternatives Program 

(TAP) S1\FeTEA LU eARaneement funds to construct bicycle-kef gnQ_pedestrian 

improvements. 

POLICY 4.6: The County will, through its land development regulations, require that all 

developments fronting on thoroughfare plan roadways provide for construction of 

bicycle and pedestrian improvements as identified in the MPO Bicyclef ru:ld....Pedestrian 

Plan and M PO Greenways Plan. 

POLICY 4.7: The County will, through its land development regulations, require that 

internal sidewalks are provided in all residential subdivisions with densities higher than 1 

unit per four acres. 

POLICY 4.8: The County will install bike-ped signals and safety signs at all new signalized 

intersections per the facility guidance included in the County Bicycle and Pedestrian 

Planand will install i:Jike racks en its e~ses. 

POLICY 4.9: By 2015, the County will establish a sidewalk matching funds program for 

construction of residential sidewalks by homeowners. 

POLICY 4.10: The County will coordinate with Senior Resource Association Inc .. (SRAl to 

install bi<;ycle racks on its buses as well explore opportunities to provide for bicycle racks 

at bus stops and community destinations. 

POLICY 4.11: The County shall implement "complete streets" principles for all new 

roadways and redesigns of existing roadways to address the needs of public 

transportation vehicles and patrons. bicyclists. and pedestrians of all ages and abilities in 

all planning. programming. design. construction. reconstruction-. retrofit. operations. and 

maintenance activities for County streets. The County shall view all transportation 

improvements as opportunities to improve safety. access. and mobility for all travelers 
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and recognizes bicycle. pedestrian. and transit modes as integral elements of the 

transportation system. 
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Study Evaluation Methodology 
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Needs Plan 

Following the evaluation of the study network, each of the selected ranking criteria will be weighted and 

combined for each roadway segment to produce a ranked Needs Plan. This Needs Plan will demonstrate 

the needs of Indian River County based on the selected criteria irrespective of facility cost. The 

recommended criteria (Existing Bicycling/Walking Conditions, Demand, Public Input, Crash Locations) is 

discussed in the next section of this report. The specific weighting of the factors will be established 

following the initial analysis and the Community Open House Workshop. For example, Indian River County 

may choose to adopt the following weighting: 40% Level of Service, 40% Latent Demand, 18% Public 

Comment, and 2% Crash Locations. 

Prioritization Plan: Benefit·Cost Index 

After the Needs Plan is created, each of the selected weighted ranking criteria will be combined into a 

benefit-cost index to ultimately prioritize roadway segments for improvement. Benefit-Cost indices are 

tools used in infrastructure investment planning and programming. They provide an indication of the 

relative value of improving a transportation facility with respect to other (candidate) transportation 

facilities. The individual terms of the Benefit-Cost factor are the ranking criteria evaluation methods (also 

used in the Needs Plan). Those recommended in the numerator ( Bicycle/Pedestrian LOS, Demand, and 

Public Input) are the "benefits"; the denominator is the "cost". The" Bicycle/Pedestrian LOS" term is the 

numeric difference between the existing bicycle level of service and the target bicycle level of service that 

will be recommended in this Plan. 

The results of the benefit-cost index are used to develop a prioritization list (needs ranking) for roadway 

segments. This prioritization list represents the final needs ranking, but not necessarily the construction 

order/schedule that facilities will be programmed for improvements. This final needs ranking provides an 

objective basis for MPO and local jurisdiction staff to select and schedule roadway segment projects. The 

step-by-step prioritization process if presented in detail below. 
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THE PRIORITIZATION PROCESS 

The prioritization process described below anticipates that two independent prioritization lists will be 

formulated. The first list will be for bicycle facility retrofit improvements whereas the second list will be for 

pedestrian facility retrofit improvements. Based on our understanding of the funding allocation, the 

bicycle and pedestrian improvement retrofit prioritization lists have been separated, as each will have an 

independent funding source or sources. The generic prioritization process involves several steps, including: 

Step 1: Filter out all roads with a Level of Service greater than or equal to the target LOS 

Both the Bicycle and Pedestrian Level of Service Models calculate a numerical score, which is stratified into 

a level of service grade. This grade is analogous to bicyclists' or pedestrians' perceived comfort or safety 

while traveling within the roadway environment. 

As is done with motor vehicles, we recommend that a level of service standard (or multiple level of service 

standards) be adopted as part of the LRTP. Doing so will establish a objective for all future bicycle and 

pedestrian improvement construction and allow Indian River County and its implementing jurisdictions to 

measure how they are progressing toward that objective. Having an adopted Bicycle and Pedestrian Level 

of Service Standard is also assumed for Step 4 of the prioritization process, the Benefit-Cost Index. 

Furthermore, adopting a level of service stand·ard will help identify those roadway segments that are 

providing, by definition, an adequate or an above average level of service according to the Indian River 

County community. Conversely, it will also help identify those segments that are "failing" with respect to 

the Level of Service Standard. Those that meet or exceed the adopted LOS standard are filtered out in this 

step. 

Step 2: Filter out segments with facilities 

In this step, roadway segments that currently have facilities (bicycle or pedestrian, as appropriate) for their 

entire length are filtered out. This enables Indian River County MPO to focus the limited available retrofit 

dollars to those roadway segments that only have partial or no facility coverage at all. 
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Step 3: Filter out segments in the Current TIP 

The Transportation Improvement Program {TIP) contains scheduled, funded construction projects that 

include bicycle and pedestrian projects. Those projects in the TIP that include bicycle and pedestrian 

projects should be filtered out as they represent committed projects and thus do not need to compete for 

retrofit funds. 

Step 4: Calculate Benefit- Cost Index for candidate roadway segments 

The Benefit-Cost Index is a tool used in prioritizing transportation projects. As the name implies, it 

compares the "benefit" derived from the construction of a facility against its cost. Benefit-Cost Indices are 

fast becoming the tool of choice for local governments who are faced with prioritizing numerous retrofit 

projects that are competing for a limited amount of funding. The Benefit-Cost equation recommended 

uses five criteria: 

1. Change in (~) Level of Service- this is the numeric difference between the roadway segment's 

existing LOS and the adopted target LOS standard 

2. Demand- as measured by the Latent Demand Method 

3. Public Input- taken from "votes" received at the transportation fair workshops 

4. Crash Locations by segment 

5. Cost- as determined from a Facility Selection and Cost Estimate Decision Tree {will be developed in 

the next step ofthe project with the information provided from the Indian River County) 

Thus, the Benefit-Cost Index is: 

a1 x ~LOS+ a6 x Demand + a3 x Public Input+ a~ x Crash 
Cost 

and a1 through a4 are potential weights for each of the items in the numerator. 
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Step 5: Prioritize candidate road segments for retrofit construction by descending 8/C Index 

Once the Benefit-Cost Index for each candidate roadway segment has been calculated, they are sorted in 

descending B/C Index. 

CRITERIA 

Before the prioritization process is started, it is critical to establish the prioritization (ranking) criteria. 

There are four criteria that have been identified and recommended for consideration in the 

prioritization process; Existing Conditions, Demand for Facilities, Public Input and Crash Locations. 

Each criterion is described below and includes the following information, where appropriate: 

A description of the criterion and the reason for its inclusion 

How each criterion is proposed to be evaluated 

The data (&data format) required to accomplish the evaluation 

How data will be collected or compiled 

Existing Conditions 

The first recommended criterion is the evaluation of existing bicycling and walking conditions on the 

roadway network. The evaluation of existing conditions is the "supply-side" criterion. Two measures 

that accurately and effectively describe existing walking and bicycling conditions on a roadway network 

are the Bicycle Level of Service Model (Version 2.0} and the Pedestrian Level of Service Model (Version 

2.0). Both of these are statistically calibrated models that present objective measures of the bicycling 

and walking conditions of a roadway. Each is described separately below. 

Bicycle Level of Service Model 

The Bicycle Level of Service Model, a bicycling conditions performance measure adopted by the Florida 

DOT, is a "supply-side" criterion. It is an objective measure ofthe bicycling conditions of a roadway. It 

uses an evaluation of bicyclists' perceived safety and comfort with respect to motor vehicle traffic. This 
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widely used criterion is classified as the quality or level of service for bicyclists that currently exists 

within the roadway environment. It uses the same measurable traffic and roadway factors that 

transportation planners and engineers use for other travel modes. With statistical precision, the Model 

clearly reflects the effect on bicycling suitability or "compatibility" due to factors such as roadway 

width, bike lane widths and striping combinations, traffic volume, pavement surface conditions, motor 

vehicle speed and type, and on-street parking. This method is not limited to merely assessing 

conditions: it can serve as an important and effective analytical tool in the formulation of restriping 

candidates and street cross-section performance guidelines, and for bicycle route planning and 

improvement projects identification. 

The Bicycle Level of Service Model is based on original research documented in Transportation Research 

Record 1578 published by the Transportation Research Board of the National Academy of Sciences. It 

was developed with a background of over 200,000 miles of evaluated urban, suburban, and rural roads 

and streets across North America. Many metropolitan area planning agencies and state highway 

departments are using this established method of evaluating their roadway networks. These include 

Chicago, IL, Anchorage AK, Baltimore MD, Birmingham AL, Buffalo NY, Chicago ll, Gainesville Fl, 

Houston TX, lexington KY, Philadelphia PA, Orlando Fl, Sacramento CA, San Antonio TX, Springfield MA, 

Tampa Fl, as well as the Delaware Department of Transportation (DeiDOT), Florida Department of 

Transportation (FOOT), New York State Department of Transportation (NYDOT), New Jersey DOT, Maine 

Department of Transportation (MeDOT), Virginia DOT and many others. 

Evaluation Method 

The method by which this criterion will be evaluated is the Bicycle Level of Service Model, specified in 

the Scope of Services. The Bicycle LOS Model considers a variety of factors including: traffic volume, 

traffic speed, outside lane width, and amount oftruck traffic, among others. 

The MPO's databases will be used where applicable to compile the majority of the data utilized by this 

model and any additional data deemed relevant to the subsequent tasks of developing this Bicycle 1 

Pedestrian Master Plan Update. Following is a list of just some of the data required for computation of 
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the bicycling conditions as well as the format that the SCI Team will be following for data compilation 

into the programmed and GIS-Iinked database. 

Average Dally Traffic {ADT)- is the average dally traffic volume on the segment or link. The 

programmed database will convert these volumes to VoiJs (volume of directional traffic every 

fifteen minutes) using FDOT district-default factors such as the Directional Factor (D), Peak to Daily 

Factor {Kd) and Peak Hour Factor (PHF) for the route segment. 

Percent Heavy Vehicles (HV) - is the percentage of heavy vehicles (as defined by the 2000 Highway 

Capacity Manual) on the segment or link. This information will be provided by the MPO or 

alternatively may be estimated by using the standard look-up table established by Sprinkle 

Consulting staff, based on the 1994 Highway Capacity Manual. 

Number of lanes of traffic (L)- is the total number of through traffic lanes of the road segment 

and its configuration. (e.g., D = Divided, U = Undivided, OW= One-Way, S =Center Turning lane). 

The programmed database will convert these lanes into directional lanes. The presence of 

continuous right-turn lanes should be noted In the comments field. In the other direction it will be 

noted in the comments if there is a different number of through lanes. 

Posted Speed Limit (Sp) - Record as posted. 

w, total width of pavement- is measured from the center of the road, yellow stripe, or (in the 

case of a multilane configuration) the lane separation striping to the edge of pavement or to the 

gutter pan of the curb. When there is angled parking adjacent to the outside lane, W, is measured 

to the traffic-side end of the parking stall stripes. 

W1 width of paving between the outside lane stripe and the edge of pavement - is measured from 

the outside lane stripe to the edge of pavement or to the gutter pan of the curb. The width of a 

roadway shoulder is defined as W1• Where applicable, the presence of rumble strips and their 

geometry will be recorded and can be used to depreciate the effect of the shoulder area. 
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OSPA%- estimated percentage (measured in increments of 25%} of the segment (excluding 

driveways) along which there is occupied on-street parking at the time of survey. Each side should 

be recorded separately. If parking is allowed only during off-peak periods and parking restrictions 

change widths and laneage, indicate the geometric changes in the comments field. Note: Indicate 

any "angled parking" in the comments field. 

Pavement Condition (PC) - Evaluate the pavement condition of the motor vehicle travel lane 

according to the FHWA's five-point pavement surface condition rating shown below in Figure 2. 

Designated Bike Lane- if there is a marked or signed bike lane or shoulder present, record "Y" or 

"N". 

RATING PAVEMENT CONDITION 
Only new or nearly new pavements are likely to be smooth enough 

5.0 (Very Good) and free of cracks and patches to qualify for this category. 
Pavement, although not as smooth as described above, gives a first 

4.0 (Good) class ride and exhibits signs of surface deterioration 
Riding qualities are noticeably inferior to those above; may be barely 

3.0 (Fair) tolerable for high-speed traffic. Defects may include rutting, map 
cracking, and extensive patching. 
Pavements have deteriorated to such an extent that they affect the 

2.0 (Poor) speed of free-flow traffic. Flexible pavement has distress over 50 
percent or more of the surface. Rigid pavement distress includes joint 
spalling, patching, etc. 

Pavements that are in an extremely deteriorated condition. Distress 
1.0 (Very Poor) occurs over 75 percent or more of the surface. 

Source: U.S. Department of Transportation. Highway Performance Momtonng System- Federal Highway 
Administration. Washington, DC, 1987 

Figure 2: Pavement Condition Descriptions 

Cross-section- a "C::' is recorded if there is a curb and gutter on the segment, an "S" if there is an open 

shoulder. 

Right-of-Way Width -the average right-of-way width from existing MPO databases, aerial photos, or 

field measurements. 
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Pedestrian Level of Service 

Similar to the evaluation procedure used for the bicycle mode, this is an evaluation of pedestrians' 

perceived safety with respect to motor vehicle traffic. It identifies the quality of service for pedestrians 

that currently exists within the roadway environment. The Pedestrian Level of Service (Pedestrian LOS) 

Model (Version 2} will be used for the evaluation of walking conditions. This model is the most accurate 

method of evaluating the walking conditions within shared roadway environments. It uses the same 

measurable traffic and roadway factors that transportation planners and engineers use for other travel 

modes. With statistical precision, the Model clearly reflects the effect on walking suitability or 

"compatibility" due to factors such as roadway width, presence of sidewalks and intervening buffers, 

barriers within those buffers, traffic volume, motor vehicle speed, and on-street parking. 

The Pedestrian LOS Model is used by planners and engineers throughout the US in a variety of planning and 

design applications. The Pedestrian LOS Model can be used to conduct a benefits comparison among 

proposed sidewalk/roadway cross-sections, identify roadways that are candidates for reconfiguration for 

sidewalk improvements, and to prioritize and program roadways for sidewalk improvements. 

Evaluation Method 

The method by which this criterion will be evaluated is the Pedestrian Level of Service Model (Version 2.0). 

The Pedestrian LOS Model considers a variety of factors including roadway width, presence of sidewalks 

and intervening buffers, barriers within those buffers, traffic volume, motor vehicle speed, and on-street 

parking. 

The MPO's databases will be combined with field survey data collection to compile the necessary data 

for the Pedestrian level of Service analysis. Following is a list of just some of the data required for 

computation of the walking conditions as well as the format that the SCI Team will be following for data 

compilation into the programmed and GIS-Iinked database. 
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Width of Buffer (Wb)- is the width of a grass buffer. The width of the buffer is measured from the edge of 

pavement (including the width of the curb if present) to the beginning edge of the sidewalk. If a sidewalk 

has trees planted in it, then the horizontal width of the sidewalk occupied by the trees should be collected. 

Width of Sidewalk (W5) is the width of the sidewalk, measured from either the edge of pavement 

(including the curb) if a grass buffer is not present. If a grass buffer is present, the width is measured from 

the edge of the buffer to the back side of the sidewalk. 

Sidewalk Percentage is the percentage of sidewalk coverage {estimated in increments of 25%) of the 

segment t hat is to be collected directionally. 

Tree Spacing in Buffer is the spacing of trees within a buffer, measured from the center (width of spacing 

between trees). Trees can either be in a grass buffer or in a sidewalk. 

Cross-section- a "C" is recorded if there is a curb and gutter on the segment, an "S" if there is an open 

shoulder. Note: Indicate any ditches or swales adjacent to the edge of pavement of the segment in the 

comments field. 

Roadside Profile Condition- This data item was collected to assist in determining the lateral area available 

for bicycle lane or paved shoulder and sidewalk construction. It is the area between the outside edge of 

the pavement and the right-of-way line. The profile condition will assist in determining the type of facility, 

hence its cost (i.e., bicycle lane or paved shoulder or bike path). Roadside profiles are classified as one of 

the three types illustrated in Figure 3. Condition 1, buildable shoulder is defined as an area adjoining the 

edge of pavement with a minimum width of seven feet and a maximum cross-slope of 6%. Condition 2 is a 

swale. Condition 3 is a ditch or canal. 
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Demand 

This criterion is a "demand-side" assessment of the relative amount of both potential bicycle and 

pedestrian travel along a road corridor. In other words, it is an estimate of the relative amount of 

bicycle and pedestrian activity that would occur along a corridor if conditions were excellent. The 

demand criterion and the Bicycle LOS/Pedestrian LOS criterion are complementary. When coupled, 

they provide a balanced picture of user need and perceived safety. For example, a particular corridor 

segment may have relatively poor cycling conditions but relatively high bicyclist activity potential. Thus, 

the segment would rank high on the bicycle priority needs list. Conversely, another segment may have 

relatively good cycling conditions but relatively low potential bicyclist activity levels (low demand). 

Therefore, the segment would likely rank low on the priority needs list (with all other criteria being 

equal). 

The process of identifying and quantifying potential bicycle and pedestrian trip activity is known as a travel 

demand analysis. To perform a travel demand analysis for the bicycle and pedestrian modes, a 

methodology must be employed that recognizes the unique impediments to that mode. Unlike automobile 

travel, bicycle and pedestrian travel often does not occur due to a number of impediments, one of which is 

relatively poor accommodation of bicyclists and pedestrians within the existing transportation network. 

This is generally the case throughout the study network. Consequently, existing bicycle and pedestrian 

counts generally do not indicate the level of potential bicycle trip activity within a roadway network. 

Therefore, alternative or surrogate measures of assessing bicycle and pedestrian trip activity are needed. 

Methods of Assessing Bicycle and Pedestrian Trip Activity 

There are three primary methods of assessing bicycle and pedestrian trip activity. The first method is 

documenting revealed demand. This is accomplished by simply counting the existing number of people 

bicycling or walking on the streets. A second method is to identify, map, and evaluate key bicycle 

generators or attractors. In practice, this method tends to focus on major bicycle and pedestrian trip 

attractors. The third method is to assess the latent demand throughout the study area. Assessing latent 

demand considers both existing and "pent-up" bicycle and pedestrian activity. It also enables planners and 
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engineers to anticipate and plan for future bicycle and pedestrian travel needs. The following paragraphs 

briefly describe each of these three methods, their advantages and disadvantages. 

Revealed demand 

This method consists of compiling counts of existing biCycles and pedestrians on the roadways. Its 

usefulness is limited to areas that already have an extensive bicycle and sidewalk network that provides an 

overall high-quality bicycling and walking environment. This method is not usable for the vast majority of 

U.S. metro area transportation networks, due to their generally poor bicycle and pedestrian 

accommodation. 

Evaluation of Key Bicycle Trip Generators and/or Attractors 

Until recently, this method has been the most common method of estimating bicycle and pedestrian travel 

demand. However, it has two major problems: the limited number of key bicycle and pedestrian attractors 

it considers, and the fact that it generally focuses only on attractors- therefore only one end of the bicycle 

and pedestrian trip is considered. 

The first problem with this method is that it tends to focus on key bicycle and pedestrian trip attractors 

such as schools, parks, and neighborhood retail centers, and thus only a fraction of the existing and 

potential bicycle and pedestrian trip attractors are represented. In fact, virtually every residence, every 

business, and every social and service establishment in a study area is a key bicycle and pedestrian trip 

generator and/or attractor. Thus this method, in practice, fails to account many bicycle and/pr pedestrian 

trips in the study area. 

The method's second shortcoming is directly related to the first. Since the method focuses on key 

attractors, only one end of the bicycle/pedestrian trip- the destination, is quantified. This is a problem 

because the method does not account for the production (or supply} of trips available to that attractor. For 

example, a particular park may have many amenities, and hence exhibit a high trip attraction rate, but if it 

is in a rather remote area (i.e., the surrounding population density is very low) the actual 

bicycle/pedestrian trip activity (or interchange) between the attractor (park) and generator (population) 
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would be low. Consequently, the method does not account for the bicycle/pedestrian trip interchange 

reality that exists among generators and attractors. 

Evaluation Method 

The recommended method by Sprinkle Consulting, Inc. that quantifies both ends of the bicycling and 

walking trip as well as considers all key generators and attractors in a study area for both existing and 

potential trips is the Latent Demand Method. The Latent Demand Method is a logical extension of the 

second method, and it is rapidly becoming the method of choice for metropolitan areas throughout the 

United States. Numerous U.S. metro areas are using this method to estimate the potential of roadway 

corridors to serve bicycle and/or pedestrian trip activity; among them are Baltimore (MD), Birmingham 

(AL), Gainesville (FL), Philadelphia (PA), Tallahassee (FL), Tampa (FL), Phoenix (AZ), Jupiter (FL), Orlando (FL), 

Washington D.C., etc. This method is recommended to be employed for this project to assess the relative 

latent demand (along with the supply-side criterion results) for the roadways within the study area. 

The Latent Demand Method is essentially a gravity model, based on a theory similar to that used in the 

prevailing four-step Urban Transportation Planning System-based travel demand models throughout the 

United States. The following sections outline its theory and technical application in a Geographic 

Information System {GIS) transportation planning environment. 

Methodology to Assess Bicycle and Pedestrian Latent Demand 

Travel patterns in a metropolitan area are well described by Newton's law of universal gravitation as 

applied to trip interchanges, which is shown in Figure 4. This relationship essentially reflects that the 

number of trips, regardless of travel mode, between two areas is directly related to the number of trip 

productions (e.g. population residences) in one area and the number of trip attractions (eg., workplaces, 

shopping opportunities, schools, etc.) in the other (destination) area. The relationship also shows that 

impedances (e.g., travel distance and/or time between the areas, conditions of the travel environment, 

etc.) play a significant role in reducing the number of trips made between those areas. 
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Bicycling and walking activity patterns can be described by a similar relationship, see Figure 5 for bicycle 

mode. However, unlike those for the automobile travel mode, the impedances to the bicycling/walking 

mode play a greater role. For example, the distance between trip origins and destinations affects 

bicycling/walking more dramatically than it does for automobile travel. Additionally, the condition of the 

bicycling/walking environment affects whether a bicycling/walking trip is made and how far, and what 

route, a person is willing to travel (see Figure 6). Furthermore, depending on the purpose of the 

bicycle/pedestrian trip, the carrying, or "payload" capacity plays a role in not only the bicycle/pedestrian 

travel distances but also whether or not a bicycling/walking trip is even made1
. 

impedances are different for different trip purposes. For example, people are typically willing to 

bicycle/walk a greater distance to work than they are to simply pick up a convenience item at a 

neighborhood store. This phenomenon is reflected in national survey data, as depicted for three trip 

purposes in Figure 7. Essentially, the trip making probability varies according to the distance between 

origins and destinations, and it also depends on the purpose of the trip. 

1 Seasonal and environmental factors also affect travel distances, but in an analysis of roadways within the 
same metro area, they are not a factor unless they vary within the region. 
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Application to Urban Travel 
Simulation 

Figure 4: Newton's Gravity Model as Applied to Trip Interchange 
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Figure 6: Roadway Conditions have large effect on Bicycling and Walking 
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Figure 7: Typical Trip Making Probability (impedance effects) due to distance 
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The Latent Demand Method accounts for the above outlined characteristics of bicycle/pedestrian travel in 

an area. While it is not a full and rigorous four-step travel demand model, it includes the trip interchange 

relationship in a gravity model trip distribution analysis but is conducted with a corridor focus. It models 

trips according to the four general utilitarian trip purposes identified in the National Personal 

Transportation Survey (NPTS) shown in Figures 8 and 9. The Latent Demand Method is an analysis of the 

study area, using a corridor/roadway based (also point based where ever needed), geographic information 

system (GIS) algorithm to quantify relative potential bicycle/pedestrian trip activity. 

Bicycling Trips by Purpose 
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Figure 8: Bicycling by Trip Purpose 
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Walking Trips by Purpose 
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Figure 9: Walking by Trip Purpose 

The Latent Demand Method is an effective analysis tool for assessing bicycle/pedestrian travel demand. It: 

Includes all key trip generators and attractors 

Quantifies the potential trip interchange between key generators and attractors 

Recognizes that different trip types account for differing shares of the total trips 

Estimates the trip making probability of each trip type as a function of distance, and 

• Can be employed to assess the latent demand for any roadway network 
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As previously outlined, the impedances to bicycling/walking as a transportation mode play a large role in 

the probability of a bicycle trip occurring. One of the significant impedances, the effect of motor vehicle 

traffic, is assumed not to exist for the purpose of calculating non-linked, or latent trips. This assumption is 

based on the premise that if motor vehicle traffic was not present, the "latent" bicycle/walk trips would 

become "revealed" trips. 

Latent bicycle/pedestrian travel activity Is directly related to the frequency, magnitude, and proximity of 

trip generators and attractors to a roadway segment. Figure 10 is a stylized representation of the potential 

trip activity around a work trip attractor, such as an office complex. The intensity of the shading on the 

surrounding street network graphically depicts the relative trip activity given that the trips are coming from 

all directions and that there is no vehicular traffic on the streets. Figures 11 and 12 are stylized 

representations of this effect around attractors for social/ recreational trips and school trips, respectively. 

The Latent Demond Method process takes these ''snapshots" of the potential trip activity for all key 

attractors and generators throughout the study area and essentially assembles them into a composite, as 

depicted in Figure 13. The intensity of the shading of the streets within this figure depicts the total relative 

potential trip activity surrounding the generators and attractors. The street segments with the more 

intense areas of shading represent the corridor areas with the highest potential bicycle trip activity. Figure 

14 shows the basic mathematical expression of this GIS-based region-wide model. 
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Figure 10: Potential Trip Activity around a work trip attractor 

Figure 11: Potential Trip Activity around a Park 
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Figure 12: Potential Trip Activity around a School 

Figure 13: Composite of Potential Trip Activity for three types of Trip Attractors 
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n =pedestrian/bicyclist trip purpose (e.g., work, personal/business, recreation, etc.) 

TIS = trip purpose share of all pedestrian/bicyclists trips 

GA = number of generators or attractors per trip purpose 

TG = average trip generation of attractor or generator 

P =effect of travel distance on trip interchange, expressed as a probability 

ga "" number of generators or attractors within specified travel distance range 

d =travel distance range from generator or attractor 

Figure 14: The Basic latent Demand (score) Algorithm 

The following sections describe how the bicycle latent demand analysis is recommended to be performed 

for Indian River County in a GIS environment. 

Generators, Attractors, and Spatial Queries 

The first step in the process is to identify the key generators and attractors that represent the trip ends for 

the four general trip purposes. Generators are the origin end of the trip and are represented by every 

residence In the study area. Attractors are the destination end and are represented by every business, 

school, park and trail, and social and service establishment. The generators and attractors form the 

foundation of the bicycle and pedestrian travel demand calculations that the Latent Demand Method 

follows. 

While the locations of many of the key generators and attractors are individually identified, particularly for 

the school and social-recreational (parks) trip purposes, aggregated data is used for modeling the other trip 

purposes. For example, while the Latent Demand Method quantifies the trip generation of every residence 
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for work trips, it does not use the physical location of every residence within the study area. Rather, the 

Method uses the aggregated population, as compiled in the Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ) data year 

2025. Likewise, the work trip and work errand demand analyses are based on TAZ employment data (also 

year 2025). 

Once the generator and attractor data have been identified and geocoded or "mapped" into the GIS 

environment, spatial queries are performed around the network road corridors. The spatial queries 

"capture" the data for the calculation of potential trip interchange between origins and destinations within 

various travel distance ranges. The travel ranges are established from national survey data as reported in 

the NPTS study and vary according to trip purpose. Each travel range represents a "buffer", and the buffers 

are the geographic limits of the spatial queries. The below Figure 15 presents the list of buffers (travel 

range established in the NPTS study) created to perform spatial queries along with the probability of trip 

making for that buffer (for each trip purpose) for the bicycling mode. Figure 16 presents the buffers for the 

pedestrian mode. 
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Figure 15: Probabilities for Bicyde Mode by Buffer Size and Trip Purpose In Miles 

Work Trips 

Buffer Probability 
0.25 0.992 
0.75 0.987 
1.25 0.957 
1.75 0.889 
2.25 0.764 
2.75 0.587 
3.5 0.298 
4.5 0.063 
5.5 0.006 

Shopping Trips 

Buffer 
0.25 
0.75 

Probability 
0.844 
0.695 

1.25 0.504 
1.75 0.312 
2.25 0.161 

School Trips 

Buffer Probability 
0.25 0.773 
0.75 0.599 
1.25 0.401 
1.75 0.227 

Social/Recreational Trips 

Buffer Probability 
0.25 0.832 
0.75 0.677 
1.25 0.484 
1.75 0.295 
2.25 0.149 
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One-Way Trip Distance 

Mean Trip Distance: 2.97 

Mean Trip Distance: 1.26 

Mean Trip Distance: 1.00 

Mean Trip Distance: 1.21 
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Figure 16: Probabilities for Pedestrian Mode by Buffer Size and Trip Purpose in Miles 

Work Trips 

Buffer Probability 
0.25 0.640 
0.75 0.450 
1.25 0.260 Mean Trip Distance: 0.62 

Shopping Trips 

Buffer Probability 
0.25 0.540 
0.75 0.340 Mean Trip Distance: 0.35 
1.25 0.180 

School Trips 

Buffer Probability 
0.25 0.700 
0.75 0.520 Mean Trip Distance: 0.79 
1.25 0.320 
1.75 0.170 

Social/Recreational Trips 

Buffer Probability 
0.25 0.680 
0.75 0.490 
1.25 0.300 Mean Trip Distance: 0.72 
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As the spatial queries are performed, their results are used to populate a database. That database is then 

programmed to calculate the trips within each buffer, per trip purpose. Once all of the trips have been 

calculated for each buffer around a road corridor, they are summed to determine the Corridor's Latent 

Demand score. The road segments are used to represent a corridor area, or "travel shed". 

The following sections document, for each of the four trip purposes, the generators and attractors 

identified, the mathematical relationship between them, and how the spatial queries are performed. 

Work (Wk.) Trips 

The generators and attractors used to estimate the potential trip activity for this trip type are the TAZs' 

population density and TAZ total employment, respectively. The following equation shows the 

computational form of the spatial queries. 

Equation (1) 

Where: 

Owk =Total trip interchange potential for work trips 

d = Spatial query buffer 

n = Total number of buffers 

P = Effect of travel distance on trip interchange, expressed as a probability 

z = TAZ adjacent to roadway segment 
E = Total employment within buffer 

r = Population within buffer 

Restriction : 

Equation (1a) 
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The queries are segment-based which means that the queries/buffers are centered on the individual road 

segments. The buffer width of each query for this trip type (and indeed all of the trip types) is based on the 

bicycle trip distances reported in the NPTS study. 

While trips to colleges and universities might be considered as school trips, they are modeled as "work 

trips" due to the similarity of their trip characteristics with work trips (primarily trip length and regularity). 

Furthermore, the generator for trips to colleges and universities is the same as that for work trips

population. The attractors are the colleges and university locations. Their individual full-time enrollments 

(FTE' s) are used in the calculation of the trip interchange. Equation 2 mathematically describes how this 

trip interchange is calculated and how the spatial queries account for this information. 

Equation (2) 

Where : 
Oc&u =Total trip interchange potential for college and university trips 

d = Spatial query buffer 

n = Total number of buffers 

P = Effect of travel distance on trip interchange, expressed as a probability 

A= Number of attractors 

FTE = Full-time enrollment of college or university 

S = Percent of segment within TAZ 

r= Population within TAZ 

Restriction: 

....&._~ 1 
FTE 

Equation (2a) 

The spatial queries for college/university trips are performed differently from the other work trips. The 

essential difference is that the spatial queries for colleges and universities are attractor-bosed rather than 

segment-based. This means that the spatial queries are centered on the individual colleges and 

universities, rather than the corridor. 
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Shopping and Errands (SE) Trips 

As with the work trip, the generator for shopping and errand trips is population. The attractor is total 

employment per TAl. The Latent Demand Method further subdivides this trip type into two categories of 

shopping and errand trips. The first is work-based errands, or those made by, and between, places of 

employment. For example, a person who picks up his/her dry cleaning during lunchtime is performing a 

work-based errand. The second category is home-based errands. An example of a home-based errand is a 

person going from their residence to a neighborhood store for a carton of milk or video rental. 

Equation 3 is the mathematical expression that quantifies these two categories of shopping and errand 

trips. 

Ose· = ~ Pd x [f. tE + p l] .t....J ,;.....; z z . 
d-1 z-1 

Equation (3) 

Where: 

UsE= 

d = 

Total trip interchange potential for the shopping and errand trips 

Spatial query buffer 

n = Total number of buffers 

P = Effect of travel distance on trip interchange, expressed as a probability 

z = T AZ adjacent to roadway segment 

E = Total employment 

r= Population within buffer 

Restriction : 
Equation (3a) 

The spatial queries for the shopping and errand trips are segment-based. 

School (Sc) Trips 

The locations of elementary, middle and high schools are the attractors for this trip type. Since students 

living within a two-mile radius of a school are generally not eligible to use the school transportation system, 

they are considered potential bicyclists. This two-mile radius constitutes a transportation exclusion zone 

for which potential bicycle trip activity is measured. Equation 4 mathematically expresses the calculation of 
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potential school trips. Average school enrollment for the entire school district is the base quantity used in 

determining potential trips. 

Equation (4) 

Where: 

Osc = Total trip interchange potential for home-based school trips 

d = Spatial query buffer 

n = Total number of buffers or TAZ's 

P = Effect of travel distance on trip interchange, expressed as a probability4 

A= Number of attractors 

ASE = Average school enrollment 

S = Percent of road segment within buffer 

As with colleges and universities, the spatial queries for this trip type are attractor-based. 

Recreational and Social (RS) Trips 

Public parks, and trails are the attractors used for the recreational and social (RS) trip purpose demand 

assessment. The total trips associated with these attractors are given in equation 5, below. 

Equation (5) 

Where: 
OsRC =Total trip interchange potential for social/recreational trips 

d = Spatial query buffer 

n = Total number of buffers orTAZ's 

P = Effect of travel distance on trip interchange, expressed as a probability 
Tt = Total# of park trips (or Oparks) 

r= Population within buffer 
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Prior to performing spatial queries, the parks were stratified into three categories; major parks, staffed 

parks, and minor parks. The reason: the "attractiveness" of different types of parks. For example, a park 

that has ball fields and a swimming pool generally attracts more users than a more passive park of equal 

size with fewer amenities. Accordingly, the trip attraction rate for the former will be higher. A definition of 

each park type along with its associated trip generation follows: 

Major Parks -these are characterized as parks that have regularly programmed events and large, 

staffed events. 

• Staffed Parks- these typically have intermittently programmed events and staffed events. 

Minor parks- these generally do not have programmed events nor do they have staffed events. 

Putting it Together: The Total of Potentia/Bicycle and Pedestrian Trips 

The sum of the individual trip purposes for each segment, when multiplied by its associated trip share from 

the NPTS study, is the Bicycle/Pedestrian Latent Demand score for that segment. Equation 6 gives the 

mathematical expression for this computation. This score will then by scaled to a hundred percent scale for 

analysis purposes. 

4 

LDS="''·Q xTTS • .:....J n n 

Equation (6) 

n-1 

Q:;; Total number of potential bicycle trip interchanges calculated by spatial queries, per trip purpose 

n = Bicycle/pedestrian trip purpose (e.g., work, shopping, recreation, school) 

TIS = Trip purpose share of all bicycle/pedestrian trips 
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Public Input 

While the preceding criteria provide an analytical basis for safety and demand, they do not necessarily 

capture all the desired locations for bicycle and pedestrian facilities. Often, facilities are desired in a 

particular area for non-destinational activities such as cycling for exercise. In order to reflect the 

public's desire for bicycle and pedestrian facilities throughout Indian River County, they will be asked to 

mark up maps at the Community Open House Workshop to depict where they think facilities are 

needed. 

Evaluation Method 

The Community Open House Workshop will be the forum in which public input will be solicited. 

Attendees will be given maps (produced by the MPO) and seven sticky dots to mark the corridors that 

they think need facilities. Each segment within a corridor marked on a map with a dot will be 

considered as one "vote". The votes will then be tallied for each segment in the study network. 

Data/Format/Collection 

As described above, the data will be in the form of marked-up maps collected by MPO staff at the 

Community Open House Workshop. Additional desired facility locations will be taken by the MPO by 

segment basis for people unable to attend the Community Open House Workshop until April16, 2003 

(the date of the workshop). Data reduction and input will be performed by the Indian River County MPO 

staff in the database provided by the SCI Team. 

Crash History 

Typically, crashes are the result of failure to yield right-of-way or are alcohol related. Rarely are crashes 

caused by the lack of bicycle or pedestrian facilities. However, crash data can be used as a minor indicator 

of bicycle/pedestrian activity within a particular segment. 
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Evaluation Method 

Both bicycle and pedestrian crash locations will be identified by segment in the study network. As a 

criterion in the evaluation process, this data will be used in the prioritization of the segments within the 

study network. 

Data/Format/Collection 

Crash locations (bicycle and pedestrian) will be identified by segment by the MPO for the last three 

years. Similar to the public input component, each crash incident will be assigned as one "vote". The 

votes will then be tallied by MPO staff for each segment in the study network. 
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Indian River County 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan - 2013 Update 

Public Involvement Methodology 

This planning memorandum proposes strategies for maximizing public involvement during the 
development of the Indian River County MPO's Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan - 2012 Update. 
Effective public involvement and strategically targeted outreach are important to all 
transportation planning projects; but more so while developtng:plans for non-motorized modes 
such as bicycling and walking. While bicycling and r~~;~1hg are significant modes of 
transportation for people around the world, they r 11~V~ ·: pnly recently been given much 
consideration in transportation plans. Even thougW ].)"u;yclrng;.•9nd walking opportunities are 
important to the entire community, they .~r~~ .:especiair~ .r~portant to economically 
disadvantaged segments of the population W~G ;,rlay not have acc~ss. to private automobiles, 
and thus are dependent upon these modes fd!~sic mobility. Hence p~b~ic participation during 
the identification of vision and needs for bicycll!~d pedestrjan facilitiesi~~xtremely important 
f~r plan developmen~. This memor~ndum outline; ~~~a~~work for publi~~~~r;t~cipation in the 
B1cyc/e and Pedestnan Plan - 20l2; J.J,pdate and '• ~m;ammends strategies' for robust and 
meaningful participation. · :;: ~-,\:~.: · , ""· :; --

~ ~ f! .• . r: ·~ £ ~~ .. ~- ~ -: 
~· \ ' •.. ~ ~r, t} ·~· ' ~ r ; , 

Public participation in th~ transportation ."'J:ilanninlfP~wtesses \!;legally mandated by federal and 
state_ regulations and( ~-~~ =P.~l!.~'r:: of the F~~r~l ~J~6~~y,,~d~inisfr~tion. In response to th~se 
requirements, the ln,d'1~1n R1ver ~~Gunty MPO; bas .,,ad'optett-~r P,ubllc Involvement Plan, wh1ch 
describes its commitment to: ~;: : ~ :·-~- ,, - --

.., ,~ b $ "- ~ • ~- ~1 • 

f'. i :_ \. _. ~ ~ ~i~, • I' I ~ ~ ~ t. 

M~ntti}n ,,aryd -~istrib{J(e }J!Ji.orfn.c?tiqn ._and f.,tqvide public involvement opportunities, as 
Jf~iessaly: "'iniQf({er to ·ac}lf~ve a we11(lf:!fC?~mea public that feels it has opportunities to 

' ~t..a*ribute meaniiiJJful inp·ut: to decisions ·concerning the area's public transportation 
~ ~ ~ ... ~ -~ "· ,... !.• ; .. · ~ sy5(811J. ~ -- " ~ ~ .• 

·-~ ~-::~. '(;~~ '· ·;<; 
The Public lnvo/)lernent Plan tte'Scribes 16 general strategies that guide the various public 
involvement activlt~~s which can"be used In conjunction with the MPO's planning activities to 
enhance and supporif:~~uh,lic o6~ach opportunities. The following sections include summaries 
of the specific public pa~cf~t~{ion activities for the Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan- 2012 Update, 
and will reference guidellA~s and strategies from the Public lnvolvment Plan that those 
activities will employ. 

Stakeholder Participation Elements 
The Scope of Work for this update outlines specific public involvement activities to be carried 
out, with the assistance of MPO staff, as outlined below: 

1. Bicycle Advisory Committee (BAC)/Steering Committee Meeting(s) 
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2. Briefings to the MPO Board, combined Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and 
Citizen's Advisory Committee (CAC) 

3. Community Open House Workshop 
4. Creation of a page within the Indian River MPO website and utilization of social media 
5. Efforts to reach the traditionally underserved, including minority and low income 

populations 

The sections that follow outline the approach to these public involvement tasks. 

1. BAC/Steering Committee Meetings · i1 r. ~ 
: · r 

The MPO project manager and the consultant tealif ·will convene a project steering 
l. _I 

committee, consisting of representatives fro~ .t~_~}l4~t "!"his committee will meet up to 
three times over the course of the proj~c_t'··to: ~review ~~<d~aft deliverables; advise the 
project manager at key decision points ~6d 'serve as the f1rst level of public input. The ,. ~ .......... 
Committee will augment the projec~~~'s understanding' <~:ocommunity needs and 
represent implementing agencies w'ifo~~~ work will be directiy: !..mpacted by the Plan 
recommendations. The scheduling of'-' :tb·e steeriog . committee~ meetings will be 

• ~ .- ~ - _i ·- ,· ·-

determined by the MPO proJ~~~, :manager. ~ ~:; ~ :, ~.~ ~ \ : · ~:; ~ > 

• : .. ~. · .. ~ .. ' i "~· . 
2. Briefings of the MPO Board, tAq a~~t1C ··· ·~ ~t 

The consultant team will bri'~fc ~he · f\i1P9 Board/ ~T:AC and CAC during the plan 
, · t =· •. :.._ t 

development prq~ess .,to present: ~t1 overvi~v( of the ·PJ~pject, process and schedule, 

p~blic involv~~~~t:arlti;~iti~s .and ou~~~~~, :a/id Pl~f'J· ~e.cornmendations. T~ese briefi~gs 
Will allow the ~v..al1ous com_rruttees to,JQI.ft 'he convefS'~t1on .and share the1r perspective 
on Indian Rive( r:county'~. r:rieeds wit~ ~respect to bicycling. Participation by these 

. t •. • . -

committees in the;~~nnir;~g prec~ss can ;tfa_ve a multiplier effect, as they can serve as r ··r-·· :- ~~ .. .;. - Fr.- ~--~ ., - ... 

~~~.tra!nJ?iop-s; I for the~ :PJar"i an(k_ :.ell,.COUrag~ . broader participation in other publiC 
iAVblvemenf a~flvities.Tlje :schedufihg :~fthe briefings will be coordinated by the MPO 
-·- ._~ • .a. · c··- ~ .. • 
¢~9~ect manager . . ~ ,=> ·· -.:,,.. '· 

. ~ ,w, · ,·~ .. · ~ . ,_.. : ~ '· ~ 

3. ComiriG~ity Open Hou!~ WorkshORS· 
The Sc6p'¢. ~of Work c~ils for one round of geographically distributed community 
workshops·d.t:if;ing the d~.velopment of this Plan. The community workshops will consist 
of three "Need~ ld~Qt~~~tion" workshops held on the same day at varying times, over 
geographically dispe~se·tt locations within Indian River County. 

Needs Identification Workshops 
These workshops will be held after the Team has performed the Inventory of Existing 
(Arterial and Collector} Conditions and Data Collection (Task 3} and the Analysis of 
Existing (Arterial and Collector) Conditions (Task 4). Participants will be able to review 
the results of the evaluation of existing bicycling and walking conditions. Participants 
will be encouraged to comment on these results, providing verification and, if necessary, 
refinement to the findings. Participants will also be asked to provide information about 
their own bicycling and walking habits and preferences. 
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PartiCipants at these workshops will directly contribute to the ultimate project 
prioritization in two important ways: 

a. First, participants will be asked to identify appropriate "target" levels of 
accommodation for bicycling on Indian River County roadways. This input will be 
solicited after they have been briefed on the factors that contribute to the 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Level of Service model (P/BLOS}, assisted by photographic 
visualizations (if available) and their own knowl~dge of local roadway conditions 
matched against the analysis results. Particip~1lts will then be asked to make a 
contingent valuation of providing bicycle . .at{d: ~edestrian accommodation. They 
will be asked to role-play as decision l'!l~~~r~~ ~eighing the benefits of improved 
accommodation against the costs a_rtd :impleRteJ'!.tation timeframes of facility 
improvements. ~ ~: ~ ; ~ '·: ~ fl _ 

•· ;, ~ I; ·- ;,; 
t .Lt -' ' . l; 

b. Second, participants will be ask~~ ~o identify priority ~o-~~_ors for improvement 
for bicycling and walking. This prie(ity desigq.at!on will be illu~lrated with a "dots 
and strings" method!! whereby pafflcipagt~- ~are given a liimh~~ "budget" for 

c •- ... t- "' . ... " f" · - ..,; ' 

project implementatt~l1~~fually cololi.~l!t ; adhesive tape or labels-and are 
instructed to place the)f'l .~d'h a~ m,ap at loca(ibns where they perceive barriers to 

• '' , ~ , I 

bicycling and/or walkirift. :1 . sdi~-~ J~ngths ··<at ::t~pe will be placed alongside 
corridors where. improvem.e,nts are· ~~sir,ed arret sr:nall labels at points where 
other ~ ti~ifle·r~ ~r~ found~ ~: fcross1ilg : if[e~W;;JYS 'Or waterways, intimidating 

• - -~ .•· .... ., b. :i ... . . - . _ •• .. 

inters~~lons, neeq~ .for bicytl{! ~ p~rK'ing, ett:.r· 'The "votes" assigned to these 
identifiE!~ barriers ~U be talliet.J ~ctijer the workshops and incorporated into the 
_development 'O_f th~ tf?St.affordab(e plan of Prioritized Needs Plan (Task 5). In 

-1 ; · :; ~ id~tipr:\_to th~ie t~te~~~~ ~&E;me~ts, ,workshop participants will view materials 
• ~ :- ~" that ' .Sli~~arize·- it~e scope b{ ~ ~,he ,plan, review the preliminary goals and 

t ,. .. ,.. ~ .• - - -. ,_,., , Ia •.., ~ .. 

" ( ;. r. , objectives~~)lq haveltji~ opportunity to ask questions of workshop staff. 
- ~ ~ . . , ~ '· ~ ~ . :.. . ~~ I! ,; ~, 

·' ~- ~T-he proposed 'J:ntormatio·rr stations for the needs identification workshops are 

'JW,~~ir,ed belo,.J.~ ~. 
t ~. ~ '· .:<: :i 

1. ·w~Lc.oroe ;: and Overview: MPO or Consultant Team staff will greet 
pa'rticlf:iants as they arrive, providing them an overview of the project and 

'·· ;lo' 

schedule, and inviting their participation at the subsequent stations. 

2. Preliminary Vision, Goals and Objectives: Participants will review the 
preliminary vision, goals and objectives, so they can understand the 
context within which the plan is being developed. 

3. Existing Bicycling and Walking Conditions: Participants will view exhibits 
(maps, data, draft reports) that describe the current conditions for 
bicycling in Indian River County. Workshop staff will explain the factors 
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that contribute to the Pedestrian and Bicycle Level of Service results, and 
encourage participants to visualize typical conditions with the assistance 
of photos and their own experience of bicycling and walking conditions 
along the County's collector and arterial roads. Participants will also be 
asked to designate appropriate levels of bicycle accommodation for 
Indian River County's roadway network. 

4. Community Needs Identification: Participants will be asked to identify 
(within a limited budget) priority corri~ors for improving longitudinal 
bicycling and walking conditions and ;~ojnt-specific barriers to bicycling 
and walking. '. 1\:: :: . : · 

(' ~ -~ ~=: ~ ~ ·. 

PDF versions of exhibits and resp~ .. ns;: form; ~fr?m these workshops will be 
posted on the project website_ 4P.ellding MPO'<~~bsite approval}, to allow 
participation by interested partie~ W:ho may not be a'bi~~t.o attend the workshops 
in person. \~~~ ~ ... '·- ~ :;~ 

.~ d ~ - a 

• ~= r c _lii .:~ "':., ~ ~- :-

4. Creation of a page within the--Indian River MRO 1)N~6sjte and utilization• of, ~ocial media 
r• , r It- • ~ . ' • ~ · ~ 

The Consultant Team will subr'f.li(_q~cuments to~~~-MPO for posting on the project page 
on the M PO's website. This p~~: wil~ ~n.cJude a bri'E;f< description of the project, schedule 
and upcoming public worksh~ Ov~F; otpe,, course ~Of: the project, the M PO project .. ~ ~ ,. ' . 
manager may e~~ ~tP~I?,OSt draft'reports an!lt :at.her deliye~ables for public review. The 
website will .~ls~ :: t.ea'tuf:~ ~~ownlocfci:~b,le .~~~to:ni P!:·~_he 'materials developed for the 
public worksn9,ps, so that :r;esidents wb~~le' unable··t~ attend the workshops will have 
the opportunitY np:. r_espon~, fo the sam~ ~uestions as those who attend in person, and 
have_!h~ir respon-seS: r~cq_(~~.: i_!l::tjle exaCt.;~ me manner as if they were there . 

.:- t:: ~ i· >'-~-•: ·;--" ~: r ~ ,:. '· · - =· 1.·.::,.>: :- ·, ~- t; , 
.If ~sired, tfi~ ~onsultants will also c~o[dinate with the MPO project manager to update 
....... • .,. :... •""' ~ .. ,. ~. • ... L, r 

S'~8al media accolil)lJ (e.g. ·-FEI~~book, Twitter} that can be used to alert followers of the 
pia nr~ progress whe~; · pew item~-are posted on the project website or when project 
related: ~vents are app~_~ching. ll1e establishment of a web page for the Plan is one of 
the strate@t~.s recomme~ded by the Public Involvement Plan. The use of social media will 
allow the Coupty to maintain relationships with stakeholders, publicize plan activities, 
and increase p·a~~ip~tr~~ in the workshops . 

.• J• .- ~ :- f · 
L .·~ 

5. Efforts to reach the t;aditionally underserved population 
The needs identification workshops will be held at carefully chosen sites with facilities 
compliant with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and 
accessible by public transportation. To facilitate participation from the traditionally 
underserved population, one of the workshop locations will be held in an area with a 
high concentration of low income and minority population. Outreach for Informing the 
public of these meetings will involve church groups and neighborhood associations. The 
workshops will be scheduled as "flow-through" events to allow greater flexibility for 
participants. Rather than a make a single presentation to an assembled crowd, the 
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Team will develop information stations where participants will be received individually 
or in small groups. This format will allow the MPO and Consultant staff to better answer 
individual questions and concerns raised by participants and will allow for participants 
to voice their opinions directly to the Team rather than have to speak out in front of an 
assembled group. Feedback from participants will be gathered on individual response 
forms along with the marked maps. The workshops dates and times will be determined 
by the MPO project manager. 

The public outreach activities will be summarized and documented as part of the Public 
Involvement Plan and will be included within the Bicycle anciPedestrian Plan- 2012 Update . 

....... ~: . ~ .. 
~ --~~: ~~~ 

The tentative Schedule of Activities is provided below. ~-; ;;: ~; .-, ' •. . ,,~, ·~ · = .. ·~ 
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You Are Invited to Help Plan the Future 
Of Bike/Ped in Indian River County. 

~icycle/Pedestrian Plan Public Workshops 

• Tuesday, February 25th 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM 
Fellsmere City Hall 
22 South Orange St 
Fellsmere, FL 32948 

• Tuesday, February 25th 9:45 AM - 10:15 AM 
Gifford Youth Activity Center 
4875 43rd Avenue 
Vero Beach, FL 32967-6327 

The Indian River Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) is in the process of developing a 
Bike/Pedestrian plan for the community. If you are interested in the future of Indian River County's 
Bike/Ped system, please plan to attend one of these workshops. We need to hear from you so we can 
incorporate your ideas, goals and values. 

Come to any of the public meetings and give us your comments. 

Public Workshops will continue in 2014. 
Future Workshop locations will include Sebastian and Vero Beach. 

For more information visit www.irmoo.com or call Andy Sobczak at (772) 226-1518 

For complllnts, questrons or concerns about cMI rtahts or nondlsa1mlnltlon; or for specl1l requests under the Amerian with OiSillbilities Act,. pluse contact: Phil Mabon, Title VI COordinator at (772) 22&-1455 or 
pmatson~irc:gov.com. 

Public plrtfclpatlon fsaollctted wtthout reprd to race, color, national OriCin, ace. Jelll, relfa:ion, di11bility or family JQtus. Persons who require speclil iltcommodiltlons under the Americans with Dlsabiltti•s Act or per;iOhs who 
requlr. tr•nsl•tlon services (frM of cha11e) should contact Phil Matson at (772) 22S..1455 or pmltsont!Hrq:ov.com ilt lent H'Vtln diiys prior to the meeting. 
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To 

B..., 
Lane 
M~~rk 
IV/IIIl 

Bk:yde Fadllty 
~ 

IDD% IOII'll> 
Delta Demond 
LOS Score 

100'11> 
PubUc 
Input 

Cost 
BIC 

lndez 
Tier 

l5.0 l3RD ST 1J S 1 ROYAL PALM BL 0 . .!9 N 3 qs D Delaled C'.omdor Study Needed 66_51 93 0 ~390,000 0_19 • 2 

~ OCI!AN DR DATE PAlM vPEYIWIG o lO N ; 4~ I c I Detdlled Conidor Study 111Peded 43_58[ 39 o uou.ooo 0_ 1~ • 

320 21STST 20THAVE jt~-riHVE OJ3 N I 322 1 C. ! DetadedComdOISiudyNeeded i 33_03, 95 0 Sl30,000 018 ! 2 
·249.0 l~~-------r;:m-s-r------ }v~TIDNBLVD -o42- N-- -~08;·;- ~~-----s;;;d;;,;~-

12
_
48 

• --;;--,--0 -r-;4;;;:;;;- ~T l 

~~6'JH,.,_VI! ITniST SJ;. 60 OJB 111 ~91 I D DelalledComdor'SIIlclyNeeded ~ li2 0 $380,000 I 018 , 

-m·o s R 6o s R -'I. lA ocE-'I.N DR I o 24 N 3 11 D Delalif,d Comdor slllcly Needed 55 50 40 o S240_DOO [ 0_18 ~ 

~---'-lOTH A VI! ----- ___ _l_TI'II ST ----- -~-___ _I _()3& -~ --~-~---rl_ D~ ~~~Need~-!~ --~ __ l___o_~ ooo_TI.....Q.!!__,_.2__ 
~_12Tnl AVI! ~R 60 ATlANI'ICBLVD I OJ9 tor 3 7J I D DetdedComdarStudvNeed•d 56_42 89 I 0 I $.i90_000 0_17 j 2 

181 o -OCEb.N DR [BEAC11L\N['1 Jo-'I.TE PAlM o 2b N ~ 69 : D De!dll6d c omdor SIUcly "iPPded 54_59 ~ o [ ~260,000 0_16 -r---:---
53 0 41ST ST 166'Jll A VI! )SIII'H AVE I 1 01 N 2 87 (' I Cdnal- Wul& ')Jdooor.oll. OrlL SJde I 16 97 4ll~~F 7'i0 '- 0 15 ~___L_ 
2140 ~~ R so 27'111-\VE w oF 20TH w I o <t N 416 I II ~ DetWied Comdor s111c1y Neo<~oc~ l 76 15 94 I o mo ooo 0 15 I 2 

-ilz-. _ sm~AVI! -=-~~=-'53RDst --=----~-_j~s:'fST ==--l=-0- _ >~ j~6! _ _t__~~ ~~~~~~-~ j_5_~,-=-~-1_!~--= -~:Uo- ...9_15 -, -~ 
~~-2m! ST 20TH AVE lt• s 1 0 !6 tl ~ 81 I c l Detailed Comdor s~ NeededT 14.22 90 jo ~.l60 000 0.1-t I 2 

91 o 151ITH A VI! js R 60 [26-rll 'ST o ~o " 4 JZ i o I ~d Comdor Study Needed I susi 54 too \SOO_ooo 0_14 ~ 
210 2DTHAVI! jBTH~T J•zrnST oso N tll2 D I DetalledComdor8tud)No!edEJ j 69_72 81 o ~suo.ooo 0_14 ~ 

~70 -~~~~----- -~--~~-----E~A------i-044 _I N-~-~~H D_j

1 
DelalledComdor~~ 78_44 ____ ~o o ~440000 _ 0_13 -!--- !-

630 143RD ~VI! !miST lSR 60 f 050 !'I H4 D DelallodComdotStudyNeeded 79_82 63 0 S~O.OOO 013 l 

1~ o jt91'H sr 6111'11 AVE ls81Jl AVE I 1 oz N l96 i c j.:an.a1- WJde Slde10811. One '5od< 2110 27 -- o $178 sao 0_12 .i 

~- !;lVE 41JlST lui'HST 102 N 303 c I Canai-WuleSJdew&I<On•S!dt 24_31 ~4 o ~1~,500 0_12 , 

~~ 43RDA::_ ______ 12TH'>l' ______ ~~~~-- o ~~- ~ ~ ~j_~l!lalledComdorSiud~~ j 75_23 &o f--o~u,oo~j...!U!. ___ _!_ 

250.0 Jus 1 AVIATIOI< BLVD 37111 ST 0 64 N I 4 34 D Det.!lled Conulor Study Noedtd 64_40 85 ~~0.000 _I_ o 12 i 

1190 j6TH-'I.VI! 12THSf lTniST O.bJ I N 417 D llet<uled('omdorStudylllePded 76.61 88 I 0 Sti.IO_OOO 0_12 3 __ 

'34 o j23RLI sr ZDI'H -'1.1/E 11 s 1 0.46 N lBS c Delalled Comdor SludyNeodod I6.06 % j o $460,000 0_12 3 

103 0 65'111 Sf [ow DOOB JIW) 11 S 1 I 0.10 N 2 59 j C Detailed Comdor Simi) Needed i IJ 20 ~ 0 $100.000 O.IZ 1 

w o us 1 js R so ROYAL PWI PL +-~: ___ -~ 1 ~~1-~__1 Det.Uied Conidor Stud) Needed 59.~~- _ o + $720_uoo 0 10 1 l_ 

1511 CR 51;---- - ----~;qrns:r --- 141~T -\VE ll7 111 -~ J 69 C tuld Paved Shouldors Conclulal< 
6
_
72 

3b U ~2l7,000 0.09 
3 

U9n J~VIATIONBL11D jAIRPORI'DR Jus 1 090 li 411 D Detoo&ledConldorSiud)·Neecltd 707 qo j 100 j $900,000 0_09 I 3 

205.0 ROY.UPALMPL ~ lltiDio\NRJVBL 0.69 N j Hl C DeladedComdorStudy·~•eded j 13_49 98 j 0 T ~6'l0-000- 0.09 J 3 

_ 213_T~--- __ -~ -~~----- j2:r111 \V':_ ____ L_:.o1 --~~~-__ r; llatalled cmu~or s~:'~ecled 9s.112 99 J o__l_s~~:o~-._~.09 I __ 3 

C~lllkehd\Norlltz:allon~ll2Il4...,Re¥_0l.DI.ZOISJds Page3Cll'10 21141A015 5:47~ 



Indian River County Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 

NewiD RoM Name To 
"""' BlOS lOO'J6 lOO'J6 100'16 LenstJ> Lane BLOS lllqde Fodllly BIC Saxe Dollll D.......! Pubic Coot Tier (ad) = (0-7) 

Cnde RrccnunendMion 
LOS Saxe IDpul IDd"" 

204 0 ROYAl PAlM BL ROYAl P-II.M 11. INDIAN Rl\ I!L 074 N LIZ r. DetaJled Comdor Study Seeclod 37.&1 100 0 ~740000 O.tl9 .j 

I Ol6 I N i 2 59 (' Detadod Candor Slud) Neooed i t.l.i 42 u 1 ~-~60.1100 O.tl9 3 

11l5 N i 3.8( D Delalled ('omdor Stud)-~ I 61 47 ~-~--1 ,1,050,000 0.08 __ t--L ---;--1 442 l ~--== 
l 01 

I D DeWied <'omdor Study NeEclfd 88.U7 0 $1010,1100 
0.07 ~ 

180 0 OCEAN DR IRIOFW\R G.\'lfE<\THER 

r!._3~~VIAOONBL\'l' ~-J~.~~-~~~-
212.0 js R hO 158TII AVE 43RD ... \'E 

960 5rml ... VE b5TH ST 69TH ST 0 50 N l.85 D n..taded C<lmclor Slud) ~eded ~1.93 .!0 U '500000 0.07 3 

14l.U MRBERST ~D~ C R 512 083 N ! 11& D D~C'.undo<SrudyNeedod -~-~~- 0 $830000 0_07 J 

1'160 OSI.ORD ___ .. . . -~~--- '!"' "'----~-~.. 1-"--F'~---"-~:_~~~~r-a~ ~ ' ... ~ '"- --'--
102 0 65TH ST 15rml AVE OlD DOOE HWY I 1 S7 - N 2 50 I R Clllllll- w.w S.W..all. On. ~· I 0.00 33 0 ~274 ?~0 0.0& 3 

123 o 82ND AVE 081.0 RD 4-ni8T 1 so N I 3 01 · c I can.t- WIOC 'Sidlmau.. OnE 8tde I z&.J9 u o ~21.2.500 0 _06 1 
a 

165 0 HJ(;IIIAND DR lorn AVE sw OlD DOOE HWx r 0 65 I N i- H4 D DO'I.uled Cllmll<r Study Needed 47 71 21 l--0 -1 ~ ---;;:;;;-r--;----
240 20TH.\VE ~~~-----OSLO~-----~-- 102----t-----~--~- 3.92 D I Det!lledComdooStudyNeeded I-~_!~-~! ___ 0 •~-~~ O.O~ ~---L 
llO _uii'HST -------- 58111.\V~----- 4~RDAVE ---~--!.__~-t-;--~ _ __:_(_lleladedC'omdoJStudvNeeded. _19~- -~- ___('__~20,~ . ....!!:..Oi...,__l-

161 0 ENGLAR DR I GEORGE; ST SCHUMANN DR 1 0 80 1 N ~ .!Y • r. I Detdlle<l Comdor Study Needed 31..24 4E 0 I $Dl,Ouo 0_05 J 

ll60 82>ID.\VE SR 60 65TH ST i 51& I II[ 333 c Conllll- Wldes.te,oJL On..Sldo ,, I 0 ~'103.000 ' 
"'.07 0.04 ' 

'>I'll ST 511TH 'i.VE 431ID AVE : 1 02 r >l J58 D l Detadod C'-Stud) llieeded 48.62 45 0 U 0.!0 000 0.04 ! 

BARBERS! icR512 J..\AEDR I llS -L. >; I 333 C DeWiedComdocStudyN....ded 38.07 63 j o $1,.!30,000 004 1 
- 17'10 l'tdAIN --s:r-------;w.n;c:-sr---- u5-~-----jt"ls--~~-~--r;-.54l·-;--~~--;;;;~ ---:~t --;-~~muoo---:~r~-

lllNGLAR OR I 188 j N - 4 UZ 1 D Detlllled Cumdoc Study Needed 69_72 63 0 j U.880,000 I 0 _03 l 

MAIN ST . 122 I ]to I HO ( Det>oliHI Comdor Study Neoded 917 69 ~ 'llZO uoo 0.03 J 

l>i~GLAR DR [ I 24 N ! H8 C: ! Debul.od Cumdor Study tlleoded , 35_78 45 0 I $1_.240,.000 0_03 ___ !..__ 
--wa--lS'l_·_ST_s_v-,-----·--:-s-IITII-A-~-E--·-·- (3;I>\Vi" ______ j" __ 'i"02 ---;--r-;--~~~~~;~ --u- o -uo2oooo 

0
_
00 1 

l-1_4_o_o+B_.\RB_ER_ST _____ +us_• _____ _,.ls_CIAAIA ___ NN_D_R ___ i~l~l. H7 I c I DotadedCanxlcrStud.l-1\nded./ 44501 15 o s1 !40.000 o.os 3 

1770 INDIANRIVERDP. MAAJ~:>1' l.1S18nuth ! 147 I N j 282 I C DetillledC'.onulorSiuclyl\ieeded j 1468 tl 0 U.470,000 
0

_
02 3 

r----:-------~--~---------~---------
MAI'II ST ! l66 >l 119 / c DetaiiPd candor Slud) lieoded 31_65 37 u Rl\lollnoo 0_01 

1 

3 

BARBER'>T 

CR 51Z 1&5 o fUliii'IG sr 

Ro\RBBRST 

171>0 ND!.&.NRMRDR US 1 North 

:o.o 20TH AVE 16TH ST S.R. 60 0.49 N 2.48 B LOS Target Met : 

71.0 4THST 82NDAVE 5rmiAVE 3.00 N 2.44 B LOS Torset Met 

180.1 OCEAN DR GAYFEATHER BEACHUND 0.34 N 2.39 B LOS 1'eiJiet Met I 
193.0 OlD DIXIE HWY 65TH ST 69THST 0.52 N 2.31 B LOST"'l!fl~Mol 

78.0 4111 ST 58TH AVE 43RIUAVE 1.03 N Z.30 R LOS Target Met ! __ _j __ --- ~----· 

C:'&aDie,)\IRC lme PecfPdortkadaD piUJ\l..O&nalysla .. J Ul14_RcY_01.09.2015.llis Page 4 o/10 Vl4120l5 5:41PM 



Indian River County Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 

- BLOS i= 1- 1.,.,. 
Le,.cll Lue Bl.OS llk,.te hcllty BIC -m RoadN- From To Score -.ad Public: c...t Tier (ad) )(lrll Gt ..... ...,___ ...... 

IYINl 
(0-1) LOS - )llpOII 

63.0 4STHST 66n!AVE 58TH AVE 1.02 N 2.25 B LOST..pMH 
I 

75.0 49TH ST 43RDAVE OlD DOOil HWY 1.11 N 2.24 B La>T•JI8Met - i --
Jl6.0 69Ill ST 66TH AVE 58TH AVE 1.02 N 2.24 B LOS TIWIIS Met ! ----~---------- .. . ···--·- - - --
178.0 MAINST Wai!IROWDR F!DilNCST 0.67 N 2.24 B LOST..pMet I . .. 

160.0 ENGLARDR BARBERST GEORGBST 0.37 N 2.15 B LOST .... Met I 

117.0 69TH ST 59TH AVE OLD DIXIE HWY 1.43 N 2.07 B LOS 'farJel Met I 
101.0 65TH ST 66TIIAVE 58TH AVE 1.02 N 2.01 B LOSTarp!Met .. ___ L__ -·- r-- -·- ----·- ---
118.0 69TH ST OLD DIXIE HWY U.S. I 0.10 N 2.00 B LOS Target~~ - I 

136.0 A11ANTJC BLVD S.R.60 27TIIAVE 1.03 N 1.96 B LOS Tarse! Met i -
162.0 PLEMINGST EASYST C.R. 512 0.74 N 1.95 B LOS Target Mel 

192.1 OlD DIXIE HWY 53RD ST 65TII ST I.S6 N 1.87 B LOS T"'l!"' Mel ~- - -- ~-----·----- -·--- · .. ---·-
50.0 33RD ST 66TIIAVE 58TH AVE 1.02 N 1.85 B LOS Targoc Met I --·-i------- - - · - .. - -·- ---- ---
151.0 CR512 SR60 79TH ST 6.84 N 1.85 B LOSTIIIJ"'Met I - I 

17.0 17THLN SW 201'HAVE 6TIIAVE 1.25 N 1.76 B LOS Tarpt Met ! 

21.0 lSTSTSW 43RDAVE 27TIIAVE 1.01 N 1.72 B LOS Tarpt Met L 
184.0 FRI!D R TUE.RX RD SAGO PA!ll RD S.R.AlA 0.36 N 1.71 B LOS 'farJel Met i -

40.0 26111ST us 1 COUNJ'RY CLUB DR 0.65 N 1.60 8 LOSTArJ18Met I ! 
! 

--- r-- ---(--·--
127.0 BZNDAVE 6STHST 69THST 0.36 N 1.46 A LOS Tlqel Met 

195.0 OLD WINTER BI!ACH RD WINTER BEACH BLVD S.R. AlA 0.66 N 1.41 A LOS 'farJel Met i-t 194.0 OLD DIXIE HWY 69THST .R. 510 2.20 N 1.38 A LOST-sot Met 

51.0 37TII ST 63TIIAVE SBmAVE 1.01 N 0.79 A LOSTOipiMet I . ----:---·-.... -·- ··- -·--- -- ----
ll5.0 69TH ST 82NDAVE 66THAVH 1.99 N 0.00 A LOS Target Met I -

151.3 CR512 MYRnEST CR507 0.45 N 0.00 A LOS Target Met ! ... 

147.0 CR 510 87TII ST 66TIIAVE 3.25 N 3.87 D ~edFidlly i 
149.0 CR 510 5RmAVE U.S. I 0.60 N 3.59 D llld~Fodllly 

I 

152.1 CR512 WILLOW STREET 1-95 2.62 N 3.48 c llldstlllgfPmBJBIIliMCI F odliiJ I I 
-------· --·--r----t--148.0 CR 510 66TIIAVE 56TIIAVE 1.01 N 3.41 c llldsdnJit'ProgtariiiiiOd Fodlly J 

81.0 4TI! ST zorn AVE OLD DIXIE HWY 1.06 N 3.14 c Em~Fidly : 

202.0 ROSELANDRD C.R. 512 N. SEBCITYL 3.04 N 3.12 c ~Fodllly I 
c~c--;~•utrum_oulll.2015.xlo l'aj!eSd 10 



Newm 

Indian River County Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 

To Jllc.Jde Facllty 
Rec- ,, •• 

64.0 43RDAVE S.R.60 261HSJ O.!i2 N 3.09 C ~....,..jFadlly 

IIIC -
80.0 4THSJ 2Til!AVE za!liAVE 0.50 N 3.01 C ~Feday - I 
~~--------~--------~------~---r--,_~---r--------~~---:----+---+----~--r--

203Jl ROSEUND RD N. SEB CITY L U.S. I 1.67 N 3.00 C ~ Padllly I - 1 · · 

~~-~-:~~-R-s-.-~~~~~~~~-~-50-~~~~~~:-~-~~~sr~~~~~~-:-::-· ~~-:~~:-::~~-:~~~~~~~~-:-~~~~-~~ - - - -- - -~--~:-· -- ~-- ---

5.o t2TIISJ 2Til!AVE zomAVE 0.49 N 2.92 c ~Pac:My 1 ~ 
79.0 4THST 43RDAVE 27TIIAVE 1.01 N 2.87 c I!Jirinw'Pm!P"aonedFadlly I .. I 

~--~------------+---------~r---------,_----+----r---r---+------------~~~-r---_, _____ :------+---~----
18.0 !Til!SJ U.S.! INDIANRIVBL 0.63 N 2.76 C ~&IIIIIH!dFa.-y 

4.0 12TH SJ 43RDAVE 2Til!AVE 1.01 N 2.66 C ~edFaclllly 

~2-~-~~~s_R_.e_o _ _____ tw_._c_o_~---~----~c_._R_5_1_z ___ _,_•_s_~_+_N_~·-~-~~-F-~-~-·~---~----d_P_~~-~~--~--- -·- -- -~- __ . __ _ 

::::: ::~: ::.:VE ::AVE ~::: : ::: : ==:: ~--- ~~--·--·-·i·-- - ---+-~ 
~2_09_~~_L_R_. 60~~~~~~t~-~~~~~~~s66TH_~~-AAVE_VE~~~~~~-~-~~~-y~~·-·~~-E~~~-.-~~--~~~~FF-~~~JI --- -·- ~-· ~~-~--

210.0 S.R.60 82NDAVE 2~ N 3.81 D --··--·-- -, t 
~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~+~~~~~~~~-i~~-+~~~~+~~~.....:_~~~.....:_-+---- ---- - -----.--·--
~·-~-~-~-o~~-RD~~~~~~·-3RD~A_VE~~~~~28_7T117TII~-AsrVE~~~~~-·-~-·-~~-N~~3-~~~-c_,~~~~~~~-Fp_~~~~--~---~----~-~,- -

146.0 JcR 510 C.R. 512 1.01 N 3.33 C ......_ •• ..,.~ _, 

150.0 JcR 510 U.S. 1 S.R. AlA 2.61 N 3.28 C ~"'l'•nmed Paclly 

223.0 SR. 60(WB) W. OF6THAVE ~.S.l 0.~ Y 3.26 C ~Fadlly 

65.0 43RDAVE 26THSJ 41STST 1.55 N 3.19 C ~PIIdlly 
~~-~~-~u-s-.------~~--ST------~o-w--~~-~--~--o-m-~-N-~-3.-~~-c-~-~-~--~---P-a~~--l- -- ----~ -- ------- --~--~-

32.1 21ST ST 15TH AVE U.S. I 0.19 N 3.15 C ~ Fadly j r · ---
7

= . _-----. -----. ·-]···- . • 
231.0 S .R.A1A N. VBCfl'YL I'RilD1UERKRD I.Z7 y 3.15 c Elds~Faclly : I --
157.0 CR 512/SEBASTIAN BLVD FLEMING ST EASYST 0.62 N 3.14 C l!zl~ammed Focllly 

I 56.0 CR 512/SEBASTIAN BLVD BARBER ST FLEMING ST 0. 70 N 3.11 C EldslirJ&IProt!nunm Fadlly i l--- + -------+------+------+----+---+----11---t---=-__;_ ___ __:_+ --- - - --~ ------. -- ---
92.0 58TH AVE 26TH ST 

185.0 OID DIXJE HWY 8TH ST 

154.0 CR 512/SEBASTIAN BLVD Jc.R. 510 

173.0 INDIAN RIV BL ROYAIPAU.I 

229.0 SR. AlA I Till ST 

41ST SJ 1.50 N 3.10 C &lsdnp/ProJp:anoe Padlly 

!2TIIST 0.53 N 3.~ C ~Fedl!y I 

ROSELAND RD 1.27 N 3.06 C I!XIstloogiProgrammed Fadlty 

MB BRJDGB 0.40 Y 3.05 C ~rotpmmed F..Uty 1 

S.R. 60 1.49 Y 3.05 C ~ Faclly ! ·---···-· ~-~ +--·-·-- . I ·--·-r· --
211414!015 5:47PM 



Indian River County Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 

- BLOS lot% 1..,., l ee% l.,..clo lade BLOS Bicycle hcay B/C NowiD Ro.IN- Pre. To s-e - - Public c- llor (1111) - (t-7) 
Cnde Jho< Wwa 

LOS ..... ....... 
rvn.n -237.0 SCHUMANN DR C.R. 510_66'111 BARBERST 0.85 N 3.05 c l!lctslin8ll'ropomeci Fac:llly 

93.0 58TH AVE 41STST 45TH ST 0.51 N 3.01 c ~Facllty I .. I 
41.0 27TH AVE 2511!ST SW OSLORD 2.02 N 2.99 c l!xlsdnJjl'~ Fadlity 

167.0 INDIAN R1V BL 4TI!Sl'_US I 12TH Sf 1.89 N 2.99 c l!xlstlng/Pmjpnoned Flldllly I -- --.. -~ ·--L~ ------ ·------- ---· --
168.0 INDIAN R1V BL 12THST SVBLIMIT 0.29 N 2.99 c ~FacUlty I ! 

~ - - -·- ··--- - -·-· -- --- ---=-j ------
169.0 INDIAN RIV BL SVBarY ITiliST 0.38 N 2.99 c ~Fadllly 

230.0 S .R.AIA S.R. 60 N. VBCITYL 1.56 y 2.98 c ~Foclly ! 
158.0 CR 512/SI!I!ASTIAN BLVD EASY Sf DI!LA wARE ST 0.22 N 2.94 c ~FacOy I 

174.0 INDIAN R1V BL MBBRIDGI! 3Till ST. 0.61 N 2.94 c ~Fdlly 1. -------~-+--- --·-
164.0 OLDDOOI!HWY 4TI!ST BTHST 0.54 N 2.94 c ~J08JBIIIIIIIICI Fadlly I _--r·---· 
224.0 S.R. SO(WB) U.S. I 11Tll!AVI! 0.25 y 2.92 c l!xlsllng/Programmecl Flldllly I 

159.0 CR 512/SI!IIASTIAN BLVD DELAWARE ST US I 0.85 N 2.89 c ~FIIdllly : 
228.0 S.R.AlA S. VB arYL ITiliSl' 0.70 y 2.89 c ~FdMy ~-

BTH ST 
----~ ------ ----- r-----··· 

_____ ,_ 
242.0 US I 4THST_.RBLV 0.56 y 2.39 c ~fadllly : - -

I 
- --------- ------ ·------ ---·--r~-:-

252.0 US I OLD DIXII! HWY 41Sl'Sl' 0.31 N 2.85 c ~Fdty 
94.0 58TH AVE 4S'll( ST 49TH Sf 0.50 N 2.64 c ~Fdly 
261.0 US I JACKSONST ROSI!LAND RD 1.07 N 2.84 c Existins/P_....,.d Fadlly --
52.0 37THST U.S. I INDIAN RIV BL 1.13 N 2.83 c ExlstfnWProgranned F..:llly 

1 
262.0 US ! ROSELAND RD N COUNTY LINE 1.00 N 2.63 c l!xle~ Fadlley ! 
155.0 CR 512/SI!BASTIAN BLVD ROSI!LAND RD BARBERST 0.39 N 2.81 c ~FIIdlly I 
258.0 USl OLD DIXII! HWY SCHUMANN DR 2.84 N 2.81 c ~fa<ay 

I 
J_ __ 

I -- --· 
259.0 US ! SOilNAI'I'I DR C.R. 512 1.80 N 2.81 c ~FIIdllly - .. 

232.0 S.R. AlA FRED TUERX RD OLD WINTI!R BC 2.82 y 2.80 c ~Focllty I I 
243.0 US I BTHST lOlli Sf 0.25 N 2.76 c ~ammed Flldlly l I 
256.0 US I 6S'll( ST 69TH ST 0.52 N 2.76 c l!>ds~FIIdlty I - - ---- 1-· - ··-·· 

_ , _____ 
- -- - ·-

59.0 43RD AVE OSLORD 4TH ST 1.51 N 2.75 c ~~~~~~~~~t~dFildlly i 
257.0 US! 69THST OLD DIXIE HWY 2.37 N 2.75 c -~dfldly i -
253.0 USI 41Sl' Sl' 45111 ST 0.52 N 2.74 c I!Jdsllr.,.,.-nwl Fdy : -
183.0 OLDDIXEHWY OSLO RllJ9di Lll SW 4TI! ST 1.63 N 2.73 c ~F..tly I 

C.~--~..._IIZII.._,..._OI.G!I.2GI5 .. P"8"7dl0 VlU2015 5:.47 PM 



Indian River County Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 

- BLOS uw" ·- ·~ te.stJo t- BLOS lllqdcJI'..., B/C NewiD -- ,..,. To (all) Md Scare Cnide R~•--•lln 
Delta ~ hl>lc Coet Indoor 1let 

IV IN\ (0-1) LOS Score bqMot 

254.0 USI 46TH ST 49TIIST 0.52 N 2.71 c ~Fadly j 
··-

241.0 USI OSLORD 4TIISTJRB 1.57 N 2.70 c Exlo&owl'n>JI'BI'IID"'I Fadllly I 
172.0 INDIAN R1V BL 21ST ST ROYAL PALM 0.43 N 2.69 c ~pmrnod Fadllly I ... 

r·-- ------- -· --- -- ------ -- - - -
219.0 s.R. eo (EB) W. OF 20TH AVE OlD DIXIE HWY 0.42 y 2.69 c Exlollng/Progr- Fadlly 

58.0 4JRDAVE S. COUIIITY IJI'ffi ~LORD 2.01 N 2.67 c ~Fadllly 

153.0 CR512 1-85 fc.R. 510 2.41 N 2.67 c ~Facoy I .. 

220.0 S.R. 611 (EB) OLD DOOR IIWY larHAVE 0.34 y 2.64 c ~Faclily I ·-r·--- - --------~----- --~---
171.0 INDIAN R1V BL ZOTHST 21STST 0.16 N 2.63 c ~Fidy 
170.0 INDIAN R1V BL 17'111 ST 2arH ST 0.39 N 2.62 c llxlsllnwProgranned Padllly I --·- i 
225.0 S.R. 60 (WB) IO'lliAVE OlD DIXIE HWY 0.35 y 2.62 c l!xlsUnWI'rowammed Flldlly I : --
60.0 43RD AVE 4'111 ST STHST 0.50 N 2.61 c Eld51ln~FIIdllly 

175.0 INDIAN R1V BL 37'111 ST. US 1_53RDST 2.48 N 2.60 c ~qftllllllled Fldy I ! ----· ---·---- ----- ·····-- - --·-t:· -197.0 OSLORD 58TH AVE 43RDAVE t.OZ N 2.611 c ~lllllllledFac:llly 
. ·- .. .. - -- ·-· ---- - ---- --- . --- -~-- -37.0 28'111 ST 66'lll AVE 58TH AVE I.OZ N 2.59 c Emllo,._.,"'P"'Df'f'CO Faclly -

61.0 43RDAVE miST IZTHST 0.51 N 2.58 c ~Fidy i 
233.0 S.R.AlA OLD WINTER BCH N.IRSL 1.20 y 2.58 c ~Fidy 

I -
221.0 S.R. 611 (EB) larH AVE U.S. I 0.25 y 2.57 c Elis~Fadily -- 1--- ------ ---· --,-- --~- -·--
66.0 43RDAVE 41ST ST 45THST 0.50 N 2.56 c Ext..tfnWI'mgrammed Fadlky ! . 

1---'--- --
19.1 17TH ST INDIAN BAY DR S.R.AIA 0.29 y 2.55 c ~Pad!My 

227.0 S.R. AlA S. COUNTY UN!! S. VBCli'YL 4.96 y 2.53 c ~Fidy 
234.0 S.R.AIA N.I!SL C.R. 510 1.20 y 2.53 c ~Fidy ! - .. 

-- - ----- ---- -· ----· - - - -- ·-
Z40.0 US! S. COUIIITY LINI! OSLORD 2.15 N 2.52 c F.:xl.~Fdly 

-
260.0 us 1 C.R. 512 JACKSON ST 1.50 N 2.52 c ~Fdly 
222.0 S.R. 611 (EB) U.S. I 6TIIAVE 0.24 y 2.50 B Exts~Fdly 1 

255.0 USI 49THST 65TH ST 2.10 N 2.38 B Eld~JPIII!II•dFIICIJiy : 
211.0 S.R.&O 66TH AVE 5miAVE 1.02 N 2.36 8 l!xlsdng/PJOgtaDIIIIflcl Fodllly --=F -- ------
25.0 20TH AVE OSLO RD. 4THST 1.51 N 2.33 B l!xlsli1Jt'P108J81111110d Fadllly 

110.0 66TIIAVE 26THST 41STST 1.50 N 2.32 B ~fdly I 
111.0 66'lll AVE U STST 46TH ST 0 .50 N 2.31 B ~Fidy : 

C:\SioaloToRC-~~-··211t_ReY_DI.IIUDI5.alo Page8 oC tO 211412015 5:47PM 
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liulian River County Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 

To =IILOSBLOS Scon 
::: ( .. 7) Grwle 

lllcydo~ 
Roc ww P4ed n 

5'-0 UST ST 58TH AVE -t3RD AVE 1.02 N 2.28 B ~.........! Faclllly I 

72.0 45'I1J ST U.S. I INDIAN RlV BL 0.46 N 2.27 B ~eel Fadlly I 

J!/C -
. --- ------ ... . - ---- . - - ---~-IG.O 17THLNSW 27THAVE 20TIIAVE 0.51 N 2.25 B llxlstioW'PIO ......... Fadllly 

~--~------------~-----------+----------+-----+----+--~----r-----~------~~----
u .o 2TrHAVE 8THST 121lfST 0.51 N 2.25 B ~F..., I 

!09.0 68THAVE S.R.60 26TIIST 0.49 N 2.2S B ~Feclly 

l--45_.o---4_27TH __ AVE _____ -+I-2'lli _ _ ST _ ___ ---4_s._vu_arv __ L _ _ -+_o_.2_5---4f---N--\-2.-22_1--B---4f--I!-•_"'_""'=-IP_o_ccw:_ao~~_IIOd_F_eclly_:__~- __ ------l-1 ----+ - -- --~ --
112.0 661lf AVE 45'I1J ST 53RD ST 1.01 N 2.20 B 

28.0 20TII AVE 4TH ST 8TH ST 0.50 N 2.19 B ~Fodty I : 
2SS.O S.R. AlA C.R. 510 WINDSOR BLVD 1.9S Y 2.19 B Exist!~ l'adlly I 1 . 

226.0 S.R.60(WBJ OLDDOOEHWY W.OI'20TIIAV 0.47 Y 2.18 B Emttng!P~FIIdlly --- -~- __ - - · · - - -+= 
I-:-:-~-:~;-:-.-:-~-~-----+:-JND-1-~--BL-VD--~:-I-~-A-VE_~-E-~--:-:-~-:-~-:-:~-:-~-~-~-·-~---:-~~~-·-L~, ~~ --- -------~--- ···--

r---+-----------1----------+---------+----+----r--1---+-----------~-r--1--
46.0 27THAVE S.VBcrrYL 18TH ST 0.26 N 2.14 B ~-tiP_,. 

42.0 27THAVE OSI.ORD 41'11ST 1.51 N 2.12 8 ~FIIdiMy 

l--1_3_.0---42_71lf _ _ AVE _____ -+41'11--ST-----+8TH--ST----+-0--50-+-N--\-2-- 1-0~-B---4-I!xJ-"'hlt'l'_:__oopoaetl..c:.. __ F_IIdl!y_:__t-- --f----,---1-- --- _____ c___+_ _ _ 
47.0 27TH AVE 18TH ST S.R. 60 0.50 N 2.09 B EldsdniJP..,.,.,....... F-cllly I · · 

r---+-----------1----------+---------+----+----r--1---+-----------~-r--4---~---+-----t---~--~ 
71.0 45TH ST OLD DIX!B HWY U.S. I 0.10 N 2.03 B ~ FldMy ~ 

19.0 17THST INDIANRJVBL JNDIANBAYDR 1.05 Y 2.03 8 ~ammec!Fiidlly 

97.0 58THAVE 69THST C.R510 2.02 N 2.03 B ~dFIIdly i 
!4.1 !8THST 15'I1JAVE OIDDIXIEHWY 0.23 Y 1.91 8 ~FIIdlly ! 
190.0 OLDDIXEHWY -IISTST 45'I1JST 0.52 N 1.79 B ~Fiidlly 

15.0 16TIIII71lfST OIDDIXIEHWY U.S. 1 0.48 Y 1.74 B ~Piidlly 

56.0 41ST ST OLD DIXIE HWY U.S. I 0.09 N 1.69 8 ~.........t Felly 1 

108-0 66TH AVE 18TH ST S.R. 60 0.51 N 1.65 8 EldslloiWPoogrammed Pocby 
I----+----- - ----+------ -+----- --J--- -+--+---+--+--------+-··-

105.0 68TH AVE 4TH ST 8TH ST 0.51 N 1.53 B llllslq;'PouiJI1IIiDIDi!d Podllly 
1------~- ----- r-·- ----

74.0 48TH ST 56TH AVE 43RD AVE 1.02 N 1.51 B Elds&WPootvammed Padlly i 

_· __ _l __ 
C.~jr'4RC ... ~J'~ll21l(JUY_Dl.111.2!DI5.zk Pqe 9 atl0 2114/ZOIS 5=-'7PM 



Indian River County Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 

_, 
IILOS 1- 100% 100% 

Newm -- ,_ To ~ LMe 
Scoce 

BLOS lllqdo 1'..-;y 
Delta -- ......., CoM BIC 

Tlor (loll M.t. (t-1) 
c...le ""' 4t'. 

LOS - -IY/Nl 
.,. 

67.0 43RDAVE 45111 ST ~9TifST 0.50 N 1.43 A l!xtstlrJWProBraomned Fadllly ! 

100.0 STHSTSW 27TH AVE ZOTHAVE 0.50 N 1.37 A EDsllow'Pm~ Poclllly ; : 

U5.2 CR507 MYRTLE ST COUNTYLINE 3.33 N 1.15 A ~grammed Fadllly - --- J_ __ _ --- -· -·- --·-·. ··----
98.0 51HSTSW 56111 AVE 43RDAVE 1.03 N 1.07 A Ex!slqr/P"''P'.......! Fadllly 1 

10.0 16111 sr 74TH AVE 66TH AVE 1.00 N 1.01 A ~Facllty --
144.0 COUEGEI.N 66TH AVE 58TH AVE 1.19 N 0.90 A ~Facllty 

128.0 ll'lll sr ~AVE 58111AVE 0.99 N 0.88 A ~Pacllty i._ -------· r-~ - --- -- __ ) ___ 
57.0 usrsr U.S. I INDIANRNBL 0.72 N 0.73 A ~Fdlly I -l-
76.0 4m!ST OlD DIXIE HWY U.S. 1 0.11 N 0.56 A ~FIIdlly : 
121.0 77THST 66111AVE 56TH AVE 1.01 N 0.42 A lllls~ Facllty I 

fl~ zz.o 1ST STSW 27TH AVE 20TH AVE 0.50 N 0.23 A Em!llln~ Focllty 
- --- ·---- --- ---- -

~~-~-- f~ 151.2 CR512 !41ST AVE MYRTI.EST 0.54 N 0. 15 A -~Facllly I 
---- -

122.0 77TH ST 58TH AVE OlD DOOE HWY 1.01 N 0.11 A l!xlsliiJ&"ProoJIIIIIIDI!d Facllty I 

9.0 16111 ST ~2ND AVE 74TH AVE 1.00 N 0.00 A ~Fdlly ! I 
56TH AVE fou> llOOE HWY 2.14 ~FIIdlty 

~ 
63.0 53RDST N 0.00 A 

84.0 53RDST OlD llOOE HWV USI 0.06 N 0.00 A -~ Fadllty I 

i . 
---- ----1--- -·- --

104.0 98TH AVE OSLO ROAD 4TH ST 1.50 N 0.00 A ~-dFadllly 

107.0 66111AVE 12TH ST 16111ST 0.51 N 0.00 A l!xlsllng/l'rogromnlod Flldlty ~ 
145.0 icRS07 CR512 CAROLINA AVE 0.43 N 0.00 A ~alllllll!d Facllty I 
191.0 OlD D!XIE HWV 451H ST 49TH ST 0.52 N 0.00 A Em~Fadllty 

--·- ·-- ---·-· ·-- ---· -· __ , ____ ,_, ___ -
192.0 OlD DIXIE HWV 49THST 53RD ST 0.54 N 0.00 A Eldodr,.,.,. .... Facllly : f---~-~--r;;ww 

-·-- 1--- -- --· ··-· 
216.0 S.R. 60 INDIAN RNBL 0.99 N 0.00 A ~Facllly! . 

C."\Sclftle:'\RCBIIr.eP~~~I.21 14_Jtey_01.08.2015.JIIII P"'l" IO of iO 1114/ZOIS 5,.7 PM 
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Indian River County Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 

Indian River County Bicyle and Pedestrian Master Plan: Pedestrian Gaps Plan Project List 

1-.:th PLOS 
l!lllalln&Ccm:np 

BIC 
NewiD lloadN"""' frooa To 

(ad) Gcllde 
P8claslri.., Fadky llemmiDendadoo 

Index 

34.0 23RDST 20111 AVE U.S. I 0.46 B Sidewalks Both Sides -Minimal Gradlnl! 100'!6 coverage E side;> 75% av11 both sides 9.06 

49.0 271l!AVE A1L\NTIC BLVD AVIA110N BLVD 0.17 D Sidewalks Both Sides - Minimal Gradlnl! 100% """""'~!." S side; 75'!6 &VII bolh sides 4.30 

186.0 OLDDDOEHWY 12THST S. VBCITYL 0.33 c Sidewalks Both Skies - Minimal Q__radfna 100% COY~ N side• 75% &VI! bolh sides 2.67 

248.0 US! 23RDST 26THST 0.25 E Sldewolks Both Sides - Nll1lmal GradlnR 100% COYer~ N side 2.64 

247.0 US I S.R 60 ROYAL PAu.l Pl. 0.72 D Sidewalls BofJ Sides - J.lmmal Gradlrut > 75'!6 cover- aven~~~e both side5 2.19 

188.0 OLDDDOEHWY 16TH/J 71ll ST S.R. 60EB 0.43 c Sldewah Both Sides - MDual Grad.lnor IOO'l6 cov~ Nolde· > 75'!6 8VR both !ildes 2.07 

251.0 us 1 371l!ST OLD DIXIE HWY 0.20 E Side-llui Both Skies - Mlnlmal Qrad11111 100% coverage N side 2.01 

29.0 20111 AVE S. VBCITYL 16Tif ST 0.26 D Sidewalks Both Sides - MlniDlal Gradlnl! 100'!6 tovenll!e N side 1.87 

30.0 20TifAVE 16TifST S.R. 60 0.49 c Sidewalks Bolb Sides - Minimal Grading_ 100% cov~ N side 1.85 

181.1 OCEAN DR DATE PAu.l GREYIWIC 0.20 D 
Sidewalks Both Sides - Minimal (;_tadiJ1A 100% cov~e N side 1.75 

249.0 us J 26THST AVIA110N BLVD 0.42 E Sidewalks Bolh Sides - Minmal Cradlna 100% COYel!J!e N !ilde 1.n 
28.0 20111 AVE 12THST S. VBCITYL 0.25 D Sidewalks Both Sides - MII*Dai Glllllinl! 100% COY~ N side 1.70 

39.0 26THST 2011!AVE U.S. I 0.36 c Sidewalks~ Sides- Mlnmal ~~ 1011'1(, coverage E side 1.46 

185.0 OLD DIXIE HWY S'IHST 12THST 0.53 D Sidewalks Bolb Sides - Minimal Gradlna IOO'l6 coverage N side 1.40 

250.0 US I AVIA110N BLVD 3TlliST 0.64 F Sidewalks Both Sides - Minimal Gradlrul 100% coverage N side 1.17 

46.0 27Tif AVE S. VBCITYL 16Tif ST 0.26 D S!d.,..,Jks Both Skies - SIJ!nlllcanl Gradina 100'!6 coverage 5 side 1.12 

45.0 27TifAVE 12'Il!ST 5. VBCrrYL 0.25 E Sldewollcs Both Skies - Sianilicant Gradlrur 100% c~ S side 1.04 

169.0 INDIAN RIV BL SVBCrrY 17Tif ST 0.38 D Sidewalks llolh Sides - Sldcant Gradlna I 00'!6 c:oveniJ!" S side 1.02 

44.0 271liAVB S'IHST 12THST 0.51 E Sidewalls Bo1b Sides - Minimal Graclnl! 100'!6 coverall" S side 0.99 

31.0 2011!AVE S.R. 60 An.ANnc BLVD 0.52 c Sidewalks Both Sides - MDual Gnocllnl! 1011'1(, cover"'!!"_ N side 0.95 

262.0 US! ROSELANDRD N COUNTY LINE 1.03 D Sidewalks Both Sides - Slgnlllcanl Gra<lnf! 90% coverage aver"'l" baCh aides 0.78 

120.0 6tH AVE !TlliST S.R60 0.38 D Sldewollcs Both Sides - SJanilicant Gradltul 100'!6 coverlll!<' N side 0.73 

205.0 ROYAL PAu.l PL U.S.l INDIAN RIV BL 0.69 D Sldewallcs Bolh Skies - Minimal Gradlnl! 100% CDVerll£e W side 0.69 

26.0 20TifAVE 4ntST 6'Il! ST 0.50 D Sklewalb Both Sides - Mlnlmal q_radJna 100% COV_J!tllg<! N side 0.66 

119.0 61HAVE l2nt ST 17Tif ST 0.63 D Sidewalks Both Sides - Sll!nllk:anl G!adJnl! 100% COYer- N side 0.65 

47.0 Z71liAVE 16'Il!ST S.R. 60 0.50 D Sldewolks Bolh Sides- Slm6.anl c ........ 100'!6~ s side 0.60 

C:IS .... oy'QICBbPodll'dodllzab~IIZIIU!ev.JU.OII.2015_. P"'l" 1 ar3 



Indian River County Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 

Lenath PLOS 
Pl!d-Flldllty Rec:ooaJDendatl"" Eldsdng Coverace BIC Newill ...,_dName ........ To (1011) Grade lndu: 

191.0 OLD DIXIE HWY 45DIST 4S1l!ST 0.52 c Sldewalb Both Sides - Mlr*nal Gradk!R lllO% coo~ N &Ide 0.56 

ZS4.0 US I 45THST 49THST 0.52 D Sidewalks Bach Sides - SiRniicanl GradinR 100\1(, CO\'«- S side 0.55 

152.0 CR512 CR507 Wn.LOW STREET 0.50 D sme-Iks Bach Sides - 1o1n1ma1 Gnu.,g lllO% c:over..!8"_ E side 0.50 

151.3 CR512 MYRnEST CR507 0.45 c Sidewalks Bo4b Sides - MIOmal Gradkl2 lllO% ~E side 0.49 

134.0 8DIST U.S. I INDIAN RIV BL 0.42 D Sidewalks Bo4b Sides - SilmSc:ant Gradlnx )009(, COY~ W side 0.48 

27.0 ZOTHAVE 8DIST IZDIST 0.50 D Sidewab l!olb Sides - SIKDicanl GnodlnR lllO% c~ S side 0.47 

165.0 HlGIIUNDDR 6DIAVESW OLD DIXIE IIWY 0.85 c Sidewalks Both Sides · Mir1RaJ Gradbur 100'16 c:ovetaAe W side 7596 aVR both sJdes 0.47 

230.0 S.R. AlA S.R. 60 N. VBcrn'L 1.56 ll Sklewa1ks Bach Sides • Nlnlmal Gradlru! 100'16 covera_&e S side 0.42 

43.0 27TH AVE 41HST 9THST 0.50 D Sidewalks Both Sides • Slgnlltcant Grading 10096 cove~ S side 0.39 

192.0 OlD DIXIE HWY 49DI ST 53RDST 0.54 D Sidewalks Bolb Sides - Stgnlllcant Grading 100'16 covera_se N side 0.39 

229.0 S.R. AlA 17DIST S.R.60 1.49 E Sidewalks Both Sides - Mlnlmal Gnodlng 100'16 c:ov~ S side 0.37 

231.0 S.R. AlA N.VBOTYL FRED TUl!RJ( RD 1.27 E Sidewalls Both Sides • Minimal Gradlna 100'i6 cover~e S side 0.35 

228.0 S.R. AlA S. VBCll'YL 17THST 0.70 I! Sldewalko Both Sides • Sll!nl!lcant Gradinlt 100'16 coveraae S side 0.32 

239.0 SCJIUMAI\ti DR ENGLARDR U.S. I 1.22 B Sidewalks Both Sides · Mlnlmal Gradln11 > 7596 COYer&Jie 8VerBJie both sides 0.30 

180.0 ENGLARDR BARBERST GEORGEST 0.37 c Sidewalks Bo4b Sides - Sll!n*ant Gndlna 1009(, cover- W side 0.28 

142.0 BARBERST ENCLARDR C.R. 512 0.83 E Sidewalks Bo4b Sides - SiRniicanl G~ )009(, COYer8Jie s side 0.27 

261.0 us 1 ~ACKSONST ROSI!LAND RD 1.07 E S1c1eM1b 1!o1b Sides - SiRQicanl Gnodlrul 10096 c:overaae s side 0.23 

234.0 S.R.AIA N. JRSL jc.R. 510 1.20 D 
--Sides·~ Gradlnoz 75% covereae .,.....,.. both aides o.zz 

52.0 371HST U.S. I INDIAN RIV BL 1.13 D Sidewalks Bach Sides . Siomllcant ~ I 009(, CDYt!l'qe W side 0.21 

161.0 ENGLARDR GEORGI!ST SCHUMANN DR 0.80 D Sidewalks llolh Sides - SIKnll<:ant Gradlnl! 100% cover~~t~~t W side 0,19 

25.0 ZOTHAVE OSLO RD. 41HST 1.51 D Slde"Alks Bolb Sides · Sls!dcanl Gradlna I 0096 cover- N aide 0.16 

259.0 US I SCHUMANN DR C.R.512 1.80 E Sldewalcs Bolb Sides - SUmiicanl Gradlntz 100'16 ~N side 0.16 

143.0 BARBERST CR512 LAKE DR 1.23 D Sidewalks Both Sides - SIRrllllc:ant Grsdlng 100% coverageS side 0.16 

233.0 S.R.AIA OW WINTI!R BCH N. JRSL 1.20 E Sidewalks Both Sides • Slenlllcant Gradlru! I 00% coveraae N side 0.15 

232.0 S.R. AlA FRED TUERK RD OlD WINl'ER BC 2.82 E Sidewalks Both Sides • Mlnlmal Gradirul 100% cov~S side 0.14 

200.0 OSLORD 20DIAVI! OlD DIXIE IIWY 1.58 D Sidewalks llolh Sides • SlenJilcant Gradlna 100%_~ W side 0.14 

238.0 SCHUMANN DR BARBERST ENGLARDR 1.24 D SldeYmlks Both Sides • SlltnUlcant Gradina 10096 cover- N side 0.14 

141.0 BARBERS! SCHUMANN DR ENGLARDR 1.88 0 SJdewalks Bo4b Sides - Sll!nllcanl Gradlnx 1009(, covers~ S side 0.13 

Psge 2 al3 211512015 5:56PM 
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IAIIjlth PLOS 
~lrlan F.dllty Rammmendallcm EIUIIna CoftnoJI" 

we 
NewW RoedN-e From To (ml) Cr .... Index 

153.0 CR512 l-95 C.R. 510 2.41 D 
Sidewalks - Sides - su..A-Bn< Cradlno 100'!6 cove<oae W side 0.12 

192.1 OLD DIXIE HWY 53RDST 65TIIST 1.56 c 
Sidewlllls - Sides - 511mkanl Gradlnio 100'!6 cover1011e N side 0.12 

195.0 OLD WJNil:R BEACH RD W001!Rm:ACHBLVD S.R.AJA 0.66 c Sldewalb Bod! Sides - Jdinimal Gradlno 100'!6 coverllll!e E side 0.12 

256.0 US ! OLD DIXIE HWY SCHUMANN OR 2.84 E Sld....ncs Bolh Sides- Slorrillcanl Cmdlm7 100'!6 coverage N side 0.10 

177.0 INDIAN RIVER DR MAINST US I Souch 1.47 c Sld-nu. Bolh Sides - Slonllc.ant Gradinll I 00'!6 cower._., N side 0.08 

235.0 S.R. AlA C.R. 510 WINDSOR BLVD 1.95 D Sldewalb Bolh Sides--c.-... JDD'l6 <:OYerue S side 0.08 

227.0 S.R. AlA S. COUNTY UNE S. VB CllYL 4.96 E Slde-alks Bolh Sides -Sll!nlllcaal Graoina )00')6 Covenll(e 5 side 0.04 

236.0 S.R. AlA WINDSOR BLVD N CO\NIY UNE 5.50 D Sidewalks Bolh Sides - Sllmilcant Gracllna 100'16 COVI>r8111! S sJde 0.02 

Page 3 ol3 211512015 5:.58 PM 



INDIAN RIVER COUNTY, FLORIDA 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Members ofthe Indian River County MPO- Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) 

~ 
THROUGH: Stan Boling, AICP 

Community Development Director 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Phillip J. Matson, Al<f~(Y\ 
MPO Staff Director \ 

February 23, 2015 

Presentation of 2040 Treasure Coast Regional Planning Model Update 

It is requested that the information presented herein be given formal consideration by the 
Indian River County MPO Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC} at the CAC meeting of March 3, 
2015. 

DESCRIPTION, CONDITIONS, and ANALYSIS 

As required by federal law, the Treasure Coast MPOs are in the process of updating their 
respective year 2040 Long Range Transportation Plans. Perhaps the most important technical 
input into that plan update is the Treasure Coast Regional Planning Model, or TCRPM. Once it 
is calibrated to accurately reflect base-year travel conditions, the regional model enables the 
MPO to forecast future roadway deficiencies and assess alternatives more easily. 

The Treasure Coast model is being developed by FOOT through a consultant contract. As in 
the past, the model that is being used for the 2040 plan will cover a multi-county geographic 
area (including St. Lucie and Martin Counties). This is to improve the accuracy of the model 
by capturing trips that cross county lines and also to minimize the expense of developing 
three separate travel demand models. 

Unlike past models, however, the new model utilizes what is known as an "Activity-Based 
Model" (ABM) structure. Older models were effective at capturing the conventional Monday 
through Friday AM in-bound commute I PM return commute pattern but failed to accurately 
forecast some of the newer trends in travel such as large number of retirees, unconventional 
work shifts, and a seven-day workweek. 

1 



In addition to providing more accurate modeling capabilities, the new model will enable 
greater levels of analysis, including peak period (as opposed to ali-day) travel forecasts; 
transit and mode choices; and smaller zones for better localized travel forecasts. 

On March 3, 2015, staff will provide an update on the status ofthe new model. 

RECOMMENDATION 

This is an informational presentation. No action is required. 

F:\Commun ity Dovelopment\User<\M PO\Meetings\CAC\2015\3-3-15\Project Staff Report.doc 
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INDIAN RIVER COUNTY, FLORIDA 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Members ofthe Indian River County MPO Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) 

~ 
THROUGH: Stan Boling, AICP 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Community Development Director 

Phillip J. Matson, AIC'f.JN\ 
MPO Staff Director 1J I ' 

February 23, 2015 

STATUS REPORT OF MPO ADVISORY COMMITTEES 

It is requested that the information presented herein be given formal consideration at the CAC 
meeting of March 3, 2015. 

TAC/BAC MEETING 

The TAC and BAC will meet jointly on February 27, 2015 to consider the Bicycle/Pedestrian Plan 
Update. The actions ofthe TAC and BAC will be shared with the CAC on March 3. 

MPO MEETING 

The MPO met on December 10, 2014 and also considered the 2015/16 - 2019/20 FDOT Draft 
Tentative Work Program. After discussing the Work Program, the MPO approved the Work Program. 

UPCOMING MEETINGS 

The MPO and its advisory committees will next meet as follows: 

TAC Meeting: March 27,2015-10:00 am 
BAC Meeting: April 28, 2015 - 2:00 pm 
CAC Meeting: March 27, 2015- 2:00pm 
MPO Meeting: March 11, 2015 -10:00 am 

F: \Co!Tm.lnity De· ·elopment\Usero\MPO\Iteetings\CAC\20~5\J -J - ~5\Statuo Other Comnittees .doc 


